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Introduction

Until relatively recently, preservationists have played a
projects involving historic landscapes.

It

not until the

is

minor

last

role in

decade that

administrators of historic sites around the country have begun to realize that
the grounds of their properties might carry as

the structures

which inhabit the

land.

much

informational value as

Even with the recognition

of the

landscape as an important piece of the puzzle, capable of unlocking the past at
a historic

site,

the landscape has generally not been subject to the

standards of investigation and documentation that

Within the past couple of years, several landscape
sites

is

afforded to buildings.

initiatives at

major historic

have yielded a wealth of information about the land and the people

shaped

same

who

it.

Projects

funded by the National Trust

at

Lyndhurst, Shadows-on-the-

Teche and Chesterwood have revealed whole new ways of looking
historic sites.

at these

Other projects involving non-trust properties, such as

Mary's City in Maryland and the Frederick

Law Olmstead

Site

St.

in

Massachusetts, have proven the value of a properly interpreted landscape to
enrich the value of the historic

have been written, in

site.^

particvilar the

As standards

for landscape

preservation

two documents drawn up by the National

Park Service pertaining to landscape, the Secretary of
for the Treatment of Historic Properties

the Interior's

and the Guidelines for

the

Standards

Treatment

1 For more information on the landscape studies made by the National Trust at these sites,
please see Frank Sanchis, "Landscape Initiatives of the National Trust," Historic Preservation
Forum 7, no. 3 (1993): 62-65. For information of the landscape work performed at St. Mark's

which has not only proved to be historically interesting but an effective method to
safeguard the historic integrity of the town, please see Mark R. Edwards, "Protecting the
Historic Landscape of a National Historic Landmark," Historic Presenmtion Forum 5, no. 4
City,

(1991): 17.

of Historic Landscapes,

site

managers are learning

property: "to

is

the

cope with the

difficulty

The fundamental methodology used

of preserving the landscape.

landscape preservation

to

same

that

is

in

used in preserving any historic

the object [landscape] as thoroughly as possible, using

document

primary source materials-- both written and graphic- and then to synthesize
the information in an effort to reconstruct the physical history" of the object
in question.2

how

The unique dilemma

that faces landscape preservationists is

best to preserve a living, constantly changing, organic artifact of the past?

The common methods

dealing with saving an historic artifact-

of

preservation, restoration, reconstruction and rehabilitation- are tempered in
this field

realization that the landscape

by the

Last summer,

I

was asked by

is

not an object but a process.

the Tyler Arboretum, a beautiful historic

property located in Media, Pennsylvania, to research the lives and the
planting efforts of the two

men who

the nineteenth century, Jacob

and Minshall

these

two men, whose

their

obvious love for botany,

would have

to

created the arboretum in the last half of
Painter.

In studying the efforts of

interest in the Natural Sciences
I

extended

far

beyond

realized that to understand the Painters,

have some understanding of the history of Natural History

I

in

the Philadelphia Valley.

Ever since William Perm founded his "green countrie towne" in 1682,

where the "the Country
God... the country

is

Life

is

to

be preferr'd, for that

we

see the

works

both the Philosopher's Garden and his library, a Sweet

and Natural Retreat from Noise and Talk, and allows opportunity
Reflection", the

^Sanchis, 63.

men

of

of science in this region

have taken

it

for

upon themselves

travels

From

the

societies

and

understand and appreciate the world around them.^

to better

and

collections of William

Bartram

to the

numerous

publications founded in Philadelphia to further the study of the Natural
Sciences, the city

and

its

surrounding counties have represented a focal point

in the formation of the Natural History circles

desire of like

minded men, both here and

bom

which were

out of a

Europe, to share their collected

in

knowledge.

By

the middle of the nineteenth century,

new

scientific

ideas were beginning to take hold, threatening to cast the

Historians in the shade, yet

minded individuals
it

it

was

that provided the

into the twentieth century.

It is

work

the

work

of the Painters

movement with

methods and
of Natural

and other

like-

the strength to bring

also our task to safeguard the

physical evidences, such as arboreta, and the thought behind

remaining

them

as

an

important link in the ongoing study of our environments.
It

should be noted

science, its

that,

although Natural Science

methodology and many

have either been

lost or

of

its

is

not a "dead"

most impressive manifestations

misinterpreted in the

last half of this

century.

Several institutions in the area (The Delaware County Institute of Science, the

Philadelphia Historical Society, and Swarthmore Library to

name

a few)

house the remains of a number of the more "portable" collections from
era,

but

it is

the impressive botanic collections that

of botanic gardens

and arboreta

preserve. Important

sites,

been completely

lost to

that

were amassed

have proven the most

in the

this

form

difficult to

such as the Evans Arboretum in Br}'n Mawr, have

subdivisions and

new highways, while

the nearby

^William Penn, "No Cross, No Crown," in Societ>' of Friends, Selected Works of William Penn,
3 vols. (London, 1825), 1:495 in David E. Shi, T//c Simple Life, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1985) 32.

Tyler Arboretum has a landscape which, as currently interpreted, remains

almost completely detached from

The administration

its

history.

at Tyler, realizing this serious neglect

and misuse

of their resources, has recently undertaken a major effort that involves

answering the question of
the current landscape.
to

expand upon

In

how

best to incorporate the history of the site in

answer

my work

to that question,

of the previous

I

have

set out in this thesis

summer and

to provide the

arboretum with what could be seen as preliminary work which has the
potential to become, with the input of information that might be

added by

scholars in different fields (see Chapter Five,) a comprehensive Cultural

Landscape Report (CLR.)

Tyler,

which

is

development, could use such a document
initiatives so that they
historical
I

needs of the

currently at a critical point in

to redirect

and

its

refine future capital

could best serve both the horticultural and the

site.

have made the

initial

attempt, using

practices, to "inventory" effectively

some

modem

landscape preservation

of the historic assets of this

important cultural landscape. In defining the scope of

my

project,

I

most

chose to

focus on the history of the Natural Sciences as they related to botany in the

Philadelphia area.

While

it

is

impossible to examine exhaustively

the

all

aspects of Natural History in the Delaware Valley in a study of this length,

I

have focused on such key events and individuals whose actions in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries would later influence the collecting
practices of

men such

as John

Evans and the Painters.

I

have not treated

those arboreta in the area connected to schools and universities (for example,
the Barnes, Morris,

and

Scott Arboretums)

and those which were created

the twentieth century as memorial gardens (for example, the Taylor

in

and

i

1

mil

Ihi

i^

Hi

Jenkins Arboretums).
collections, while

was not quite

Arguably, the purpose behind the creation of these

way

connected in some

same

the

as the

and

beliefs

explaining

why

was and how
In the

it

my

study,

the Tyler (Painter)

I

traditions, the passion

and the

and the Painter brothers. Also, by

heritage that drove individuals like Evans

narrowing the scope of

study of the Natural Sciences,

to the

hope

to concentrate

Arboretum was created

my

in the

efforts

on

manner

it

can be best reinterpreted today.'*

first

chapter of this work,

I

discuss the development of the

Natural Sciences in Philadelphia in the years prior to the Revolutionary War.

Key

individuals and societies are mentioned and discussed in regard to

their efforts

were

how

to later influence the collectors of the nineteenth century.

The second chapter examines how,
aftermath. Natural History

became

in the

a tool that

physical and psychological aspects of the

new

Revolutionary

was used
nation.

War and

to define

its

both the

The national

pride,

generated by the scientific study of America's natural wonders in these years,
created an interest that reached outside of the major metropolitan areas into
the coimtryside
turn, reached

the

new

where

local Natural History circles

were established which,

in

outward, connecting the rural and the urban intelligentsia of

nation.

The well connected

rural

gentleman

scientist

was yet

another model of the past that was to "bear fruit" in the nineteenth century.

The
critically

fate of the

examined

Evans Arboretum, the premier collection of

in the third chapter.

its

day,

Evans' collection, which was built

is

up

both through personal acquisitions on his journeys through the American
countryside and through contact with

men

such as

Sir

William Jackson

it was the Painter brothers, Minshall and Jacob, who created the arboretum, the
has been named after their descendants, John and Laura Tyler, who willed the
property to the Tyler Arboretum Foundation (and the public) in 1946.

^While
facility

6

Hooker, the

first

celebrated by

all

director of the Royal Botanical Gardens at

of the

major writers on horticulture of the day.

Kew, was
It

was

also

apparent that John Evans was a friend of the Painter brothers and, according
often contributed to the growth of their collection in

to their plant lists,

Until the middle of the twentieth centur\', the

Media, Pennsylvania.

Evans

Arboretum remained highly regarded by writers who mapped the major

The unnecessary

botanical collections in the area.

Arboretum dramatically points out the

loss

of

the Evans

cost of preservation's ignorance of the

importance of the historic landscape in interpreting the overall history of a
culture or a

site.

The numerous

collections of the Painter brothers

and how history and

time have been both kind and unkind to the Tyler Arboretum are the topics

covered in Chapter Four. The Painter's Arboretum, though sadly neglected

and misinterpreted

in the years since their death,

descendants of the two

land in Media.

men

saved

The scores

all

of boxes that are currently

of their available resources

go about refocusing the

plants,

mav

how

at

of information, including planting lists

the Tyler

and then

site,

offers

It is

my

Arboretum has

aesthetic, "frozen" collection of

scientific

hope that these suggestions,

enable the arboretum to distinguish

failed to utilize all

some suggestions regarding how-

away from an

towards the realization of the

landscape.

on deposit

that provide aid in the reinterpretation of the historic landscape.

Chapter Five explores

to

fortunate in that the

of their family's records regarding their

Swarthmore College provide a wealth
and maps,

is

itself,

and
if

cultural histor\' of the

used and expanded upon,

through the knowledge of

ouTi particular history, from other local botanical collections.

its

The

may

collection of this data

demonstrate, as stated

earlier, the

importance and significance of arboreta and, especially, the Tyler Arboretum,
providing an overview of the

Hopefully, this study

may

site's cultural

heritage within a wider context.

and stimulate further investigations by

aid

landscape architecture, archaeology, horticulture, and other related disciplines
to further interpret the site.

I

have collected

related data, including plant
individuals as to

by Minshall

how

to

Painter,

and a variety

some

and

appendices a variety of

reports by both Tyler and outside

go about reinterpreting the

reinterpretation of the site

of

lists,

in the

of

site,

documents written

maps, that could be used in a

will allow for the preservation of the contents

of these important historic

documents

for future generations to re-

examine.
It

would be

a pleasure

if

the following material could be a stepping

stone on the road of Historic Preservation at the Tyler Arboretum, prompting
further research

and development of

their landscape's historic

realize that not all of the following ideas

and suggestions

the arboretum's staff for reasons both fiscal

attached to the idea that the

present- but as the

site

site

should remain as

it is

I

feel that the

still

being presented

and achieves

time for change

Nearly a himdred years after the death of the Painter brothers,
reincorporate their vision with the landscape.

I

be accepted by

and "emotional"-- many are

enters the twenty-first century

anniversary as a public property,

will

context.

it

at

its fiftieth

is

at

is

hand.

time to

Chapter

The Eighteenth Century:

I

How Natural History Laid

the

Foundation for the Arboretums
of the Nineteenth Century
In natural science, I have understood,
is nothing petty to the mind that has a

there

and

large vision of relations,

single object suggests a vast
It is

surely the

George

same with

Eliot (1819-1880),

to

which every

sum

of conditions.

the observation of

The Mill on

the Floss,

life.

1860.

Philadelphia and

of the nineteenth century,

By the middle

human

its

surrounding region had become dotted with numerous arboreta and
In fact,

botanical collections.

present day, the territory that

from
is

that point

known

today

on and continuing
as the

to

the

Delaware Valley has

contained the highest concentration of these "tree gardens" in America.^

Why?

It

would seem

that a series of events

and developments

that

came

to

pass in the eighteenth century in the city had conspired to foster the ideal
situation for their creation.

Nineteenth century arboretums can easily be characterized by the type
of

men who

created them-- their collecting methods, the reasons

collected, the national

and international networks

why

they

of correspondence that

they constructed to allow for an exchange of ideas and specimens and, above
all,

their desire to achieve

an understanding of the world that they lived

through nature. The above

listed traits typified

in

both the individuals and the

^From the mid-nineteenth centur)' to the present day the Delaware Valley has been the home
to a number of Arboretums. At any one time during this period there has been no fewer than
twenty and

at

attraction.)

This data

have found

in

times as

my

many
is

as fifty

Arboretums

studies.

Gardens with trees as a featured
have gained from numerous sources that 1

(or Botanical

based upon impressions

1

manner

in

which they created and managed

their collections

there

would

men and

flourish in nineteenth centurv' Philadelphia because

were so many other like-minded individuals with

associate.

These

their gardens.

Such associations were an important part

whom

they could

of Philadelphia's cultural

life.

The

t\'pical

Philadelphia

biography of the nineteenth century botanical collector in

would read

an educated

as follows:

Quaker heritage and upbringing who

at

man

of

some means with

some point was drawn

to the

a

study of

botany through friends or other studies who, in turn, would either join or
create a society of like-minded individuals to aid in his collections,

and the publication
individuals to

environment

of his data.

come together

in

in \vhich they lived

For such a relatively large number of

one region,

it

would seem hkelv

was highly conducive

Individuals, organizations

studies

to

that the

such pursuits.

and circumstances, both natural and

contrived occurred in the preceding centurc- to allow

men

the Peirce family, the Painter Brothers

form

and others

to

like

John Evans,

their collections

through previously established conventions, channels and associations.
Consequently,

this

chapter will look at individuals and organizations in

eighteenth centur\' Philadelphia, examining where their interest in natural
history,

which led them

to collect

and observe specimens from around the

world, came from and to what ends their studies lead.

Not long

after the

Europeans "discovered" the Americas, they came

the realization that their destiny ^vas to be inexorably tied to the land.
early explorers

and

settlers

that inspired be^vilderment

to

The

were confronted with an unfamihar continent
and

fear as well as

awe and

exhilaration:

a land

wherein place, direction and location could only be determined by the

10

numerous (and often unknown) natural

objects that

surrounded them.

Without the famihar roads, architectural landmarks and other recognizable
artifacts

placed

upon

the land

by man, these European

travelers

gain an understanding of the world through a study of

and

to

natural elements

features.

Science in the late seventeenth
the assumption that,

if all

and eighteenth centuries was based on

things were found, described and classified,

could gain complete control of the world around him.

some way connected
derived from the
yet,

its

were forced

to everything else, thus all the

fact that

Every thing was in

problems of the world

not everything had been found and classified as of

thus leaving gaping holes that obscured the underlying truths.^

History as a
categorize

method

and

man

of scientific inquiry

was created out

classify all natural creations,

of botany, ethnology, geology, meteorology,

Natural

of the desire to

encompassing the modern

and zoology.^

fields

Natural History

allowed for an understanding of the natural world through two basic
principles, the collection

^Wayne

and the observation of

natviral objects.

This field of

in America, (New York:
Quadrangle/ The New York Times
The fields of inquiry into the secrets of Nature were roughly divided into
Natural Philosophy and Natural History. Some individuals such as David Fordyce, an
eighteenth century Scottish philosopher, claimed that the two sciences were not separate, but

Book

Hartley,

Natural History

Co., 1977), 23.

one another: "of Natural Philosophy, 1 consider Natural History as a Part." [David
Fordyce, The Elements of Natural Philosophy, Volume 1, (Bristol: Thoemmes, 1990), 284.
Natural Philosophy, the older (with roots in the work of Aristotle) and more encompassing of
the sciences, was the first to reach American soil.
It is interesting to note that Natural
a part of

]

Philosophy was an integral part of the American University curriculum long before Natural
Two Europeans, Jaques Rohault and Benjamin Martin and the seventeenth century
Harvard professor, Charles Morton, refined the study of Natural Philosophy in their books
System of Natural Philosophy (Rohault) and Philosophical Grammar
(Martin) and
Compendium physicae (Morton.) (William Martin Small wood. Natural History and the
American Mind, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1941), 49.]
These books, along with
a variety of early Latin texts, were used in colonial colleges as the primary texts of Natural
Philosophy (not Natural history, which was, ignored by colleges until mid-way through the
eighteenth century) for a large part of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
History.

^Pamela Regis, Describing Early America, (Dekalb: Northern

11

Illinois Press, 1992), 6.

knowledge or inquiry had a

logic

and a rhetoric formed

in the

works of such

eighteenth century European scientists as Newton, Linnaeus, Lavoisier and

Cavandish

New

(to

name

a few) that

seemed

ideal to aid in the description of

the

World.

The study

of botany

Even before the discovery

become one

of

of particular interest to Natural Historians.

of America,

Italy

of

collections

learning

had

Europe.

in

and the Netherlands, educational centers and

royalty collected specimens from the

private individuals

European botanical

most important centers

the

Throughout France,

was

and the

the Royal establishment at

known

nobility that

world. In England,

amassed large

Kew Gardens

it

was

largely

collections (although

stands as one of the premiere

collections in the world. )^

With the discovery

open

of America, a

for collection, cviltivation

fortunate

enough

to

whole new world of specimens was

and categorization with England, the nation

have the strongest presence

greatest beneficiary of this

new found

in the

new

natural wealth.

continent, the

The

close of the

seventeenth century saw England taking advantage of her position;
nim:\erous unique botanical specimens provided exciting opportunities to

European

collectors

and the men they commissioned

Botanical collections were ideal for patrons

and

to collect them.

their emissaries to gather

The works and contributions by these men that am specifically referring to are:
Newton's Principa Mathematica (and other works) which Benjamin Martin, the eighteenth
^Ibid., 23.

1

century scientific publicist, who created the modern study of Natural Philosophy; Linnaeus'
Systema Naturae, which created the system of biological classification that was to dominate
the field; Lavosier, who was at the head of the chemical revolution in Paris and published

many important medicinal

treatises;

and Cavandish whose

brilliance

in

the

field

of

experimental chemistry was surpassed by few.

^Brooke Hindle, The Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America, (Chapel
University of North Carolina Press, 1956), 13.

12

Hill:

The

because

it

was

feasible to collect

and

to transport materials; they

were desirable

not only for botanical and horticultural value but also for their possible

medicinal qualities, in addition to offering some levels of insight into the

unique qualities offered by the

As
back

New

World. ^"^

explorers went around the

to their

European patrons

centuries, they themselves

new

land, gathering specimens to send

in the late seventeenth

began

on the history

early eighteenth

collections so that they too could begin the

Brooke Hindle and several other

cataloguing of America's natural riches.
authorities

and

of Natural History in

America

rightly claim that

"by the middle of the eighteenth century, an international circle devoted to
the cultivation of natural history
forces in

Europe and America."

The American

was

city that

was one

of the

most dynamic

intellectual

^^

was

to

become

the center for botanical pursuits

Philadelphia. There are nimnerous reasons behind Philadelphia's rise to

prominence

in the field.

It

was

situated in a richly diversified botanical,

topographical and geological region with a thriving agriculture that included
a wide variety of herbaceous plants and forest trees, well fed by the
creeks and rivers that vein the region.
coastline

Situated in the midst of the Atlantic

and accessible by boat through

excellent hospitable port

numerous

its

many

rivers,

it

made

between the northern and southern portions

for

an

of the

future nation.

Philadelphia

were drawn

was one

to the region

of the earUest cities settled

by one

of the largest

by Europeans who

and wealthiest populations

in

lOlbid., 15.

'^Ibid., 17. Besides Hindle, William Martin Smallwood in the previously mentioned Natural
History in the American Mind (See chapter IX, "Natural History Struggles for Academic

RecogniHon") and John W. Harshberger, The Botanists of Philadelphia and
(Philadelphia: T.C. Davis & Sons, 1899), 6. Both texts make similar points.
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their

Work

,

Numerous

the country.

physicians, bankers

and merchants along with

gentlemen of a scholarly bent settled in the

city

and recognized the richness of

These individuals then

set

about to study the botanical

the local flora.

specimens of the region either professionally with botanical-medical interests
or horticulturally with genteel aspirations. 12
societies studied the region

Many

and the botanical wonders

the continent, with a strong desire to understand

world around them. 13 Throughout

was marked by a strong

individuals

their studies

desire to acquire

that

and

and scholarly

marked

to thus control the

and explorations

knowledge

the rest of

their

work

for knowledge's sake,

without bias or presuppositions that could cloud or taint the data that they

were gathering. 14

l^Examples of such men whose work in Philadelphia distinguished the region in the
eighteenth century are: Adam Kuhn, M. D. (1741-1817), a member and president of the College
of Physicians and professor at the University of Pennsylvania who studied medicine and
botany under Linnaeus; Gotthilf H. E. Muhlenburg (1753-1815), whose work in the study of
botany led to the discovery of many new species of American plants and whose writings on
plants were known in both America and Europe; Benjamin Smith Barton (1776-1815), physician
at the University of Pennsylvania and at the Pennsylvania hospital and patron of botanical
science

and numerous others whose names and exploits can be found

The Botanists of Philadelphia and

their

in

John W. Harshberger's

Work.

l^These societies include numerous educational institutions whose members /professors were
instrumental in the development of botany in America. Some of these societies/ institutions
were: the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy; the Woodstown Natural History Club founded

by Miss Jessie Colson; the American Philosophical Society (soon to be discussed); the
Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture of which Humphry Marshall was a member;
the College of Physicians of Philadelphia; and the medical and other scientific departments
at the University of Pennsylvania as well as numerous other small town Natural
History
societies devoted to the promotion of agriculture and botanical pursuits in Philadelphia's

surrounding counties. For more information of these groups see either Harshberger's work or
George Brown Goode's 'The Beginningsof Natural History m America," Annual Report
the
of

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, ...for the Year Ending June 30, 1897.
the United States National Museum, Part II (Washington, 1901), 355-406.
l"*

The men and

Nature.
their

the

Many

two footnotes were devoted to the study of
some sort of clause that defines
knowledge without bias. An example of this is the oath

the societies listed in the above

of the charters of these institutions included

member's duty

members

as the pursuit of

Report of

of the junto took (included later in this chapter.)

14

The

first

wave

of individuals to study the Pennsylvania landscape

beyond included Peter Kalm, a Swedish

naturalist

and pupil

of Linnaeus

visited the Philadelphia area in his three year exploration of America,

Adam

Kuhn, the

first

men whose work was

who

Doctor

chair of botany at the University of Pennsylvania,

John and William Bartram, two

and

and

to firmly establish

Philadelphia as the center of botanical studies in America.15

The
define the

travels

method

century. 16 Both

were

and work

of

John Bartram and his son William were

for botanical studies in

men were brought up

later to drift

away from

strictures

imposed upon

Linnaeus'

method

their

to

America during the eighteenth

in the

Quaker

tradition although they

meeting as they grew weary of some of the

their beliefs

by Quaker doctrine.^^

of classification (which

Strict followers of

was universally used

to bring order

1^ Linnasus revolutionized the study of natural history in regards to botany by supplying
it
with a universal language (outlined in his 1753 Sy sterna Naturae) for classifying and naming
plant specimens. His conception of the Great Chain of Being at once connected each specimen to
its kind while pointing out its own individual uniqueness. The system was easy to learn and
required only the use of one's senses, thus making it ideal for Americans to study the world

around them as they were unencumbered by numerous books and costly equipment. Thus,
Americans could share and have their observations understood throughout the scientific
community. Regis., 12.
l*^The Bartrams

were not alone in their desire to study the American landscape although their
work has dominated the discussion of early botanical/ Natural History
studies in America. Another man who was involved, not only in the founding of the study of
botany in America, but with the founding of the state of Pennsylvania was James Logan (16741751) who lived in the Germantown section of Philadelphia at Stenton (which still stands
today.)
He held many important positions in the government of the colony, including Chief

names and

their

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. He is important to the early study of botany in
(and in the colonies as a whole) for three reasons. The first was the donation of his
2000 volume library to the City of Philadelphia, forming the foundation of the Philadelphia
Library system. The Library was to become one of the reasons that Philadelphia became a

Justice of the
this region

center of academia in the colonies.

Logan also is known for his writings. In 1735 he published
an experiment involving the sex of plants (namely corn) that supported the work
of Linnaeus. The third reason for his fame in the area of botany was his patronage of John
Bartram, which will be discussed later in the chapter. [Harshberger, 41.

some

results of

I'Hindle, 21.

owners also

As

will be discussed in a later chapter, several nineteenth century

drifted

away from

the

Quaker meeting

15

arboretum

as their scientific interests expanded.

Figure

2:

Drawing of Bartram's Garden sent to Peter Collinson by John Bartram

16

in

1

758.

to the

chaos of descriptive natural history through the use of a system of

binomial nomenclature), both

men

and categorizing specimens

to

London,Peter Collinson.
to set

up a network

^^

traveled throughout America, collecting

send

to

Through Collinson

of important

Dr. John Fothergill, 1712-80,

(also a Quaker), they

European botanists and

who

and contact

friend

their

in

were able

collectors, including

financed William's trip through the

American Southeast between 1773 and 1778.19

Both Collinson and Fothergill

followed and financed the Bartrams' studies.

While collecting

for his

European patrons

in

an attempt

to "enrich the

fountain of knowledge," John Bartram began a collection of his
his

own

words, rivaled that of his employers:

intend to double

my

formerly, having

now

diligence, for

I

am

"If

now

of

New

searched our North America from

England

to

many branches

of

there are very few plants in aU the space of

collection of flowering plants, shrubbery, trees

home

in

my own

ground what

garden." 20

an early arboretum

'"Collinson

was not

is

considered by

many

I

The

and other botanical specimens

by the Bartrams, father and son, and planted on the grounds of

in Philadelphia

I

better stocked with materials than

have observed, nay, have most of them growing

collected

that, in

peaceable times come,

near Georgia, and from the sea-coast to Lake Ontario and
the Ohio; that

own

to

be the

first

their

and best example

in the colonies.

and guide. The most notable of these patrons in America
Prior to John Bartrams attachment to Peter Collinson,
he received the support and guidance of Logan, a wealthy Quaker merchant and powerful
Pennsylvanian politician. Although their relationship later cooled, it was a productive one
for them both, stimulating both in their interests in botany.

was

their only patron

the aforementioned James Logan.

^^Hanley., 16-30.

^^William Darlington, Memorials of John Bartram and Humphry Marshall, (Philadelphia:
Lindsay & Bakiston, 1849), 189. Bartrams collection, according to this work, was established
in or around the year 1730.

17

Figvire 3:

18

The Bartrams
background and

their collecting practices

chapters, but there are a few

between the Bartrams and,

whose

life I

will discuss in later

minor differences and one major difference

for example,

The Bartrams'

John Evans, a notable nineteenth

collections

were formed prior

establishment of America as a separate, independent nation.
the British

and the creation

the eighteenth century

Their

seemingly prefigure those of some

of the nineteenth centuiry botanical collectors,

century collector.

and others.

collected for both themselves

of the

American Republic

would change

the tone

to the

The defeat

of

in the last quarter of

and the meaning behind the

collecting practices of the colonials, a difference that

is

important and will be

explored in some depth in later chapters.

John Bartram and his family were significant not only for their
contributions to the scientific community, but for their ability to stimulate the

American
European

intellectual

community, while drawing the attention of the

intelligentsia to the natxiral treasures of the

New

VVorld.^^

like-minded individuals, both in and outside of Philadelphia,
success enjoyed by the Bartrams invested

more

study of America's natural phenomena.

of their time

Other

who saw

and

the

effort in the

Eventually these individuals,

seeing the need to organize themselves in order to share their collected data,

organized into groups and societies.

groups and

One

Thus, these

men began

to organize into

societies.

of the first organized

group

efforts to achieve

an understanding of

the natural world began in 1727 in Philadelphia, under the aegis of

other than Benjamin Franklin.

This group

known

as the Junto, although

small and local in both size and scope, brought together a group of

2lHindle, 27.
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none

men

for

the purpose of discussing a variety of issues including morality, politics

and

natural philosophy .^2 Their approach toward the study of the world around

them
to

is

defined by the democratic pledge of initiation that each

make upon

election to the societ\':

Any person
breast,
1st.

to be qualified— to stand up,

Have you any
I

lay his

hand upon

his

particular disrespect to

any present member?

have not.

Do you

sincerely declare that

what profession or
Answer:
3rd.

and

and be asked these questions:

Answer:
2nd.

member was

you love mankind

in general, of

religion so ever?

I do.

Do you

or goods, for

think any person ought to be

harmed

mere speculative opinions, or

in his body,

his external

way

name,

of

worship?
Answer:
4th.

No.

Do you

love truth for truth's sake, and will

impartially to find

and receive

it

yourself,

you endeavor

and communicate

it

to

others?
Yes. 23

Answer:

Even though
years, Franklin

scholarly

on May
the

body

the Junto

was

to exist in

one form or another

and others soon realized the need
that could

14, 1743,

Benjamin Franklin issued a proposal

first

more comprehensive

have both a national and international impact.

American Philosophical Society .24

claimed that "the

for a

for forty

drudgery of

Within

settling

new

So,

for the organization of

this

colonies,

proposal, FrankUn

which confines the

22 Smallwood, 130.
23"Celebration of the Hundredth Anniversary, May 25, 1843," Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society, Held at Philadelphia, for Promoting Useful Knowledge, III, 6.

24Smallwood,

131.

The Junto was gradually absorbed

20

into the A.P.S.

attention of people to

many

mere

necessities, is

now

pretty well over;

them

in every province in circumstances that set

leisure to cultivate the finer arts,

knowledge.

One

and there are

at ease,

and afford

and improve the common stock

of

"2 5

of the primary reasons that Franklin choose Philadelphia for the

Philosophical Society's headquarters (besides the fact that he lived in the city)

was

the city's prime location: "Philadelphia being the city nearest the centre of

the continent colonies, communicating with

southward by
of a

post,

good growing

Society

and with

library,

came together

all

the islands by sea

them northward and

of

all

and having the advantage

be the centre of the Society."^^ The members of the

to investigate matters involving biology, medicine,

mineralogy, geography, topography, agriculture, botany and any other
discipline that could shed light as to the true natxire of things thus allowing
for

man

to better control the

The

was

Society

world around him.^^

to create

an intellectually stimulating dialogue

between the numerous learned gentlemen

in Philadelphia

who,

in turn,

caught the attention and interest of several national personalities such as
Jefferson

and Washington.

limited to those

members

However,

this

exchange of ideas was not

residing in America; a correspondence

between the American Philosophical Society and
organizations including the Royal Society in

25proceedings of the APS,

May

25 1853,

a

number

London and

of

was

to be

set

up

European

the Dublin Society,

8.

26lbid., 4.

2'^Robert Lawson-Peebies, Landscape

and Written
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 14.
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Expression

in

Revolutionary

America,

allowing for an international body of knowledge to be created, debated and
traded.28

Perhaps the greatest contribution the Society made towards the

advancement

of

community was

the publication of

desire to publish
material

America's scientific interests

was the

of learning. "29

was strong due
"accepted

mode

The

volume

first

Philosophical Society"
dignitaries,

Europe.

its

international

The

to the fact that the publication of one's

of presenting a scientific

members, and centers

source of national pride. 3 o

the

"Transactions" beginning in 1769.

Atlantic

work

to the

of the "Transactions of the

was widely distributed

On this side of the

in

for learning
it

to

world

American

important Philadelphia

throughout America and

was widely praised and became a

In Europe the

volume was

also accepted

great

and

lauded as America's entry into the international dialogue.

The

A.P.S.

individuals

was

to set

would follow

efforts of individuals

an example that many other organizations and

in the nineteenth centtuy.

Gradually, through the

such as William Darlington (The Chester County

Cabinet of Science, 1826,) Jacob and Minshall Painter (The Delaware County
Institute of Science, 1860)

in the counties

and

others, sateUite scholarly societies

surrounding Philadelphia.^!

were

set

up

While these rural institutions

2*^Smallwood, 135.

29Hindle, 141.

30Smallwood,

162.

3^Harshberger., 138, 184. Other examples of these groups include: the South Bethlehem
Natural History Association, the Torrey Botanical Club (which appears to have been located
in the New York suburbs although it had many Philadelphia members), the Philadelphia
Botanical Club, and the Society for the Promohon of Agricultural Science in Philadelphia. All
of these organizations are mentioned (with the names of their members but not their dates of
operation) in Dr. Harshberger's book.
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Figure

4:

23

bowed

to the authority

and superior resources offered by the larger

groups, they did afford an increasing
to

come

ideas

number

of individuals the opportunity

together locally for an exchange of ideas.

among

The desire

to share one's

a scholarly circle through letters, personal contact

the publication of member's communications

City's

and

scientific

and through

papers became a

strong and essential component of both rural and urban America's study of

Natural History.

Thus, intellectual links between rural and urban centers

were created throughout America and Europe

in the eighteenth century that

continued to grow and strengthen in the nineteenth century, allowing for an

amazing flow

of information to occur.

By the middle of the eighteenth century, Americans were

collecting,

observing and sharing their knowledge with natural scientists and collectors
in

both America and Europe.

(that

was already present

Philadelphia) which

who knew

of

it

was

and

Into this international society a

in

concept

Europe) was added in America (again in

to take the

to those

importance.32 The Peale

new

study of Natural History to both, those

who had

Museum

previously been ignorant of

in Philadelphia

its

was founded by painter

Charles Wilson Peale, in 1748, in order to share his collections of flora and

faxma from

all

over the world with the public.^^

Although Peale could by no modern definition of the term be
considered a scientist, he enjoyed collecting specimens of flora and fauna

from around the world and preserving them

in a re-created natural setting.

32Walter Faxon, "Relics of Peale's Museum," Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
LIX (1915), 119. Both Faxon and Hindle claim that Peale's chief model for his museum was the
Musee National in Paris. Faxon also asserts that several other museums in "Germany and
Austria" contained like specimens.
33Hindle., 182.
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Despite his "non-scientific" approach, he realized the importance of placing
his natural collections in their

understood. Peale was the

proper context so that they could be better

first to

paint appropriate backdrops and to place

animals in cases with suitable flora allowing the visitors to observe the
creatures

and the plants

Philadelphia also

America.

The

may

in a facsimile of their natural

boast of having the

collection,

Philadelphia until

its

first

which was housed

demise

in 1846,

was

in

environment.

Thus,

natural history dioramas in

many

different locations in

also notable for

its

practice of

borrowing and exchanging specimens with similar institutions in Europe.
Thus, like the societies that were set up to exchange information in the
eighteenth century, the Peale

Museum

provided for an exchange of physical

specimens between the old world and the new.^^
Right before the

War

for

Independence, the work of Americans in

regard to the study of natural history was widely accepted and used by

throughout the European intellectual community. ^5

many

Although American

data stiU traveled largely through England, through individuals such as Peter
Collinson, to reach Sweden,
first

time,

France and other European countries, for the

Americans were beginning

to estabUsh direct contact

with learned

individuals throughout Europe without the English middleman.^^

These

eighteenth century American naturalists were beginning to be recognized on
their

own

merits.

beginning of the

Hindle rightly claims that their work comprises the

first scientific

community

in

America. ^7

34Harold Sellars Colton, "Peale's Museum," The Popular Science Motithli^,
is also mentioned in Smallwood., 137.

This international trade practice
35Hindle., 35.
36lbid., 184.

37lbid., 35.
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LXXV

(1909), 228.

Chapter

II

Natural History and the
The season
Set yoiir

men
its

of Peace

is

New Republic

the Harvest of Sciencecountry,

upon studying your own

of science

nature and improvable productions.

John C. Lettsom to Benjamin Rush, Sept.

7,

1785.

The period between the American Revolution and the turn

of the

century proved to be a paradoxical time in the development of arboretums

and plant

collections in the

were composed by men

United

While numerous scholarly works

States.

of stature in the

new RepubUc

concerning botany,

using natural history to catalogue the bounty and uniqueness of the
covmtr>', the creation of botanical

have had the potential
never occurred.

gardens and arboretums, which appeared to

become popular due

The only two examples

are the gardens of

John Jackson.

to

Humphry

new

of

to

John Bartram's example,

which there are

historical records

Marshall and his neighbor in Pennsylvania,

Marshall's collection, which William Darlington designated

the second botanical garden in the colonies,

was begun

in 1773

nearly as important as that of his predecessors, John Bartram.

such as Jackson' collection (1777), although

have slipped into the pages of

still

and became
Other

efforts

in existence in 1848, appear to

historical obscurity.^S

Despite the fact that botanical gardens and arboretums did not rapidly

multiply in America during the post-Revolutionary era,

many

events

occurred that led to their swift proUferation in the nineteenth century,
particularly in the Philadelphia area.

^^ Darlington, 22.
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With independence from England won, Americans
their

new

national character.

While new regional and national systems of

government and economics were being forged,
looking at the American landscape in a
1770's

had looked

findings,

to

about to define

set

natviral historians

new way.

Botanists,

England and the Continent

began writing about and naming

their

were busy

who up

until the

for validation of their

own specimens

for their

own

pvirposes.

In the

wake

upon developing
fathers,

many

of

of the Revolution, a great deal of attention

the intellectual pursuits of the

whom

were involved

history circles themselves,

of the fact that

distinguish a nation in the international
flourishing arts

Republic.

The founding

American and European natural

in

were conscious

new

was placed

and sciences community.

one of the ways

community was
So,

while these

to

to

have a

men were

attempting to incorporate the ideas of the European Enlightenment in their

new government, many

individuals involved in Natural History societies

throughout the Republic were called upon

to distinguish

themselves and

enhance America's national pride.

While the Declaration of Independence was being written

in

Philadelphia, natural history writers, and botanists in particular, were

proclaiming their freedom to interpret their land.
out in her book Describing Early America

As Pamela Regis points

:

The declarations were complementary, two kinds

new

land.

The

political Declaration

country would be written into being.
declarations defined the place

named and

The natural

where the country would

illustrated the objects of creation that

27

of definition of the

began the process by which the
historical
exist,

and

would furnish the

new

America's nature was no longer in the hands of

land.

Europeans-^*^

While the Revolution allowed for freedom of exploration on the part of the
Americans,
the

it is

fortunate that the breach

was not

so complete as to dissolve

usage of the imiversal Liimaean system of nomenclature in the

common

The continued use

Republic.40

between Europe and America
relationships

of this system allowed for the dialogue

to continue,

notwithstanding the redrawing of

between the two continents.

Despite the intriguing facets of the changing relationship between

America and Europe,

War and

its

it is

not exactly correct to say that the Revolutionary

resulting creation of the

History in America.

human

caused areas of
be cast aside in

On

its

Republic was a stimulus to Natural

the contrary. War, by

It

its

such as science,

interest

wake.

new

very nature, has historically

art

and domestic industries

to

did not help the Natural History cause that within

a few years of the outbreak of the war, three of the pioneers of early botany in

America died: John Clayton

in 1774,

Cadwallader Colden in 1776, and John

Bartram in 1777.*!

The

loss of these three

gentlemen, and Bartram in particular, was

indeed damaging to the American natural history

circle as

it

pertained to

39Regis, 11.
40lbid.

4^Hindle, 224. John Clayton was well known in both English and American Natural History
circles. Living in Gloucester County, Virginia, he wrote Flora Vir^inica, a book that earned
him much praise and was used for many years by those who wished to learn about American
plants. Cadwallader Colden, a physician from New York, was one of the most important
natural historians in America during the eighteenth century. Bom and educated in Scotland,
He worked as a physician for several years before
Colden came to Philadelphia in 1710.
In New York his work, both publicly and privately, furthered the study
retiring to New York.
of Natural History

on our continent

for the
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remainder of his

life.

botany.

It is

indeed fortunate that individuals

who had

or no interest in science or had remained in the

little

previously

shadow

showed

of these great

rose to the occasion, ushering in the next generation of natural

men,

scientists to bring

botany into the nineteenth century.

Colden and Bartram, however

new

allowing for

ideas

The deaths

regrettable, did signal the

and new methods

of

of Clayton,

end of an era

communication

to

be

disseminated between natxiral scientists around the world, thus initiating in

new motives behind
For example,

the collecting

Humphry

and observation

Marshall, seen by

European

successor, established links with

of specimens.'^^

many

collectors as

as John Bartram'

an equal, not as

a

Along with Marshall, others such as the Reverend Henry

dependent.

Muhlenberg, David Rittenhouse, and various institutions such as the

American Philosophical

Society, preserved

and carried on Philadelphia's

reputation as one of the leading centers in the natural history

Oddly enough,
that

marked

this

it

was not

the scientific accomplishments of these

period as important.

Pursuit of Science in

As Brooke Hindle points out

in

men
The

Revolutionary America, "even in the realm of Natural

History where the Americans did become more
interpretation of their data,

^^Smallwood,

circle. ^3

it

was not

clear that

self-reliant

in

the

Western science benefited as

40.

'^'Harshberger, 92, 393. Besides these institutions and individuals, there were many others
contributed to Philadelphia's post-revolutionary Natural History Circle. Thomas
Nuttall traveled all over America collecting and writing about a variety of specimens during

who

The work for which he was best known was the 1818 Genre of North
Joshua Hoopes (1788-1874)
American plants, and a catalogue of the species to the year 1817.
was a Quaker with a love for botany, ornithology and astronomy. Harshberger considers him
to be a member of the West Chester botanical triumvirate which included Darlington and

his lifetime (1786-1859.)

Many other individuals whose work contributed to the development of
new Republic are listed in Harshberger's Botanists of Philadelphia and in John
Old Gardens in and about Philadelphia, (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,

David Townsend.
botany

in the

T. Paris

1932.)
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much

as national pride. "44

Thus, the ability of the American scientists to

maintain and forward their position in the international community was the

most important outcome
established the

new

of the Revolution for the sciences.

further

It

Republic as a nation and enabled America to be seen not

only as merely a former English colony but also allowed for the spread of
scientific interest

among members

By the turn
science

need

had waned.

American

society. 45

of the centtiry, the political impetus for studies in natural

Despite the fact that natural historians no longer

to justify their nation

natural sciences continued.
sciences

of

felt

the

through their studies, a strong interest in the

The path

laid

and the energy created

in the

by the patriotism and pride displayed by many of the revolutionary

generation in the late eighteenth century were transferred and transformed in
the nineteenth century into a

broadened

wider section of the population.

44lbid., 383.

45Smallwood,

218.
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interest in Natural History

among

a

Chapter

III

The Nineteenth Century: The Evans Arboretum-- An Outward
Manifestation of the Search for Grace and
a

To owTi

Legacy Lost

a bit of ground, to scratch it with a
and watch the renewal of

hoe, to plant seeds,
life- this is the
race, the

most

commonest

Charles Dudley Warner (1829-1900),

The

delight of the

satisfactory thing a

My Summer

in the fields of botany

the Philadelphia Valley.

Around

on

was

1803 Professor B.

S.

to

in a Garden, 1870.

become

and

horticultural studies in

1800, the Peirce brothers

their expansive farmstead in Chester

this collection

can do.

years of the nineteenth century were filled with

first thirty

numerous developments

of trees

man

the

first

Barton wrote the

began a collection

Coimty near Kennett Square;

nineteenth century arboretum.**'

first

In

American elementary work on the

study of botany while giving lectures at the University of Pennsylvania on

Lewis and Clark

Natural History and botany that were widely attended.*^

made

their journey to the Pacific

specimens that were previously
East.

unknown and

The Philadelphia Academy

journal of their proceedings.

Ocean, collecting a number of plant
transporting

of Natural Sciences

Thomas

Nuttall, Dr.

^^ The development of Peirce's Park will be discussed in

some

them back

began

W.

detail in

P.

to the

to publish a

C. Barton, the

Chapter

Five.

Darlington, 24. William Darlington himself attended one of Professor Barton's lectures in
He claims that the classes "did more than any of his contemporaries in diffusing the
Barton's work illustrates the fact that the University
taste for the natural sciences."
community incorporated Natural History into its curriculum. It should also be noted that it
was Humphry Marshall who was the first American author to publish a work on American

'*^

1803-4.

flora that

was published

in this country, although Barton's

accessible to the general public.
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is

said to have been

much more

Reverend Lewis David von Schweinitz, and many others, both
Philadelphia and in other major American
national

cities,

in

published compendiums of

local florals

and

These advances were, without a doubt, allowing for the study of botany
be pursued by a greater number of individuals.

to

No

longer did an

individual have to travel the American continent to partake in

wonders.

natural

made

Books, classes, societies and their pubUcations were being

and the countryside. This dissemination

available to individuals in the dty
of information,

combined with what was

conscience, caused a large
cities

its

number

on the Eastern Seaboard

of

later described as a crisis of national

men

in Philadelphia

to create their

own botanical

and other major

collections.

In the second quarter of the nineteenth century, there

appeared

to

be a

general consensus that the morality of America had undergone a sharp
decline from the sense of purpose

and determination

.*''
in the last quarter of the eighteenth century

that

had been achieved

Increasing wealth and

prosperity dulled the revolutionary zeal that had previously propelled the
actions

and

into "sin"

spirit of the

was

American

public,

and many

felt

inevitable unless certain counteractions

that further decline

were taken.

The

Nuttall published his Genera of North American Plants in Philadelphia in 1818. The
Reverend Henry Muhlenburg of Lancaster, Pennsylvania published his Catalogue of the Hither
Knozim and Naturalized Plants of North America in 1813. In 1816 Stephen Elliot released his
Dr. Barton published two volumes of
Sketch of the Botany of South Carolina and Georgia.
Flora in 1818 and Flora of North America in 1821. The Reverend von
note: Philadelphia
Schweinitz of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania published his Monograph of the Genus Viola in 1822
and John Torrey of New York began the publication of Flora of the Northern and Middle
Sections of the United States. Details of these men's lives and work can be found in a variety of
sources in including Smallwood, Darlington's Memorials, and Hindle. This is but an annotated

4*^

of the men who wrote such works in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. One of the
reasons for such a large number of studies of American Botany being written is, according to
William Darlington [Darlington, 27,] that schools were beginning to teach botany, thus creating

list

a

need

for texts.

^^Harvey Green,

Fit For

America, (Baltimore:
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The Johns Hopkins

Press, 1986), 29.

twentieth century historian Harvey Green claims that

was "the very

it

abvindance of land and economy that so intoxicated political orators which

and indeed would, be the undoing

could,

experiment.

For both governments and individuals, the solution lay in

altering the practices
Fit for

and minds of individual Americans. "^o Green's work.

America points out that

America sought

One

governmental

of the great

many

their salvation, in

particular

segment

individuals in mid-nineteenth century

one manner or another, in Nature.

of the population

reform and, in a sense, purify the practices of
Society of Friends

had long been a part

of the

its

was

people.

Humphry

need

Members

to

of the

development of the Natural

History circle in America-- particularly in Philadelphia.

William Bartram, Peter Collinson,

feeling the

Men

like

John and

Marshall, the Peirce family and

others had, for over a century, formed the backbone of botanical and
horticultural inquiry in

North America.

The general morality

nineteenth century proved to be problematic for

and about the Philadelphia

many Quakers who

of

the

resided

Wealth and consumerism was

rife in

their city,

which had become one of the major commercial centers

in the

Republic.

Numerous Quakers

in

area.

residing in the city

the counties surroimding the city

large estates in

were concerned about how they were

integrate their religious practice with the
Historically,

and on the

new economic

environment.

Quakers had taken a greater- than-average

matters concerning the vegetable kingdom.

to

interest in

Along with the study

of

mathematics and history, gardening was considered to be an appropriate
occupation for truly devout members of the Society' of Friends.^i

The desire

50lbid., 16.

^^Leslie Sparker,

Tulip

Longwood Gardens

Inc., 1975), 16.

Trees

and Quaker Gentlemen, (Kennett Square, Pennsylvania:
I believe that one of the reasons that
Ms. Sparker draws this
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to learn

more about

the world

around them, the world that God had created,

and botany. John Evans

translated into a natural desire to study horticulture

was one
his

of the

religious

men whose

interest in the botanical

world was sparked by both

persuasion and by one of the most popular botanical

pubUcations that sprouted up

in

the

nineteenth

and

horticviltxu-al

William

century,

Darlington's Flora Cestrica.
It is

difficvdt to research the Ufe

The

John Evans for a number of reasons.
that there

seems

to

Count}/ (1862), that

be but one source,
all

first of

accomplishments of

these impediments being

George Smith's History of Delaware

other biographers rely upon.

Smith,

who

appears to

have had an acquaintance with John Evans, writes an interesting and
informative accotmt of the miller/ botanist's
to

back his assertions,

it is

life

but, without another source

difficult to test their veracity.

Evans did correspond with Minshall Painter, but
centered on the

mundane

Delaware County

matters of family health and the proceedings of the

Institute of Science

(which Evans was a

than botanical or horticultural matters. 5 2
life

and work

of

Evans was the

fact that,

arboretum and botanical collection appear
will

be discussed

at

their discourse

some length

The second

some time
to

member

of)

rather

factor that obscures the

after 1935, his

have disappeared

later in this chapter.)

(a

home,

matter that

Despite these

is a statement made by the seventeenth century Quaker Robert Barclay who said in
Quaker Gentlemen there are innocent divertissements which may sufficiently serve
for the relaxation of the mind, such as for friends to visit one another, to hear or read history,
in Robert
to speak soberly of the present or past transactions and to follow after gardening."
Barclay, An Apology for the True Christian Divinity, (Philadelphia: Kimberly, Conrad &

conclusion
1678: "For

Co., 1805), 345.

^^Besides the limited correspondence, there are several receipts in the Painter family
The
collection of gifts of plant materials made by John Evans to the Painter Brothers.
importance of these lists will be discussed in a later chapter.
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an attempt

difficulties,

will

be made to piece together a biography of John

Evans from the meager accounts written about him.
Evans and

his contribution to

is

It

important that

botany in the Philadelphia area and, in

ways, America, be remembered.

He was

a

man whom

many

Dr. Harshberger

considered to be integral to the development of botany in America and he
called him, along with John

of self-taught

American

County [who] were men
and

especially

Each reared
left

were they

Bartram and

bom

botanists, all

alike as

devoted students of the vegetable kingdom.
in the large collection of

unfortunate that the details of the

nineteenth century botanist have been
extremely difficult to ascertain

take,

his past

growing plants he

how

Evans'

John Evans, a

bom Febmary

For without them,

lost.

We

can,

of this significant

of his friends

own work was

however, look

man whose

13, 1790.54

at the

his Ufe

and contemporaries,

influenced and

how

it

midit

is

chain of great

"fits" in the

which may have shaped the course

and we can study the work

determine

life

how John Evans

influential Philadelphia botanists.

and events from

was

and highest moral worth,

behind him."53
It is

and

Marshall, "one of a trio

within the limits of old Chester

of the strictest integrity

own monument

his

Humphry

was

people

was

to

to better

influential.

family had emigrated to America in 1698,

xhe son

of

grow up being passed around between

David and Adah Evans, John was

his

numerous area

to

relatives, after his

^^Harshberger, 171.

54john W. Jordan, A History of Delaware Count}/ and its Peoples, Vol. 2
Historical Publishing Co., 1914), 758.
"Four brothers from Wales settled in

(New York: Lewis
Gwynedd township
Evans line (many named

Welsh tract in 1698." There are many famous descendants of the
"John") that lived in the Philadelphia area. It would appear that a portion of this original
tract of Evans land was the land that John Evans (1790-1862) created his arboretum on.
in the
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Figure

5:
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parents had died in 1806 and 1800 respectively. ^^

John's education

was

said to

have been very limited and, by 1812, his name appears on the payroll records
of a large flour mill in Troy,

New

was on

York, that

rather "floral" description of Evans'

life in

the

Hudson

River.^^ In a

Troy, George Smith claims that:

being almost shut out from social intercourse, our young miller, after
attending closely to his business on

on Sundays
surrounded

in

week days, spent much

of his time

rambling over the wild and romantic country that

his mill— in traversing its streams,

and

in scaling its

Here he became a devoted lover of nature, acquired the

precipices.

habits of close observation,

and

fitted hiniself for the successful

study of

the natural sciences. ^^

While

countryside truly led to his later fascination with nature,
true that his rural

of the

New

uncertain whether Evans' bucolic pleasures in

is

it

life

in both

it is

York's

undoubtedly

Troy and Radnor had some bearing on his view

world around him.
Rettirning to the family mill

in 1819,

on the Ithan Creek

in

Radnor Township

John Evans married Ann, the daughter of his family's neighbor

Benjamin Brown, by

whom

he was

to

have

six children.^s

sawing lumber for the Philadelphia and other
continued in

this line of trade for

much

local

He

settled in to

markets soon

of the remainder of his

after

and

life.

Despite his lack of formal education, by the 1820's Evans had become a
self-taught

man

in a variety of disciplines outside of his trade.

according to his correspondence with

many

^^George Smith, History of Delaware Coxinty,

(Philadelphia:

Sf'lbid.

57lbid., 460.

SSparis, 190.
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of the

members
Henry

B.

of the

Ashmead,

He

had,

Delaware

1862), 459.

Figvire 6:

John Evans' House and Garden c.1897.
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County

Institute of Science, acquired

botany and zoology .^9

had never

1828, he

Darlington's Flora Cestrica

for

is

one as

laid claim to

Norristown) stopped by for a

Evans

said to have

interest in noineralogy, geology,

Despite this interest in numerous disciplines, until

Alan W. Corson

relative,

some

of
visit,

his Life's passion.

It

was then

that a

Plymouth/ Montgomery County (near
bringing with

for his perusal. ^^

become an avid

him

a copy of Dr. William

From

that point

onward,

botanist, scouring the local countryside

specimens and coming into contact with many of the notable botanists

and plant

collectors

and

sellers of the

day including Colonel Carr, who was

the current proprietor of Bartram's Garden.

The culture

with his study of botany.
Botanic Garden,

around the Evans' dwelling progressed along

of rare plants

Along with

John Evans

his regular trips to visit Bartram's

would make

at least

one

trip a

year to

other botanists in the Philadelphia area to exchange information
materials.
collection

visit

and plant

Soon, he desired more and more exotic specimens for his

which eventually was

to lead

him

to cultivate a relationship

one of the foremost English botanists of the nineteenth century.

Sir

with

William

Hooker.

5^ Painter Collection, Uncatalogued Items /Horticultural Notes and Letters, Box 35,

RG

5,

Series

Swarthmore College.

Evans was a regular correspondent with the Painter Brothers of
Media, PA. who had founded the Institute in 1833 (Evans became a member in 1834.) It is also
indicated in this correspondence, (other examples can be found in numerous "letterbooks" in
Swarthmore College's Painter Collection) that Evans corresponded with a number of the
society's members. As will be discussed in the next chapter, a large number of the Painter's
specimens are attributed as having come from John Evans' collection.
8,

Ashmead

claims that the book, that had recently been published, was used at the
Corson's daughter, who was with him on the visit, was a student at that
particular boarding school so it is highly possible that this is true. This is some indication
that the study of botany had become an accepted practice in schools, and, perhaps, Quaker
schools in particular.

^^Faris, 191.

Westown

School.
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Figure

7:
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Sir

William Jackson Hooker was the son of a merchant's clerk and the

descendent of Richard Hooker, a noted theologian of the sixteenth

A

fortuitous discovery in 1805 of a rare moss,

century.*"^

which he communicated

to

James Edward Smith, founder of the prestigious Linnaean Society, redirected
his early interest in general Natural History to botany.^^
at

Norwich Grammar School was augmented by

j^js early

his

life

education

experiences,

including a voyage to Iceland in 1809, a period of extensive study in England

and

and

a trip to France, Switzerland

made

the acquaintance of

some

Italy

between 1814 and 1815 where he

married Maria Turner, the daughter of the noted botanist,
1815. In 1820

he held

Turner, in

until 1841.

generously

made

available to all scholars),

the center of English Botany
in 1841

Gardens

at

It

was under

leading botanical institution of

Economic Botany

(1847) at

pubhshed

the

first

its day.*'^

He

Allan, The Hookers of Kezv,

his career

also

Kew became

the world's

founded the

Museum

(London: Michael Joseph, 1967), 176.

63lbid., 82.

A

History of Botanif in the United Kingdom, (London: 1914), 219.

^^W.]. Bean, Roi/al Botanic Gardens, kezv,

41

of

before his retirement as Director of the

62lbid., 49.

^'^Joseph Reynolds Green,

and

made

gardens in 1865.
^^Mea

he

director of the Royal Botanic

his leadership that

Kew

in his lifetime,

by mid-century.*"* The climax of

when he was appointed

Kew.

own herbarium (which

the journals that he founded

edited as well as the twenty major works he

came

Dawson

he accepted the chair of botany at Glasgow University, a position

His publications, together with his

him

He

of the leading continental botanists.^^

(London: Oxford University Press, 1908),

34.

Figure

8:
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George Smith

became

many

states that, while

his frequent correspondent

years, seeds

long journeys and

and specimens

much

labor,

of

Hooker was the Director
and

that he

American

of

Kew, Evans

"forwarded annually,

for

plants, frequently obtained ty

he received in return,

new and

often very rare

plants from various parts of the world, scarcely obtainable from any other

source by purchase."^^ Smith also asserts that seeds from Dr. Hooker's

William's son) "botanical tour of the Himalayas," which produced
previously

unknown

specimens, were forwarded to John Evans. ^^

(Sir

many

Indeed,

both Smith and later Paris note the presence of native Himalayan plants
residing

on the arboretum's grounds.^^

Hooker was not Evans' only correspondent and source
It

for exotic plants.

appears that he had a network of connections across America that supplied

him with specimens
trips across the

that

gentleman's
Like

collect

on

his

numerous

coimtry (he seemed to favor moxmtainous regions for his

collecting exhibitions.)
this

he himself could or did not

name

many

He was
is

also said to

have had a contact in Germany but

today unknown.

of the Natural Historians of the previous century,

Evans acquired connections throughout

this continent

acquire and share botanical specimens.
collection laid out

by

own

The

and Europe

practices

his predecessors, Bartram, Marshall

John

in order to

and methods

and

for

others, allowed

^^ Smith, 460. It is indeed unfortunate that there is no physical record of this correspondence
(that I was able to uncover) on either side of the Atlantic. Evans' papers have ail been lost and
according to Ms. Nancy Wyman, a curator of Kew's archives, the records of many of Sir
William's acquisitions are sketchy and non-conclusive. TTiere are numerous entries for "Evans"
mentioned in his records, but the address of these contributors was not given. The specimens
given to Hooker by these "Evans'" do not allow any conclusions to be
their origin was not exclusively American.
67lbid.
^^Faris, 192.
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drawn due

to the fact that

Figtire 9:

44

Evans

become one

to

nineteenth century.

was

It

most important botanical collectors of the

of the

said

by Smith

fault, in the distribution of his plants

believed

would properly

failed to live

up

History, one that had allowed

Many

had

this.

collection that "in the

collection

The only

make

number

while in his herbaceous plants

it

between 1932 and

make

down

has very few

a recording

made him unable

him claim from observation

set

and

where he had acquired them.
to

do

so.

of the extant

and shrubbery,

this

as the largest in this country,
equals.''''^

Although Evans had accumulated one
collections of botanical

to

of distinct species of trees

may, without doubt, be

Evans

of his acquisitions.

list

George Smith, urged him

after

task wherein

of the science of Natural

a plant

this task until his health

Smith and those

almost to a

earlier practitioners to describe

in his collection, noting

But Evans postponed
Despite

its

"liberal,

of his friends as he

among such

and methods

that he failed to

of his friends, including

of the plants he

he was also

care for them."<^^

to the standards

document America, was

that

of the

most comprehensive

specimens in the nineteenth century, sometime

1959, the

Arboretum and any mention

completely disappeared from the public record.^i

of

John Evans

Even determining where

^^Smith, 461.
70 Ibid.

Gardens m and About Philadelphia and provided
(mostly derived from and without citation from George Smith's work)
concerning the Evans Arboretum. He text did offer a fairly modem description of the residence
and claimed that its condition under the garden's superintendent, Mr. John L. Mearns was said
to be exemplary. Meams' father evidently had been a graduate of an educational program at

71

In 1932 John Paris published his Old

modem pictures and

text

he had taught his trade to his son. [Paris, 195.] By the time Donald VVyman
published his compilation of Arboretums in America in 1959, there is no mention of Evans'
property. (Donald Wyman, The Arboretums and Botanical Gardens of North America,
(Jamaica Plain, Mass.: The Amold Arboretum of Harvard University, 1959), pages concermng
Pennsylvania collections, 44-50.

Kew Gardens and
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Figiore 10:

Map of Township of Radnor Showing the Early Grants and Patents

Radnor S
Liid loSi

Drawn From: Benjamin H. Smith, Atlas of
Delaware County, PA., (Philadelphia: Henry
B. Ashmead Press, 1880), 13. In the Winlerlhur
Rare Book collection. Not
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to Scale.

landmarks that were once used
is

currently

know

as

in describing

to

would follow Robert's Road
have been able

of the

placement in the region that

names

their

John Harshberger, Evans' land could be reached by

taking the Pennsylvania Railroad

I

its

many

Bryn Mawr, have either disappeared or had

According

changed.

that

a difficult task because

was located has become

his land

to the

Rosemont

to the far side of

Once

station.

Ithan Creek.''2

to find that delineates the original five

property held by Evans' ancestor, John Evans,

County, Pennsylvania, which includes a

Showing the Early Grants and

is

"Map

there,

one

The only map
hundred acre

the 1880 Atlas of Delaware
of the

of

Radnor

map, the

original

Township

Patents." 73 According to the

land grant with the Ithan Creek (upon which the Evans family milling
operation

was conducted) running through on

on the border

of

Upper Merion Township;

route running through

it

its

western boundaries, existed

had several roads and a

it.

After John Evans died, the property passed to his son-in-law,

Paxson,

who

train

sold the property to Dr. James

David

M. Harrison, who then passed

it

to

William H. Ramsey and, in 1928, the property was acquired by a Mr. W.

These four subsequent owners, as

Hinckle Smith.''^
''^Harshberger, 172.

Bryn

Mawr Avenue

apparent in the

do not use the railroad. He leads one
few miles up the wooded lane. [Paris, 189.)

Paris gives directions that
to Ithan

Road and

then, a

^^Benjamin H. Smith, Atlas of Delaware County, Pennsylvania,

Ashmead

is

Press, 1880),

Map

(Philadelphia:

down

Henry

B.

13.

74Deed: John Evans to David Paxson and Ann (Evans) Paxon, 1863, Delaware County Deed Book
Deed: David Paxson to Dr. James M. Harrison, 1878, Delaware County Deed Book J no.
P, 58.
Deed: James M. Harrison to William H. Ramsey and Lenore, his wife, 1895, Delaware
3, 146.
County Records, microfiche. [During the Ramsey's tenure, the old farmhouse was torn down and
Lenore Ramsey to Mr. W. Henckle Smith, 1928,
a new structure was put in place (1895-%.)
Delaware County Records, microfiche. After Smith's tenure on the property, the deed trail runs
out. From the position of the land, 1 am assuming that it may have been seized by the
wrote
government in order to allow for construction of the "Blue Route" or for another purpose.
]

1

Villanova University, which is close to where the
property existed, also has no record of the arboretum's existence or destruction.
to

Harrisburg and received no reply.
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photographs of the property

garden

in 1932, kept the spirit

John Paris learned from Mr. John

alive.

L.

and the content

of the

Means, Smith's garden

superintendent, that "some of Evans' trees are dead, while others have been
treated skillfully by surgeons.

Yet

many

of the patriarchs [the old trees]

flourish still."75

Specimens from China, Japan, France and America
the garden in the 1930's, yet,

by 1960, the garden and

its

only in several old county histories and garden guidebooks.

an important piece of botanic history, and the

still

flourished in

reputation existed

The

fact that the loss

loss of

such

appears to

have gone largely unnoticed by both the general and the horticulturally
inclined public,

there

is

is

no plant

truly regrettable.
list

It is,

however, fortunate— even though

of Evans' botaruc collection-- that

Harshberger and John

George Smith, John

T. Paris all include in their descriptions of the

property

a fairly detailed description of the property's botanical holdings.

North

of the dwelling,

rhododendrons and a variety
the

on a densely wooded
of

hillside,

Evans had

mountain shrubbery (from the Himalayas,

Rocky Moimtains, the Adirondacks, the

Catskills

and the

Alleghenies).''^

These plantings were mixed together to form a rather "gaudy array of
leading

down

to the Ithan

Creek where the mill pond existed."^^

color,

On

the

other side of the Creek, the "famous" sand garden lay.^^ In this spread of land

75Faris, 197.

^^Harshberger, 174.
77lbid.
''^

Paris, 170.

It

will be discussed later that the Painters also

interest to note that a

complete

list

had

a

sand garden.

It

is

of

of the plants in the Painters version of this botanical

was made and is still in existence (see Appendix "A"). While it is not known
what this grouping of plants was designed for, it has been hypothesized that a
sand garden was an attempt by these pioneering botanists to grow plants from a variety of
different climates upon their property (specifically, in the area surrounding running water).
creation

specifically
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grew plants from

New

Jersey

and other regions

of the

world where plants

such as red fruited berbcris and the Portuguese quince would have thrived7^

on the eastern part

Hills that existed

number

of his property

of conifers of various species

were covered with a large

and the damp ravine
an

center of his property had a miniature "crane-brake",

uith water

A

lilies

and other water

that

artificial

combined

to help us

filled

general descriptions mentioned,

the

how

understand today

John Evans planted his arboretum and botanical garden.

Paris)

pond

the

plants.

variety of sources can be

Harshberger and

was near

above mentioned

Along with the
texts

(Smith,

provide some detail and specific information

concerning the plant material in the gardens.

The aforementioned

early

photographs, included in Harshberger and Paris' accounts of the garden,

may

The plant

lists

allow us to understand the

and

bills

in

which Evans planted.

of receipt that are in the Painter Brother's collection at

College (they
the

manner

list

Swarthmore

well over a hundred specimens and seeds that were given to

two Quaker gentlemen by Evans), allow us some

variety of specimens that

were

likely to

insight as to the type

and

be grown in the miller's garden

at

Radnor.80

This practice of "cultivated acclimation" would have been in keeping with the fact that an
arboretum, as Evans and the Painters used it, was designed to further botanical study.
listed as having been acquired from Sir William Hooker in the
sand garden made in 1855. [M. Elizabeth Appleby, The Tyler
Arboretum: A Legaci/ of Botanical Richer, (The Tyler Arboretum, 1995), Appendix "?." See
also Appendix A, pagel24, of this document.] This is the only listed example of a specimen
being acquired by the Painter brothers from Hooker and assume that Evans may have acted as
a broker for this exchange. We do know, as was mentioned earlier, that there was contact
between Evans and Kew Gardens.

7*^

The

species "berberis"

Painter's plant

list

is

for the

1

^OPainter Papers, Swarthmore Library, Box 35.
bills of sale,

please see

Appendix A.
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For a complete copy of these plant

lists

and

Interestingly,

we know

thousand specimens in

their

Evans whose collection
(Darlington, Smith

is

had well over a

that the Painter Brothers

arboretum but,

it

called the best of

and Harshberger).

It

should be noted that
its

the Philadelphia area.

at the Painter's

can thus be assumed that Evans

home

in

many ways,

at his

Media and

may

home

in

other sites in

at

understand the

All these factors allow us to

importance, the scope and, in

John

time by his contemporaries

have had both a wider and a greater variety of specimens

Radnor than those found

it is

the specific composition of the

Evans Arboretum.
It

is

Arboretum has been squandered
Although
is

loss is

its

The

Ellis

nineteenth centuries;
neglected for

School Arboretum, the Hemlock Arboretum,
Hill

Gardens have

all

many

years and

much

historical material

numerous

despite the fact that

maintained with a great deal of

was

lost,

What

this

means

care,

Chapter

It

while others,

would seem

collections are currently being

many

others have disappeared or are

to the preservation of these natural

and how the Evans Arboretum should best be remembered
in

disappeared

some, such as Bartram's Garden, were severely

such as John Jackson's arboretvmi have completely vaiushed.

lost.

it

Several collections have been lost from the eighteenth and

since 1959.*^ i

being

Evans

in the last half of the twentieth century.

Coover Arboretum and the Breeze

that,

of the

perhaps the most dramatic one in the Delaware Valley,

not the only one.

the

and the history

regrettable that the collection

will

landmarks

be discussed

Five.

Ellis Arboretum was in Newtown Square and had an endowment and seven
employees at the time of Wyman's writing. The Hemlock Arboretum was in Chestnut Hill.
The Coover Arboretum was just starting in Grantham in 1956 and had not yet completely
labeled its collections. The Breeze Hill Gardens were in the outskirts of Harrisburg and were

'^lyVvman, 65. The

being "sadly maintained"

at the time.
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Figure 12
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&

13:

Chapter IV

The Nineteenth Century: The Painter ArboretumTwo Men's Desire to Better Understand their
World
As if our birth had at first sundered things,
and we have been thrust up through nature like a wedge,
and not til the wound heals and the scar disappears,
do we begin to discover where we are, and that nature
is one and continuous everywhere.
Henry David Thoreau

(1817-1862),

A Week

Rivers,

on the Concord and Merrimack

1849.

While John Evans was collecting and planting

Radnor Township, on the other

own

creating their

side of

his

specimens in

Delaware County, two men were

Natural History collection that included rocks and

minerals, bones, meteorological records, and a wide variety of botanical

specimens from around the world.
visited both Evans'

and the

While

it is

acknowledged by those

Painter's arboreta that the former

owner

had the more

horticulturally impressive collection

and

connections, the Painter brothers are

remembered today because both

collection

and a

large

number

its

of related papers

Through the physical evidence

who

the better international
their

still exist. *^2

of the Painter's horticultural endeavors

which remain today, one can piece together, not only the Painter's connection
to the

Natural History circles of the past, but, to a certain extent, John Evans

accomplishments as well.

As

local contemporaries, these

men

surely

have shared a number of plant sources and resources, membership

^^Faris, 203.
it

It is

generally considered by Darlington, George Smith,

was Evans who inspired

in local

and Dr. Harshberger that
and that it was his collection (due in large
William Hooker) which was the larger and more diverse of the

the Painters' collection

part to his connections with Sir

must

two.
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and national

and planting

societies,

documented Painter arboretum

practices.

as a template,

Thus, using the well

one can, along

\vith other

evidence, obtain a clearer picture of the design and purpose of the mid-

nineteenth centun,' arboretum.

Minshall (1801-1873) and Jacob (1814-1876) Painter lived their
land that eight generations of their family had farmed.^^
education, beyond

fairly limited

local school,

and traveled

Burlington,

New

York.8'*

what they may have received

ver\' little.

at

on

men had

home

a

or at a

Minshall went to school for two years in

Jersey, while his brother attended a school in Troy,

After returning

interest in

Both

life

home from New

Jersey, Minshall, the brother

New

whose

botany was said to have surpassed that of his brother Jacob, never

traveled outside of Southwestern Pennsylvania.

bv stage coach

have spent
specimens.85

after leaving school in

a

large

Upon

amount

New

York.

of his time

his retvim to the family

Jacob journeyed to Chicago

Along the way he

collecting

travel, they

to Florida.

said to

various "natural"

homestead, he too remained in

the Philadelphia Valley until his brother's death in 1873,

which he traveled

is

sometime

after

Despite their limited formal education and

devoted the majority of their hfe's work to the acquisition of

knowledge.
^3jacob and Minshall Painter,

Our

Ancestors,

(Media, PA.:

Painter Press, 1866), 12.

Thomas

America from the parish of Stoak in Cheshire, England,
in June of 1682. .Although he never lived on the land, his son, Thomas, was given the land in
1707. His son, Jacob, built the original house on the property sometime between 1707 and 1715
(now called "Roundtop," it is located on the land of the neighboring Ridley Creek State Park).
The land passed through Moses, Thomas and John Minshall's hands in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century until Hannah Minshall Painter and her husband, Enos, acquired the
property in the early part of the nineteenth century. Jacob and Minshall, their sons, inherited
and Margaret Minshall emigrated

the property in 1838
***

when

to

their father died.

John Wister, Tiventy Year History, (Media, 1966),

85lbid.
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3.

Although they were both Quakers

sometime during the 1840's
they were deeply spiritual
better xmderstand the

by

trade.

hke John Bartram and other

Scientists before them, formally left the Society of Friends

Quaker/ Natural

miller

they,

for reasons that are not quite clear.^*' Despite this,

men whose

scientific pursuits

world around them.

Early in his

life

he began to study Nature, walking through

He worked

all

Quaker

families of Chester

own) which was published

(including his

sorts

own

moved

Many

to

Media

letters

membership

(1867)

Jr.,

John Miller, Dr. George
Institute of Science.

house along the Ridley Creek, the group eventually

where the

and specimens

of this group,

together a large group of
Sciences, allowing for

press) concerning

and Delaware Counties

Smith and George Cassin, foimded the Delaware County
at first in a little

and a

in 1862.

In 1833, Minshall, along with George Miller,

Meeting

and taking notes

extensively with a telescope

microscope and wrote a book (that he published on his
the genealogy of the

to

Minshall was a farmer and a

the neighboring countryside collecting specimens of
of his findings in his journal.^^

were an attempt

Institute building

of all sorts

and the impact

men with

a

still

remains today .^^

changed hands amongst the
of the Institute

common

an easy dissemination of

was

to bring

interest in the Natural

their collective

knowledge.

Bartram left the Society in 1758 because he was said to hold opinions not in line
with those of the sect. [Smith, 444.) George Smith, who was a great friend of the Painters and
helped co-found the Delaware County Institute of Science with Minshall, only mentions that
suspect that it
they discontinued their formal association with the local meeting, not why.
was for much the same reasons as Bartram's, that their scientific pursuits ran counter to some of
the doctrines of the Quakers. No reason is apparent for this split in the Middletown Meeting's
'^^'Smith, 358.

1

archives.

^^Minshall Painter daybook, 1830's and 40' s. Painter Papers, Swarthmore Library, Not yet
indexed.
SSparis, 211.
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much more

Jacob Painter was

quiet

and

Of the nearly

introspective.

seventy boxes of written material at Swarthmore library associated with the

two brothers,

his

handwriting

and upkeep

man

scientific interest

They

did,

that his pursiiits

he was an active participant in the care

however, realize that their broad areas of

and inquiry needed some form

Evidently, finding traditional

purposes, the two

number

means

of cataloguing unsuitable for their

of written materials.^^

Each space contained notes on some
clothespin.

of formal organization.

invented a "Cycle of Knowledge" to create order for

men

drawer with radiating partitions

wooden

was said

chose to limit his interest to one particular branch of the

Natural Sciences.

a

It

of the arboretum.

Neither

large

rarely found.

"literary" in nature, but

were more

their large

is

that

This structure

which were held together by

of this "Cycle"

do much

claim that the Painters were true "Renaissance Men."

encompassed a variety

of scientific pvirsuits--

distinct sub-categories) to

Their library and

to

prove the

work

Their

from botany (and

its

many

phrenology .^o

museum, which they

1835, contained over a

of a

resembled the spokes of a wheel.

special topic

The contents

was composed

built adjacent to their

home

in

thousand books on such subjects as philosophy,

botany, mathematics, history, religion, and the classics.

This building was

constructed to be "fireproof" and housed their collection of scientific
instruments, their family and business records, several of their smaller

^'^

Jacob and Minshall Painter, The Cycle of Knowledge,

1860), 5.

90

Ibid., 13.
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(Media, PA.:

The Painter

Press,

and various other

collections, their printing press

objects that they

used to

further their pursuits.

These

methods

the obvious inheritors of the connections

men were

utilized

by

their scientific forefathers.

their

work.

forwarded his meteorological records

to the

and share

societies to further

friends to

come and view them and

Swarthmore,

I

even said

is

arboretum. ^2
of

them.

In

documents

Although

on botanical matters.

to

have

Smithsonian Institution.^! xhey

able to uncover several

was

scientific treatise

Minshall

their

and published several

their discoveries

They used (and created)

"museum" and allowed

displayed their collections in their

and the

visitors

They wrote about
their
that

records at

appear to be

was unable

I

and

to

find

evidence that the Painter Brothers pubUshed in any of the natural history or
agricultural publications of the day, their

marked

certainly

own

pursuits.

American Philosophical
and book

They

in their personal writings.

systems and societies set up by such
further their

deep

collection,

men

interest in the subject

is

effectively put to use the

as Bartram, Peale

and Franklin

to

Dr. Whitfield Bell, a former Secretary of the

Society,

who

has examined the Painter manuscripts

has said:

The Painter books form a remarkable collection, not of rare books of
great price (though they include some of this sort), but of something
scarcer—

^^Wister,

3.

In

entire

the

horticulturists

and

my work at

the

working library

naturalists.

Arboretum

This

in the

is

of

intelligent

farmers,

precisely the sort of collection

summer

of 1995,

I

searched for some sort of

record of this transachon and was unable to find any. I do no assume that this makes its
occurrence a myth because Minshall's friend, George Smith, and every other biographer does
maintain its veracity. The Smithsonian never responded to my inquiry on this matter.

^^There are numerous notations in Minshall's daybook indicating that friends, neighbors and
The Painters' took pride in the
colleagues visited the arboretum in the 1850's and 1860's.
showing of their collection. One entry in 1863 (daybook 2) claims that the visitor (unnamed)
"was very impressed with the composition of our collection."
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one rarely

sees;

and

historians of science

has, in consequence, considerable interest to

it

and gardening.^^

Their botanical collection remains today

perhaps, their most

as,

important remaining contribution to botany and Natural History in the
nineteenth century. Twenty-three trees of their original plantings have been
identified as

in existence,

still

and records

acquired and the location they planted
dates the

first

it

in

of nearly every

remain in

from notations made

Buxus

which

balearica

in the

still

is

also

would seem

It

their records. Tradition

planting from 1825 but the brothers did not begin to keep their

meticulous horticultural notes until 1845.^4 There

L. in 1833,

specimen they

"Lawn Book",

is,

however, an indication

that they planted a

Gingko biloba

survives in front of their home, Lachford Hall,

noted as having been acquired in the same

and a

year.'^s

that the Painters acquired a majority of their collection

between 1845 and 1865.

They planted most

of these specimens, over a

thousand plants, on a four acre plot of land that extended out from the front
of their

house and

library.

They divided

their front

lawn

into over twenty

swaths of land that were then sub-divided into east and west sections as well
as several

areas which were

updated on an
the land

marked by

irregvilar basis

letters.

The plant

lists,

which were

(sometimes yearly, sometimes just portions of

were catalogued and on occasion

different recording

^^Notes of Dr. John Wister, 1960, Tyler Arboretum

Files,

Media, PA.

94Notes of Dr. John Wister, 1946, Tyler Arboretum

Files,

Media, PA.

methods were

35. The Lawn Book is a loose collection of planting
and botanical notes that, at some time in the past, acquired
contained largely within Box 35 at Swarthmore Library's Painter Collection

^5 Painter Papers, Swarthmore Library, Box
records, plant
this

name.

It

lists,
is

acquisitions,

although several misplaced materials can be found
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in other areas of the collection.

used) provide keen insight into the patterns of acquisitions, methods of
planting

and sources used by the brothers.

The main sources
like a

Who's

century.

Carr

(of

Who

of plant material for the Painters'

of the Philadelphia area's botanists of the mid-nineteenth

Robert Buist

(of

Rosedale Nurseries in Philadelphia), Col. Robert

Bartram's Botanic Garden), Allan

cousin of John Evans), Darlington

Hoopes

(of

arboretum reads

Hoopes &

&

W. Corson (nursery owner and

Co. Nurseries, John Evans, Josiah

Bros. Nurseries in

West Chester), Thomas Meehan,

John MiUer, Morris Nursery, the owners of the Peirce Arboretum, George

Smith along with many other individuals and
contributions to the Painters collection.^^

from outside of the region (William

even outside of the country

Andre Leroy Nursery

(Sir

institutions,

made

significant

The Painters record several sources

R. Prince

Nursery in Flushing, NY.) and

William Hooker of

Kew Gardens and

the

in Angers, France).^''

Despite the numerous sources of plant materials available to the
Painters, three sources:

John Evans, Josiah Hoopes' Nursery, and Andre

Leroy' s Nursery in France, appear to have contributed the greatest

and the most valuable plants

to Minshall

and Jacob's

effort.

number

In the Painters'

records there are at least six large receipts of plant material received from

John Evans.

The major deUveries occurred

in 1844,

when

the Painters

obtained two shipments of seeds and plants, and a large delivery

March

of 1858

cuttings

when Evans

and shrubs)

to their

^''Appleby, Appendix "¥."

made

in

sent over thirty specimens (mostly trees, fruit

home

outside of Media.^^

Also re-printed

by Dr. Wister.
97lbid.

^^LawnBook.
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in this

work's appendix.

Names compiled

in

1946

to the brothers in

Andre Leroy sent nearly one hundred specimens
October of

1856.'^^

The

collection,

which was shipped through Darlington

&

Co. and has no date of receipt, includes over twenty-five different kinds of
trees,

The

plants.

cents each.

No

vines, seedling evergreens,

numerous evergreens, shrubs,

prices

prices

on most

of these items ranged

Some specimens were

from twelve

and

fruit

to twenty-five

as expensive as forty or sixty cents a piece.

were quoted on the "seedling evergreens," but there

is

a note

No

scribbled in the margins reading, "I wall take 10 of each at a fair price."
quantities

were given on any

of the other plant materials mentioned.

able to find a receipt, dated October 25, 1856, from

West Chester,
this

Pa." for twenty-five dollars for full

payment

order to be imported in the spring of 1857. "1°^'

docxmient corresponds with

By the
become
grafts

I

&

1850's, the nurseries of Josiah

this

Painter's letterbooks, dated April

between the Painters and

when

Hoopes

of

source.

beheve that

it

up

at

this

West Chester had

3,

1863,

their source.^o'

and

Hoopes and Minshall Painter

A letter in one

of Minshall

documents the purchase process
Minshall wrote to the nursery

his shipment, ordered in the previous year,

could go pick

Co.,

"in advance for

a major supplier to the Painters. Niomerous trees, fruit seedlings

were acquired from

was

this order.

corresponded frequently regarding his purchases.

asking

Darlington

"I. L.

I

was

to arrive so

he

Darlington train station, and he asks the Hoopes

99rbid.

^OOPainter Papers, Swarthmore Library, Box

5,

Minshall Painter's Receipt Book.

^^^Painter Papers, Swarthmore Library, Letterbook 2. As 1 am writing this, the letterbooks
and the remainder of the important Painter documents that remained on site in the Painter
library's two locked vaults are being transferred to the library.
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nurserymen about suggestions

would

like to

have and asking

he mentions in
of his journals

this letter that

if

his choice

was

them what he
For example,

a prudent one.

he read about a certain variety of cherry in one

and was wondering

Their acquisitions
the exotic.

for next year's shipment, telling

show a

Hoopes could acquire

if

taste for the

mundane and

it

for him.

practical as well as

their Sequoia

While the brothers obtained and were proud of

(bald cypress,) they

were

and the most productive

fruit

gigantea (giant sequoia) and Taxodium disticcmn
equally interested in getting the most practical
trees at the best prices for their orchards.

As varied

as their collection of plant

specimens was, their reasons behind collecting were quite simple and,
believe,

were shared with many of the other botanical

eighteenth, nineteenth
It is

and even the twentieth

difficult to ascertain the

collectors of

I

both the

centuries.

motivations of individuals such as John

Bartram, Marshall, Evans and the Peirce family for creating botanical gardens.

Reading motivations through
science at best

about the past.

historical texts

and can often lead

Many

of these

to

men

collecting habits, while individuals,

many

and documents

is

an inexact

misconceptions rather than revelations
left

behind

little

or no records of their

such as John Bartram in his

letters, offer

explanations involving discovery, private enjoyment and financial

gain yet never really putting to paper an in depth account of the personal
reasons for such hortioiltural interests.^ 02

jy^Q documents in the Painter

to John Bartram includes numerous letters written by and to
^02oarlington's Memorial
how "ver>'
America's first man of horticulture and in several instances he mentions
entertaining" 1141) his pursuits are and that he "love(s) Natural History dearly" |177|. While
botany in particular,
it is obvious in his letters that he does indeed love Natural History and
his words fail to convey as strong and as direct as sense of purpose as Minshall Painter's.
However, it is my belief that, in many ways, the words and the emotions expressed by Painter

could have

meaning

come from

the pen of Bartram or any other botanist

for himself in Nature.
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who

truly

endeavors

to find

Collection at

Swarthmore College express

brothers chose to pursue their

The
sometime
its

document

first

the Painter

lifestyle.

is

when

in the 1840's,

why

in simple terms

an odd

"list"

written in Mins hall's hand,

his botanical collection

was beginning.

Within

seventeen points, he expresses his objectives behind collecting objects for

scientific inquiry, the

importance for charity and sharing

fellow man, his positive views toward

and

his ideas as to

initiation that

how

women's

an individual can learn

Benjamin Franklin wrote

all

rights including suffrage,

Much

best.

like the

oath of

for the Junto in 1727, the first four

by Minshall indicate why he

"objectives" expressed

things with one's

felt

an enlightened

individual must approach hfe without "the fetters of superstition and
ignorance. "103

It

not difficult to believe that Franklin and the other

is

Natural Scientists of his day shared the same beUef that Minshall Painter
expressed in

document:

this

When we

see the tedious progress that learning has

back, the oppositions

it

advantages derived from
civilized

life,

we must

age to advance

is

it
it

The Painters believed

own

that bias,

is

lO^Minshall Painter
5,

the difference

exertions

between a savage and

gift

and hand

we can

give

it

down

as a legacy to

them. 1^4

which had plagued mankind

for centuries

unfavorable to religion"), had severely affected their

abihty to examine the world arotmd

Group

in centuries

an incumbent duty on our most favoured

most valuable

posterity as the

(such as "knowledge

feel

by our

it

made

had to encounter and overcome and that the

List, c.1840.

them

.^^^

Yh^ brothers believed

that

it

Painter Papers, Swarthmore College, Box 11, "Misc.," File

Series 4. 1-3.

104ibid., point 4.

lO^ibid., point 3. Point 10 also

religion

and

mentions that "every question may be the subject of controversy:

politics excepted."
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was the duty
to

of every scientist (especially in America, a land that

earn such personal freedoms for a large portion of

them and

the truth about the world aroimd

best served in "associations

be generally known.

where the members mutually

where the labours and means are united so
advantage." 10^ MinshaU, like those
in the past, realized that

who had

why knowledge
assist

each other

end

to a better

as to produce the

started Natural History societies

knowledge can be furthered through the creation

who

an organization of like-minded individuals
furthering of

citizenry) to find out

items five through seven serve to explain

Specifically,
is

let it

its

had fought

knowledge through the pursuit

seven further elaborate on

this

of

are dedicated to the

Items six and

of the truth.

theme, pointing out that members of such

organizations should form a collection of "every department of nature" so

members can

that the

learn "from something besides books," a concept

which

Charles Wilson Peale had introduced to the Philadelphia area nearly a
centvuy earlier in his museum.^ o^

The remainder

of the "points" deal with

morality of the mission of acquiring knowledge.
rights of

women

have

Uttle interest for this

reinforce the Painters' beUef that

be shared by

all,

women's

The points concerning

paper other than the

knowledge and power in

for such a practice

suffrage and the

can only serve

this

the

fact that they

nation should

to benefit the collective

morality of the citizenry.

^0*'lbid.,

point

5.

107j|jj(j
point 5 & 7. The document also points out that, "is the advantage reaped by the
members alone, it serves to inspire others with a love of study and by this means makes them
Like Peale, Minshall advocated the exchange of
more intelligent and better citizens."

specimens between such

societies in point 10.
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The points dealing with science
are particularly interesting.

avenue towards achieving virtue

Point nine, "science encourages reflection and

reflection encourages virtue,"
eight, "the

as an

is

reinforced and further explicated in point

study of nature serves to occupy those hours which would

otherwise perhaps be employed in that which was mere idleness."
that the pursuit of

knowledge and truth can be achieved through the study of

Natviral History date all the

way back

(in

concept of the "Great Chain of Being."
the study of Natural History

man

in

had been

modem

One

times) to Linnaeus

and the

of the original purposes

behind

to "learn" the mysteries presented to

Nature so that he could better understand both the world and the

divine force that had created
"[take] the native talents

in

The idea

it.

Thus,

when

Minshall advises his reader to

debased and impaired by debauchery [and use them]

improving the mind and consequently the exhalation

nature," he

is

[sic]

human

of

reinforcing the concepts advanced by the pioneers of the

Natural History, while adding his

own

take

on nineteenth century personal

morality and responsibility to the equation.!"^

There are

examination of

many
this

other salient points that can be garnered from a close

document.

It

clearly

shows

concepts of the past had carried forward and

bom

that the ideas

fruit Ln the future.

study of Natural History had evolved in America to the point
Painters

and John Evans were building

living testaments to those

them with

that,

their arboreta, they

men whose wisdom and

and the

when

The
the

were creating

creativity

had provided

that allows

us to better

the tools they used.

The second, more personal, document
understand the Painters passion for hortioilture
lO^ibid., point 17.
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is

a letter

from Minshall to

Anne

his sister

when he and

Tyler, dated June 23, 1857.1"'^ His words, expressed at a time

his brother

were

collection, clearly illustrates

actively collecting

their botanical

specimens for

one of the main purposes behind the brothers

avid interest in creating an arboretum:

There

is

something noble and pure

vegetation.
it

The

[sic]

who

in a

for the

taste

beauty of

plants a tree plants for posterity'

and he exults

he shall cease

to enjoy his

will continue to flourish long after

Let us cherish the groves that surround our ancestral

paternal fields.

mansion-- look back with proud recollection and forward with
honorable anticipation.

If

Goth and Vandals come they

of course will

monuments that Genius and art and taste and
sentiment ever reared but come they may, nay will, but keep these
destroy the proudest

hostile steps as

This

letter,

had no

written to the brothers' heir (since they both never married and

children,)

bestows upon her the task of accepting the responsibility,

and the incredible
their trees

remote as possible.^!"

gift that

was

their legacy-.

Long

after the Painters' death,

continued to grow in the acres that front their home, thus, the

brothers succeeded in obtaining a form of immortality that honors both their

memory and

their notable horticultural achievement.

The manner

in

which MinshaU and Jacob planted

particular interest because

which are now

it

Anne

specimens

is

of

illuminates the style of planting that arboreta

lost (such as Evans')

109Minshall Painter to

their

may have

utilized.^ ^^

Tyler, 23 June, 1857, Painter Papers,

We know

that the

Swarthmore College, Box 8

"Letters," Series 3.
1 '

^ibid.

was

It is

of interest to note that the concept of leaving

also introduced in the previous

document

in

point 15:

behind such a "natural" inheritance
'The members (of these societies)

never had any other motive than of being useful to themselves, their country and posterity."

l^^Another document of the day,
Trees,

(Philadelphia:

Lippincott,

the Selection of Kinds of Trees."

and Evans,

is

a

much more

Thomas Meehan, The American Handbook of Ornamental
Gambro and Co., 1853), 43-50, contains a section entitled "on
This piece, written by a friend and associate of both Painter

aesthetic treatment of the
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manner

in

which

to select

and plant

trees

Painters

and Evans often followed each

of the "sand garden,"

and

similar in appearance.

John Evans devoted

it

may

in the case

well be true that the two arboreta were

Unfortunately,

to his

other's planting habits, as

we do

not

know

the total area

which

arboretum but, we do know from the pictures

included in John Paris' 1933 book, that the specimens appear to be rather
densely packed along the edges of a rather large green that extended

from the main house.

It is

unknown whether

this

down

green was original to

Evans' earlier planting pattern.

What
plant

first strikes

lists is that,

of four acres,

even the most casual of observers of the Painters'

with over a thousand plants growing within the boundaries

open space was

specimens, the trees and shrubs
allotted space but, as they

share of the Light. This

some

of their

is

at a

may

As seedlings and young

premium.

well have

fit

within the confines of their

grew, they must have fought with each other for a

probably the reason

more valuable (and

why

the brothers chose to plant

specimens outside of the true

tall)

boundaries of the arboretum.
It is

known

that,

by the

1930's, the

arboretum had become incredibly

overgrown. After the brothers died, the subsequent owners of the property
chose to live in Philadelphia and visited their ancestral

Media
to its

infrequently.

opening

Laura Hoopes Tyler, the

last

to the public, cleared out the front

home

owTier of the property, prior

yard

to

make way

twelve thousand dollars of additional plant material in 1934." 2

for a collection

outside of

and could be seen as an alternative from the

scientific

ij^

for nearly
this year,

approach taken by the

Painters and, perhaps Evans, in their acquisition habits.

"^Receipt of Purchases from Andorra Nurseries, 31 December 1934, Painter Papers, Plant
Materials Curator Office, Tyler Arboretum. It is said that Mrs. Tyler "bought ouf the Andorra
Nurseries in 1934 when they were closing. This may be true because, along with the bill of sale,
was able to find a letter from the Provident Trust Company who appear to have held all the
I

,

records of the former nursery.
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Mrs. Tyler had two hundred and nineteen hours of tree surgery, one hundred

and twenty hours

of

new

planting, thirty-eight hours of log

hauling and sixty hours of
country estate.^-^

is

It

new

upon her

family's

quite obvious that Mrs. Tyler cleared out a large

portion of her ancestor's paternal
efforts, the

planting performed

and manure

fields,

but

it

must be noted

that without her

remainder of the specimens would have surely died.

Although the large number of plantings became wildly overgrown in
the fifty years following the Painter brother's demise, they

more than

adequately served the two horticulturists during their lifetime as scientific
specimens.

Minshall and Jacob (and most likely Evans and a number of the

other botanists

who had

large plant collections)

given to another collector often.
is

the arboretum as a

Specimens were undoubtedly dug up and moved or

working laboratory.

specimen

saw

In

much

the

same way

as a mineral

broken into smaller particles and shared with other geologists

and tested with various chemical solvents, an arboretum of the eighteenth

and nineteenth century
changed in order

in

to satisfy

America was constantly being reexamined and

new modes

of scientific inquiry.

an arboretum was

in constant change, presently has

Arboretum, and

many

at

other area arboreta.

been

This concept that
lost at the

The problems with

Tyler

the current

change of perspective on and the uses of these nineteenth century
arboretawill be discussed in the next chapter.

In 1944, Laura Tyler gave a large portion (647 acres) of the land

surrounding her ancestral

Arboretum.

With

hundred thousand

it,

she

home
left

dollars,

to trustees to

be used for the benefit of the

an endowment fund of approxiniately five

and since that time the fund's value has

113ibid.
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increased.il'*

The Tyler Arboretum, which currently borders Ridley Creek

State Park (which also contains

operating under the dictates of

The purpose

for

some

its

of the original Minshall land),

own and

is

formed

for

is

the

in particular to acquire, hold,

operate an arboretum for the preservation and

cultivation of trees, bushes, shrubbery
scientific

still

original charter:

which the corporation

encouragement of horticulture and
manage,

is

and educational purposes.

contemplate pecuniary gain or

and plant

It is

life

of

a corporation

all

kinds for

which does not

profit, incidental or otherwise, to its

members.115

What remains

of the Painter brothers' lifetime quest for

answers

questions that Nature posed to them

is

land before their home. Their

which represent a cvdmination

efforts,

a hundred years of Natural Science and

best exemplified

its

to the

by the four acres of
of over

study and practice in the Delaware

Valley and America, should serve to remind the observer of what has been
lost,

what

science,

the preservation of a historic landscape can accomplish

which often seems cold and

enduring legacy in

ll^Wister, 10.

its

practical,

can create both beauty and an

pursuit.

The current value

of the

endowment

ll^ibid., 22.
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is

and how

unknown

to the author,

Chapter V
Twentieth Century: The Choice Between
Preservation and Rehabilitation and how Context
must be Observed and Maintained at the Tyler Arboretum

The Arboretum

in the

To waste, to destroy, our natural resources,
and exhaust the land instead of using

to skin
it

so as to increase

in

undermining

usefulness, will result

its

days of our children
we ought by right
them amplified and developed.
in the

the very prosperity which
to

hand down

to

Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919), Message

to

Congress,

Interest in Natxiral History suffered a severe

mechanized world of the
is

true that there are

historically

minded

still

still

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

where the concerns

1907.

in the

While

and a number

of Natural History

There are numerous practical reasons

dechned by the twentieth century and

why

this

it

of

and

pursued in some form, widespread interest

had been superseded by the beginning

American mind.

3,

and rapid decline

several pockets of academia

societies

Natural Philosophy are
this field

late

December

in

of the present century. 1 16

form of

scientific inquiry

failed to capture the curiosity of the

Biology and botany were profoundly changed by Darwin's

discoveries in the nineteenth century and by microbiology in the twentieth.

Nowhere was

this decline of interest in the old

fashioned study of

Natural History more apparent than in the study of botany.

perhaps the most obvious reason for
nomenclature had ceased

to

for investigation

method." [Regis,

6.|

and

decline

was

first

and

that Linnaean

be an effective tool for classifying natural objects.

'l^'Natural History, through the collection

method

this

The

and close observation of specimens, "provided a
from that

a rhetoric for the verbal descriptions that resulted

Natural Philosophy

is a

broad

field that

(physics, chemistry, biology) that deal with matter, energy
transformations or with objectively measurable phenomena.
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includes a variety of sciences

and

their interrelations

and

On

the

most basic

level, this

problem arose from the

fact that the

compulsory

study of classical languages was being gradually phased out of academic

second half of the twentieth century, thus making the

institutions in the

language of binary nomenclature seem antiquated and unintelligible. Today,

many

botanists are

still

meanings of the Latin names

able to understand the

used in binomial nomenclature (which

is still

the international standard for

plant identification and classification), but the majority of well educated

individuals in America are unable to decipher the meanings behind the

names given

to the plants.

Latin, a subject that

an educated gentleman's general knowledge,

is

was once considered

a part of

today considered arcane and

is

rarely taught or studied at educational institutions.

Advances

in

had caused the practices and

the study of botany

techniques used by natural historians to become

Other modes of

accurately classify the botanical specimens.
that relied not only

outmoded and

insufficient to

scientific inquiry

on observation, but on an understanding

workings of the organism, proved

to

of the inner

be far superior in enabling the correct

classification of natural objects.

Perhaps the individual most responsible for the decline of interest in
the eighteenth century study of Natural History

seminal work

was

to

On

the Origin of Species by

to

understand

complex web that required one
did,

itself.

No

(1859)

longer could the

understand an object simply through observation and acquisition; he

was now required

it

Means of Natural Selection

change the way the world perceived

scientist

was Charles Darwin whose

and how

it

was

to

related to a
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how

the object in question

know how

the object

fit

had come

into a highly
to

appear as

wide variety of seemingly unrelated

objects.

While the old

and the knowledge

interest in

of Natural History

was

waning, the arboreta in and about the Delaware Valley suffered from a great
deal of neglect

and ignorance, especiaUy

were destroyed, "disappeared" into the landscape or suffered such
level of disregard that

preservationists finally

was

it

began

Many

as to their original function.

a serious

doubt whether they could be saved when

in

to realize the extent of their losses

with regard

Previous chapters have mentioned such events as the

to cultural history.

destruction of John Evans' collection and the severe neglect that the Tyler

Arboretum endured while
and

its

owners

home

virtually ignored their ancestral

lands.

One arboretum

was

that

to

undergo

a

profound transformation

twentieth century, affecting the collections of
property that had once been

known

the ownership of Pierre S.

known

as

noteworthy and beautiful

The

expansive

Minshall/ Painter /Tyler

in the twentieth century,

for

midst,

many

its

site in

had

Media

until

considerable wake.

smaller, but

or compete against their

many become

had

Pont's extensive resources in 1907, has
collections into

no

a

while successful in

a

it

all

history

all

as

the

in their

attempted to emulate

but, in a majority of the cases,
their

into being

own

In

collection.

and how

its

evolution,

but destroyed the original garden's

contextual placement in the nineteenth century Natural History circle,
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is

other local

With such a powerful icon

how Longwood came

that

on the East Coast.

the effect of casting

monumental neighbor

has

all

to be

was transformed by Mr. du

less significant collections,

many ways,

came

symbol of

similar

have only succeeded in lessening the true value of
order to understand

The Park which, under

in the area of botanical interests

which

site,

neighbors, was the

its

as Peirce's Park.

du Pont

Longwood Gardens, has

all

in the

it

is

Figure

15:

Plant List and Plant Information Concerning Peirce's Park
from Leslie Sparker, Tulip Trees and Quaker Gentlemen
Kennett Square, Pa.: Lx)ngwood Gardens Inc. 1975.

necessary to understand the remarkable history of the property.

George

Peirce, a

Quaker, fled with his family from England

in 1684 to

escape the persecution the Quakers were then receiving in their homeland.^''
Peirce obtained a land grant for about 402 acres of land in East

Township near the

village of Kennett

Marlborough

Square in Pennsylvania.

His son,

Joshua, built a small log house in 1730 on the 200 acres of land given to

upon

his father's

death- a structure which

still

exists in a

form today.ii^ The Peirce family farmed the land

him

much modified

for several generations

before the twin brothers, Joshua and Samuel Peirce, inherited the land and

decided to transform a substantial portion of the land wath a collection of rare

and unusual plant specimens aroimd the year

1798.

The brothers traveled extensively through the American South, the
Allegheny Mountains and throughout Maryland, Delaware and

New

Jersey

searching for rare and exotic specimens to add to their growing collection. "^

By

1849, their arboretum, Peirce's Park,

important botarucal collections of the

William Darlington's Me7norials,

About the year

first

had become one of the most

half of the nineteenth century.

the property

is

1800, the Brothers Joshua

Marlborough began

In

favorably mentioned:

and Samuel Peirce

of East

adorn their premises by tasteful culture and
and they have produced an Arboretum of evergreens and
other elegant forest trees which is certainly unrivaled in Pennsylvania
to

plantings;

and probably not surpassed

1 1

''George E.

1976),

Thompson,

/^

Man and

'

United

States. i^o

hts Garden, (Kennett Square, PA.:

1.

ll*^Sparker, 12.
1

in these

Thompson, 5.

120Darlington, 22.
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Longwood Gardens

Press

The

much

Peirce's planted in

the

numerous specimens planted
nineteenth century,

much

same way

that the Painters did, with

closely together so,

of the collection

had been

by the end of the

lost

due

and a

to neglect

variety of natural causes.

With the death
ownership of

the joint

Philadelphia or
property,

it

New

began

George W. Peirce

of

in 1880, the

property passed into

and nephews. Most

five of his nieces

of these lived in

York, and since they had no personal interest in the

a gradual decline

Painter collection experienced in the

much

same manner

in the

first half

that the

of the twentieth century.

1899, for the first time, the land left the family.

Between the turn

In

of the

century and 1905, the property passed through four separate owners, and the

land was in severe jeopardy of being destroyed by logging and for

development

interests.^21

jt

was then

that Pierre S.

du Pont stepped

in,

on

July 20, 1906, to save the land for future generations.

Mr. Pierre
family that

S.

du

had made

Pont, a very wealthy man,
its

their industrial efforts.

mark

was

part of a very wealthy

in the neighboring state of

Pierre's

Delaware through

achievements in the world of finance and

corporate management, as evidenced by his running of both the

Company and

the General Motors Corporation,

were

Du

truly remarkable.

Pont
His

purchase and development of the Park into America's premiere botanical

garden has been well documented in a number of works and
evidenced by the formal splendor that

121Sparker,

Longwood

clearly

today. 122

7.

^22Both Sparker and
interests at

is

is

Thompson provide

Longwood.
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a great deal of insight into Pierre

du Font's botanic

Although most sources claim

was the

that the Peirce's collection

"backbone" or the "impetus" for Mr. du Font's additions, the fact

that the

is

wealthy industrialist's efforts "swallowed up" his predecessors work.

In

comparison, the remaining allee of trees extending from the east end of the
old farmhouse,

is lost

in the picturesque design as well as in the greater

context of formal gardens, fountains and conservatories that
constructed during the

first

half of the twentieth century. ^ 23

du Pont

What had been

one of the premiere collections of botanical specimens in the nineteenth
century had been transformed into one of the largest and most aesthetically

specimens

pleasing collections of botanical

the

in

This

twentieth.

transformation really did in effect "destroy" the remains of the old Peirce's

Park though, in

fact,

it

saved a number of the trees which were to be cut

by the sawmill. However,
records the Peirce's
Pierre
for a

du

all

down

sense or proportion and context (along with any

may have

concerning their collections) were

left

The

Pont's undertaking.

world renowned collection

loss of the Park,

that,

through

research combined with superb maintenance

its

lost in

however, did make way

educational and ongoing

and improvements on the

site,

has contributed extraordinarily to the horticultural history and richness of the
region.
In recent years, preservationist scholarship has

begun

to lean

towards

"the scientific approach of honoring the representative, the typical product of

an era rather than the outstanding one." ^24

^23it

should also be noted that the farmhouse

itself

-phis

change from making note of

was transformed by Mr. du

Pont.

He had

a

duplicate structure constructed to the north of the house and connected the two buildings with a
beautiful glass corridor that served as his personal conservatory.

^24william C. Baer, "Should Art or Science be Preservation's Guiding Metaphor,"
Preservation

Forum

5,

no. 4 (1991): 38.
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Historic

and completely documenting the ordinary instead
is

of the

often the case with preservation theory, taken

practical level with regard
preservationists

architecture

preserved.

and historians understand

that a

and furnishings, along with high

many

Today,

wide variety

of vernacular

style examples,

truly representative

has, as

time in reaching the

the historic landscape.

to

Doing so creates "a

its

phenomenal

example

that

should be

maximizes

the opportunity of choice for future generations by not pre-selecting

they

may view and predetermining how
Longwood,

for

many

century arboretum with

its

years, has

they should interpret

been the only

what

it."i25

site of a

roots in that era's Natural History

nineteenth

movement.

It

has received the attention, funding and preservation initiatives that possibly

could have proven to be even more useful
well.

The problem

is

that

Longwood,

as

if

afforded to other local sites as

was mentioned

earlier, is

no longer a

true representative of the nineteenth century period arboretum.

community

relies

on what remains of

of a nineteenth century arboretimi,

the horticultural efforts of the

movement needs
horticulture's

one can not help but
entire

while

to realize,

"crown jewels"

in

Peirce's Park to be the

movement.

Longwood

is

If

the

premier example

fail

in interpreting

The preservation

truly the equivalent of

America, there are

many

other local sites

(such as Bartram's Gardens, Tyler, the "school" arboreta, and those, like
Evans', that have been

and the true value

lost),

which contribute

of the entire region.

as simply a link in the chain of a

necessarily as the culmination of

125lbid., 39.
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it.

to the historic

In a sense,

understanding

Longwood should be seen

two hundred year old movement, not

While Longwood has found
sites

its

niche in

modern

horticultural circles,

such as the Tyler Arboretum have been searching for nearly

for their place in the

modem world.

Tyler has been fighting an uphill battle,

in regards to the interpretation of their

number

of reasons.

One

of the

years

fifty

property as a historic

main reasons

for

such

for a

site,

difficulties is that, until

very recently, there have been very few standards for the preservation of a
historic landscape.

As Nora

article for the Historic

Mitchell and Robert R. Page pointed out in an

J.

Preservation

Forum:

Prior to 1988 the National Park Service

the value of landscapes

was limited

management

policy regarding

to historic sites

and

historic

gardens and was primarily focused on topography and vegetation. This
policy illustrated a recognition of the importance of specific features of

the landscape but did not identify the landscape in

its totality

as a

distinct type of cvdtural resource. 1^6

The past development

of the site has reflected the "old" views

preservation of an historic landscape:

important historic features.
totality of the site,

in

American

When

But there

towards the

object based recognition of certain
is

a failure to recognize not only the

but the rich historical context of the

site in the

region and

intellectual history.

the Tyler

Arboretum was established

after Mrs. Tyler's

death in

1944, the mission statement as related in the preceding chapter, failed to

mention anything about the history of the

site.

Although the

dedicated towards the furtherment and "preservation" of "plant

site
life

was

of all

kinds for scientific and educational purposes," the fascinating family history

12«iNora

J.

Preservation

Mitchell and Robert R. Page,

Forum

7,

no. 3 (1993): 47.
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"Managing the Past

for the Future,"

Historic

and the

rich horticultural legacy left to the trustees

attention for nearly fifty years.

When

^

was not

27

Dr. John Wister took control of the property after Mrs. Tyler's

death, he set about

what would most

closely be described in

terms as a "rehabilitation" initiative upon the land.^28 j^g
a massive

amount

on the

trees"

of tree clearing

of the "dead, dying,

first

contemporary
step

damaged

was

to

do

or diseased

entire property in order to alleviate the effects of the "jungle like

The remaining

growth."i2'*

to claim their

trees

on the property were then inventoried,

with the help of Dr. Walter Steckbeck of the Botany Department of the
University of Pennsylvania, each tree receiving a

master

map—

efforts.

Miles of

a process that has

proven valuable

were then constructed

make

number and

label

on a

to current preservation

the site

more

accessible

Evidently the clearing of the forest land was met with

some

resistance

trails

to

to the public.

by the

local

community who,

forest of the area

Dr. Wister,

in Wister' s

own

was being destroyed. "i^o xhis

when

the process

words, were afraid that "the
criticism ended, according to

and benefits of judicious

tree clearing

was

explained to the public. Wister was, no doubt, acting as the dutiful custodian
127 Wister, 11.
128patricia M. O'Donnel!, 'The Treatment of Historic Landscapes," Historic Preservation
According to the standards set forth in the Secretary of the Interior's
7, no. 3 (1993): 38.
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and the Guidelines for the Treatment of
Historic Landscapes,
rehabilitation is "undertaken to retain the historic character and
features of the landscape while adjusting to suit contemporary use that is compatible with and
distinguishable from culturally valuable resources." While Dr. Wister's approach does not

Forum

fully come under this definition for he focused more on new development as opposed to truly
maintaining the cultural resources of the site, rehabilitation is the best way to describe his
treatment based on modem approaches to the preser\'ation of the historic landscape.

129wister. 23.
130ibid., 24.
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Years of neglect and a recent hiurricane had evidently

of his coUection.

devastated large portions of the coUection and massive clearing was called
It is

in his replanting of the

"Old Arboretum" that

his disregard for the

can be tnAx observed.

historidtv' of the site

VVister recognized the fact that, in the small

amount

of lai\d allotted to

the Painters' Arboretum, the replanting of one thousand specimens

quickly recreate the jungle-like conditions of the
decision
for

was

to "enlarge the area

site

he had

on both ends and on the

an expanded planting of the Painter's spedmens.i^i

"many

of the original plants

were

He

he

arboretum:

fails to

to

tr>-

wherein

any length

of time.

just cleared.

His

further noted that
little

i^

value; they

making such

recognize some of the key reasons for the creation of the

out

new

specimens, to experiment with the botanical

collections and, in a small area, to
collection

would

east side" to allow

horticultural curiosities of

have long since been dropped from cultivation."! 32
assertions,

for.

have a

a maiorit\- of the trees

living,

constantlv changing

were never meant

to

remain for

Wister was, instead, creating a more aestheticallv pleasing

green in front of Lachford Hall that was dotted with the best and most
important plants from the old collection.
In the next twenty- years, Wister "froze"

development

in the

"Old

.Arboretum" and turned his focus towards creating a Fragrant Garden for the
Blind (1934), a Magnolia Collection (1951) that featured a plant that

from an old Magnolia

liliflora

(perhaps a Painter specimen^ that had been

destroyed in the 1954 hurricane, a Japanese

Apple Collection
l^lfbid., 25. .As far as

(1949), a

I

can

tell,

LUac CoUection

there

was grown

was not much

132ibid.
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Cheny
(1947), a

Collection (1951), a Crab

Peony Garden

of an effort to carr\ out this plan.

(1948), a

Daffodil Collection (1947), an

Iris

and a Pinetum

all,

(1953). ^^^

In

Collection (1953), a Holly CoUection (1949),

thousands of

planted on the grounds of the arboretum.

It

new

should be noted

exception of a few flowers, these plantings were not

Many

the original arboretum.
Blind,

plants and bulbs were

made on

of these projects, such as the

that,

the

with the

grounds of

Garden

for the

have long since been discontinued.

While these ambitious projects recognized the need
integral

change as an

and inherent quality of the landscape, they were unsuccessful as a

A

preservation effort because they neglected a key issue.

must have

directors

whose philosophy

the landscape's historical
of the features that define

value."! 34

is

"based on a sound understanding of

development and
its

historic landscape

significance,

and an

identification

character and are important to understanding

its

Yhe Painter brothers would undoubtedly have approved of the

development of
application of

their landscape as

new and

collecting practice.
collect

for

new and

experimental plantings and the

was

integral to their

to a large extent. Dr.

Wister chose to

iimovative horticultural practices

The problem

is that,

without taking into account the historical context of the land.

It

should, again, be noted that the Dr. Wister' s failure to comply with current

preservation standards

was by no means an oversight on

his part as cultttral

landscape preservation standards had not yet been articulated

making

his decisions in the 1940's

and

1950's.

However,

when he was

his failure to

foUow

133vYister, 25-32. Detailed descriptions of how these collections were begun and by whom
(mostly local groups and the Scott Arboretum of Swarthmore College, an institution that Dr.
Wister had himself played a major part in designing) can be found in the pages of Dr. Wister's

Twenty Year Report.
134Mitchell and Page, 47.
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what

is

now

considered good preservation practice had the effect of lessening

the value of the entire collection.

Since Dr. Wister's retirement, a series of directors have followed in his
footsteps, enriching the botanical collection while virtually ignoring the

history of the

consistent
Trees."

site.

The lone exception

had been the

to their practice

maintenance and the recognition of the remaining "Painter

Presently, there are over twenty

documented specimens

land that once encompassed the Painters' Arboretum.

was created and sold

entitled The Painter Tree Trail,

that dot the

In 1991, a publication

in the

Arboretum's

store,

designed to discuss briefly the Painters' contribution to the Tyler Arboretum

and

remaining trees in the collection, l^^

to explain the nature of the

self-guided tour, while valuable,

reinforces the history

the landscape as a single, remarkable object

and

fails to

This

and preservation

of

take into account the

context in which the trees were planted and nurtured.

Nowhere

this oversight of context in the interpretation of the site

is

more apparent than
Brothers.

Dames
of the

in the neglect of Lachford Hall, the

Once managed and

of America, the Hall

is

relatively well

presently

house has been turned over

home

of the Painter

maintained by the Colonial

open only once a week.l^^

to office space,

and there

is

A

portion

informal (and

formal) talk concerning the deaccesioning of a significant portion (many
pieces from the second floor) of the furnishing collection to allow for
office space, to give

needed funds

to the

^35suzan Phillips McLaughlin,
Arboretum, 1991), introduction.

Tlie

l^^The D.A.R., began

site in the 1950's.

Painter Tree Trail, (Philadelphia:

to

provide the

The John

J.

Tyler

Although well maintained, they created
which in no way reflected the historic life of the
paint colors and drapes were added without regard for historic accuracy.

room designations and
house. Light fixtures,

arboretum and

more

to

run the

furniture arrangements
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collection (which has

maintain them.'^''
taken for a

The
their

some

It is

number

owners who can better

pieces of note) with

recommended

that such

an action should not be

of reasons.

failure to interpret the

house

impact upon the land distorts

in connection

how

with the Painters and

the visitor views the

regrettable that for years Tyler has failed to interpret the

hundreds of recent preservation

efforts

and reams

house

the landscape as an integral part of interpreting a

way

of utilizing the complete resources of the site as they

time as a part of the interpretation,
equation in the management of the
lost.

site. ^ 38

it

site

is

either

The arboretum was the Painter brother's

that they built next to their

home

to

is

have dealt

sites to

deal with

Without finding a
have evolved over

highly possible that the

may

It

in context, yet

of literature

with the direct converse: the failure of a majority of historic

site.

human

have been confused or

front lawn.

house portions of

Like the library
their collection

(another under-utilized resource), the arboretum grounds were the "case" in

which they kept

their botanical collections.

This was also the view the

brothers held for both their parlor and their bedrooms.

an integral part of

their lives,

and

if

one

is

The

collections

were

unable to appreciate the fact that

^37in a meeting of the history committee, appointed by the board of trustees to generate
recommendations regarding the historic buildings and their contents at Tyler on July 27, 1995,
these steps were discussed. They realized that their present limitations and concerns were
these: limited access to Lachford (Sundays April-October, 2-5 p.m., closed in August,) limited
management of site, no climate control, fire protection, special insurance or conservation plans,
no formal training of guides, no interpretive plan for library or Lachford, library documents
underused and uncatalogued, and an insufficient space for administrative offices. They

recommended

the "temporary" conversion of the second floor of Lachford into office space. The
furnishings from this floor will either be moved downstairs, put in storage or sold.
A rough

how Lachford Hall will be reinterpreted (including mention of what is to be sold) is
included in the Appendix C.
While most of the plan itself can be justified from a
preservationists point of view and recognizes the fact that the resources have been underused, t
remains to be seen if these initiatives will be carried out and how they will effect the site.
draft of

i

l^^Sanchis, 63.
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the Painters chose to hve in their "laboratory," one cannot understand the

human

connection betu'een plant and
If

who

lived

might
itself

Arboretum

the Tyler

weU

just as

visit the

their historical significance- then

one

adjacent property, Ridley Creek State Park (which

It is

and appreciate pure nature with pleasurable walks and

the fact that Tyler holds within

makes

it

a uiuque

and

The mission
is to

special site.

and buildings the
in context that

Today, Tyler's Mission Statement reads:

of Tyler Arboretum, a non-profit educational institution,

environment, in order

and natural

see that the effort

but the scope just
potential

collections

preserve, maintain and develop the plant collection and natural

horticulture

One can

its

and the landowners' history

potential to present the land's

for

beings

contains former Tyler land and buildings that are uninterpreted and in

trails.

is

human

loses this connection with the

and worked there- and

sore need of repair),

as

at this site.

isn't

is

to

encourage the study and enjoyment of

science.! ^^

being

made

arboretum

broad enough and underutilizes a

and the resources

that Tyler has at

evidenced by their application for a

an intern

to place the

its

PHPC

disposal.

in context,

site

with the

The desire

grant for the

to research the Painter brothers, their collection

is

summer

there,

of 1995

and the history

of the site in the region, in addition to several other recent initiatives that
will be

mentioned

application of

it

later.

The

history

is

there,

now

towards the reinterpretation of the

all

that remains

is

the

site.

After outUning the problems facing the Tyler Arboretum, problems

which, in reahty, threaten the entire contextual history of one of the major
manifestations of the Natural History

139Editorial, Tyler 7o/;/rs, Spring 1995.
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movement

in the region,

I

will

attempt

to present

possible solutions, based on conteniporary preservation

some

practices with regard to the landscape.
for the Historic

Forum

Preservation

In 1991, William Baer wrote an article
that dealt with the gradual

change in

more methodical,

scientific

Historic Preservation from an artistic to a

approach that employs

scientific principles to

of the subject matter. i"*'^

achieve a better understanding

Baer's arguments, although applied

preservation of architecture and the decorative

arts,

the

to

can easily be applied to

the preservation of the landscape.

One

of his principles, that the representative, not the extraordinary,

should be the focus of preservation efforts has already been discussed.

Another one of

his points that

historic landscape has to

can be easily applied to the preservation of the

do with

the application of a scientific concept, the

Heisenberg Principle, topreservation

efforts.^*!

In theory, this

some form so

whenever one "preserves an

artifact in

history, [the process] requires

an intervention that changes

true historical nature of the thing preserved." 1^2

principle

more apparent than

that

Nowhere

means

we may

to
is

that

'observe'

some degree

the

the irony of this

in the preservation of the historic landscape.

Mitchell and Page refined and applied this principle to the landscape

when

they wrote, "a landscape must be

object." 1'*^

Painters'

managed

as a process, not

an

Therefore, the act of virtually "freezing" the grounds of the

Arboretum, especially in a form that the brothers would not have

14"Baer, 34.
I'^^Ibid., 35.

The Heisenberg

Principle as

it

applies to science states that "the very process

required to actually observe atomic particles are sufficiently powerful (even though minutely
so) to change their characteristics, so that we never quite observe the atom's true nature."
142ibid.
^'^^Mitchell

and Page,

47.
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recognized,

fails

as a preservation effort because

"object" that Tyler

was attempting

it

completely distorts the

The question then

to save.

is,

how

can

Tyler best present both the vision of the Painter brothers and the placement of
their site in the context of intellectual

and regional history (and

this

within a

rather prohibitive budget).

The

first

step

is

to place the site in

its

historic

and

This can be achieved through a variet\' of initiatives.

horticultural context.

Working with other

local arboreta, institutions involved in the study of Natural History
historic societies,

an overall context can be created

evolution of botanical interests in the region.

It

and

for this area, charting the

may

also be advisable to

attempt to make some mention of the Evans Arboretum in the interpretation
of the Painter's history.

two important purposes:

Re-introducing Evans to a
it

illustrates that the

Arborettmi was not an isolated incident, and

it

modern audience

serves

development of the Painters'

points out that similar sites of

great importance have already been lost- reiriforcing the concept that the

continued preservation of Tyler's resources

These observations on the necessity

is

very important.

to re-establish historical context at

the arboretum are shared by Tyler officials, including Richard Colbert, the

current director of the arboretum.

recognized and, in response,

The need

a nvmiber of initiatives

bring history back to the arboretum. Currently,
the site

on the National Register

the site

is

of Historic Places.

an ongoing concern and,

a professor of

Urban Studies

work

in the

have been suggested
is

to

being done on placing

Work on

the history of

simimer of 1995, George

at the University of

86

for reinterpretation is

E.

Thomas,

Pennsylvania, was hired to

compile some "notes toward the interpretation of the historic resources and
collections of the Tyler

many

For

Arboretum. "i"*"*

years,

seems, one of the major failings of the Tyler

it

Arboretum's managers has been the
in

Thomas' words "several

failure to reach out to the public because,

of the people

report] regard Tyler as their club,

[I

talked to

when compiling

and do not want

might accept no maintenance of the grounds

success... they

they had to- but they

do not want land

sales,

and are

a higher level of
to cut the

hostile to

people and congestion- one of the measures of success." ^'^^
realize

possibilities.

its

community
ignoring

For far too long,

this

budget

more

if

traffic,

Xyier needs to

has chosen to provide the

it

with, primarily, an aesthetically pleasing landscape, virtually

its

potential as a site of major interest to both historians

and

horticulturists.

plans

Utilizing
preservationists,

1

this report in

by

have drawn up a plan that

^'^'^GeoTgeE.Thomas, Notes on the

copy of

forward

put

Appendix B

Tt^ler

Arboretum,

of this paper.

several
1

major landscape

believe the officials at Tyler

(Philadelphia, 1995.)

I

have included a

After reviewing key documents and discussing

issues of context with both myself and several members of the arboretum staff, George Thomas
agrees that the arboretum needs some reinterpretation.
He too is concerned with the
interpretation plan of Lachford Hall which he believes "will be unconvincing and of little
value" because, as it reads, the incorporation of a number of period (17th, 18th and 19th
century) rooms in the house does not make sense, due to the fact that this is house built in the
Victorian era and would never have had such period rooms under its roof. He also believes that

and the horticultural history of the region need to be presented to the public in
order for them to understand the importance of the site. His suggestions, many of which 1 have
attempted to put into practice in this paper, are excellent and should be taken seriously in the
the Painters

long range plans of Tyler's board.
''*

-Thomas,

remedy

Vll.

Thomas

has a very interesting query in response to the question of

how

to

community. He asks "how would a McDonalds
Would he provide no signs? Would he make the
maze of trails and roads? Would he have little or

the lack of visibility of Tyler in the

planner attack the problem of the site?
parking lot un-inviting? Would he have a
no interpretive material?" Although the scenario is a bit jarring to a preservationist-minded
individual, it should be taken seriously because it is a way of pinpointing the site's
shortcomings and providing an active initiative to remedy it.
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might consider

in

order to reintroduce the historical context to the

allow for positive development in

comprehensive inventory of the
of

what

The

future.

which should include

first

and

step

to

a

is

a clear definition

be the scope of said study, what physical and historical

to

is

site

the

site

boundaries should be placed upon the analysis, and what should be included
or not included in the inventory. i^f'

An
but,

if

undertaking of

done

as

this

scope will naturally also be restricted by cost

an important component of a document such as a

(Cultural Landscape Report), the cost could be mitigated
that such a

sweeping report could provide the

by the

institution.

CLR

clear direction

The directors

of

Tyler realize that they are at a crossroads in their property's history and,
believe, before they undertake

I

any major capital campaigns (such as the

nearly $8,000 conversion of Lachford's second floor to office space), they

should understand exactly what direction the arboretum

what could

eliminate,

later

is

heading in to

be considered, frivolous, nonproductive

spending.
In order to ensure that this survey

Tyler's board needs to

would include

all

the information

make such an important change

in policy, a

multidisciplinary approach towards the project might be advisable.

Along

with the work completed by Timothy Mullin, Elizabeth Appleby and other
Tyler historians, the fields of ethnography, anthropology, sociology, historical

archaeology,

histor)', architectural history,

history of science,

landscape architecture could be consulted.
concerning what

l^f^Genevieve
Presenmtioii

P.

is

Keller,

Forum

7,

to

be included and

who

Once
is

to

and

the decision

historical
is

made

be consulted for the

'The Inventory and Analysis of Historic Landscapes," Historic

no. 3(1993): 29.
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inventory, the criteria for inclusion "must be delineated clearly and stated
implicitly in all inventory products." i'*^

j^e above mentioned

criteria

regarding what to include in an inventory are very important and, once
firmly established, they will

make

and provide information which

the next

will

prove

two steps much
to

be

The second step covers the manner
The inventory

inventory.

analysis phase. i^h

completed or are
thesis);

at

easier to complete

much more

in

useful.

which one conducts the

Tyler should include both an inventory and an

Portions of both of these phases have either already been

in the process of being

worked on (many are covered

in this

these components, along with the others that are about to be

mentioned, must be compiled in order to create a complete "picture" of the
site.

Photographs, research, the development of an historic context, and the

compilation of a specific physical inventory of the landscape are the
important aspects of the identification phase.

The analysis phase should

"define significance, assess condition, evaluate the relationship of the historic

landscape and

its

character defining features to the historic contexts

and

determine integrity." 1^9

Using the powerful computer resources that are available

maps should be drawn up

at this

at Tyler,

point marking key historic resources and

areas of development while delineating the landscape's various periods of
significance
analysis.

and any other features which might prove useful

This map, or series of maps,

147lbid., 31.

148lbid.

149 Ibid., 132.
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when compared

to

in future

an existing

map

conditions

should provide the necessary information

complete the

to

final step in this process.

The
of a

new

analysis of the gathered materials will allow for the

mission statement, a true sense of the character of the

direction for future

development

plar\s at Tyler.

development

site

and a

clear

The data generated from

this

report will also allow for the information necessary in completing the

National Register nomination form, a task that has troubled the staff for

some

Such

time.

a report could also clearly illustrate the arboretum's

and allow

sigiuficance, historic integrity

for clear

and forward thinking

plarming initiatives to be undertaken.
It

is

important to recognize that such an inventory, or even the

massive undertaking of a CLR,

is

but the

Tyler Arboretimi's historic landscape.

first

step in the preservation of the

The information gained from such a

comprehensive plan should be integrated into overall management,
planning and treatment goals, objectives, and policies
recognition of the

site's historical

and comprehensive inventory
historical

landscape

is

context

is

to

if

be realized.

1

a

5"

change and
if

an accurate

of the arboretum's cultural, physical

undertaken,

it

a

and

could "provide the basis for effective

planning and management and for the development and implementation of
landscape preservation treatments" well into the next century.151

The Tyler Arboretum

is

a resource that has

underutilized for nearly a hundred years.
lessens both

its

gone unrecognized and

Allowing

value and the value of other related

ISt'Cynthia Zaitzevsky, 'The Historian
no. 3(1993): 19.

151 Ibid., 20.
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and the Landscape,"

this site to

languish

sites in the region.

For

Historic Preservation Fortiml

hundreds of

years, the study of the science of Natural History in the

Delaware

Valley provided an understanding of the intellectual history and the culture
of the region; a history that

changed the way many individuals saw nature

while providing them with the tools to explore the world around them.
twentieth century, with

caused the value of these

its

from nature

shifting of focus

sites to

to

be undervalued and ignored.

that these resources are irrelevant to our technological society?

conclusion that could be made, but

it

is

interpretation of the old arboretums

and

provided

truly

that,

if

ignored or

lost, will

this area's history.
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my

sites

belief that

The

machine, has
Is it

possible

That

is

one

through a proper

such as Tyler insights could be

be missed in future evaluations of

Conclusion

The heritage
Philadelphia area, has

History in America, specifically in the

of Natural
left

behind a number of important

enter the twenty-first century, require

no small measure

artifacts that, as

we

of re-examination.

For a himdred years, the ideas and legacy of the scholars of Natural History
neither have been appreciated fully nor their relevance to the present

considered adequately, the mechaiuzation and industrialization of our society
often acting as a shield

we

time that
scientific

between the individual and nature.

recognize the contributions that our forefathers

community through

most minute components of matter,

it is

long past

made

now

their efforts that utilized the

methodology of Natural History. While today we

is

It

to the

antiquated

understand the

strive to

important also to examine and learn

with our eyes again, as Bartram, Franklin, Darlington and a host of other
natural historians did, in order to
past

and our obligations

comprehend more

to the natviral

The Tyler Arboretum has the
far

more than

potential to

the noble efforts of the

into a beautiful botanic laboratory.

world around

If

tell

fully

our debts to the

us.

a story that

two men who shaped

encompasses

their

landscape

properly approached, the arboretum

could serve to relate the two hundred year old tradition of Natural History in
the region.

Through

proper signage that

a better utilization of the structures
tells

the story of the land

on the property,

and the region, and

a

reintroduction of scientific experimentation on the grounds of the arboretum,
the site wall not only present a

more accurate

picture of the past, but will also

serve to improve the quality of the experience that visitors to the arboretum
will have.
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Let visitors watch as

cared

for.

carefully

trees

from around the world are planted and

Encourage Horticultural and Natiaral History Societies

to

conduct

planned experiments on the grounds that will provide data for

scholarly debate

and pubhcation.

Only when the
is

new

an ongoing

visitor

understands the idea that

process, with

its

roots in the historic

this historic

methods

landscape

of scientific

inquiry and not simply presenting a collection of objects, can the true nature
of the arboretum's landscape shine through.

and assessment of the steps

that

need

quality of the site will be considered
It is

my belief that

this

work may be

to

I

hope

that

my documentation

be taken to further enhance the

by the directors of the Tyler Arboretum.

able to enhance the property

and

to aid its

directors to proceed in their efforts to reintroduce histor}' to the interpretation

of the landscape and, in doing so, develop the Tyler
for other historic arboreta in the region.
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Arboretum

into a

model

Appendix

A

Copies of Plant Lists in the Lawn Book of
Minshall and Jacob Painter
1844-1874
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CX)PIES OF

PLANT LISTS

IN

LAWN BOOK OF MDTSHALL AND JACOB PAKT3P 184 4

-

1874

Note .
The botanical na-ne first given is the present accepted

botanical

na-ne.

If the na-ne used by the rainter brothers

was different it appears in the right haiid column op osite
the accepted na^e.

Some na-nes which are incomprehensible or illegible have

been

ora

litted.
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CATALOGUE
1844 - From

Jo>"-'

lagans - Seeds

Cantua
Chionanthus

deome
Digitalis
Gaura biennis
Magnolia fraserl
Malva
Halva
Hicotiana
Onopordim acanthium
Phlox druamondi
Pyracantha coccinea
Rudbeckia birta
(from Iowa)
Rudbeckia
Scutillaria
Zinnia

Uagnolia auriculata
Tobacco Night Bloom
Scotch Thistle

UespllQs pyracantha

English Uarshmallow
Rocky Mountain Flax

1844 - From John Evans

Campanula
Campanula
Ca-npanula

-

Plants

-—

Cantua
in gi talis
Euphorbia
Pachysandra procumbens
Rhus copallina
Sedum tematum
Sedum Irish Moss
Verbascum vaccinatum

Verbascum --

i^ovember 10. 164 5 - From John 3vans - Plants

Aristolochia pubesce.is
Aroma arbutifolia
melanocarpa
Campanula
Celtis pumila
ulematis recta
Delphinium
Eschscholtzia
Eupatorium coelestinum
FraxLnus pennsylvanica
rotxmdifolia

Pyrus arbutifolia
melanocarpa
Clematis erecta or crispa ??
Bee Larkspur

Fraxinus pubescens

Loitte Geranium
Hippophae rha-nnoides
Iris sibirica
Laurus nobilis
Magnolia fraseri
Pinus pinea
taeda
Prunus mahaleb
Prunus
Pyracantha coccinea
Quercus macrocarpa
Tohux

Magnolia auriculata

i.Iespilus
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pyracantha

Cedar of Lebanon
Borya

Cedrus libani
Porestiera
Paulownia tomentosa
Pinus nigra
nigra
PyruE
fiibes gordoniana
Spiraea betulifolia
Thuja occidentalis
riversi
Ihite Currant

Pinus austriaca

American Arborvitae
American Arborvitae
Rivers Variety

August 1845 - Prop Mrs. Morris. Germantown - Plants

Coronilla casanaria or cocomilla
iiarlingtonia brachyloba

Coronilla
Darlingtonia
Dracocephala-n speciosun
£rysiinun perof skinnum

Cynoglossum omphalodes

Omphalodes vem$v,
Spiraea bell
A'jfTust

1845

-

From Mrs. Morris. Germant ovTn - ieeds
:•--. ..._..•
Orobus aiger

Anthericum liliago
Lathyrus niger
Linum perenne
Cenothera triloba
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TREES AND 3HRUBS GROWING ON

THr.

FARM 184 9

PfnuB balsaaea

Abies balsanea
Acer negundo
pennsylvanicum
pseudoplatanua
rubrum
sac charInua
saccbarum
spicatum
Aesculus hippocastanum
octandra
parvl flora
pavia
Ailantbus altissima
Albizzia julibrissin
Alnus glutinosa
Amorpba fruticosa
angustifolia
Aralia spinosa
Aristolochia durior
tomentosa
Axonia arbutifolia
melanocarpa
Artemisia abrotanum
absinthiua
Asimina triloba
Aucuba japonica
Bacharis haliraifolia
Berberis canadensis
Be tula lenta
Bignonia capreolata
Broussonetia papyrifera
Buxus sempervirens
Calycanthus floridus

Acer striatum
Acer dasycarpum
Acer nontaniira

Aesculus flava
macro stachya

Ailanthus glandulosa
Acacia juaibrisrin

Amorpba lewisi (louisii)

Aristolochia sipho
Pyrus arbutifolia
melanocarpa

Annona triloba

Bignonia crucigera

Calycanthus latifolia ??
Bignonia grandiflora
radxcans
Carpinus aa eric ana
Castanea araencana

?

Campsis grandiflora
radicana
Carpinus caroliniana
Castanea dentata
panila
sativa
Catalpa
Cedrus deodora
libani
Celastrus scandens
Celtis occidentalis

Castanea vesca
Catalpa cordifolia Duhara
Pinus oeodara
cedrus

puraila

Cercis canadensis
Chaenomeles lagenaria
Chimonaiithus praecox
Chionanthus vlrginica
Clematis virginiana
Clethra alnifolia
Gocculus carolinus
Comus florida

Chinionanthus fragrans

Wendlandia populifolia

Comus mascula

mas
san guinea
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CoryluB
Cotinue coggyria
Cotoneaster affinis
microphylla
Crataegus oxycanttia
Cydonla sinensis
Cytissus scoparius
Daphne mezereum
Deutzia scabra
Diervllla lonicera
Dirca palustris
Elaeagnus angustifolia
Euonymus americana angustifolia
europaea
j aponica
Ficus carica
Forestiera
Franklinia alatamaha
Fraxinus americana acuminata
excelsior
excelsior
excelsior aurea

Sparticum acoparius

Diervilla lutea

uorya
Gordonia pubescens
Fraxinus epiptera
Fraxinus salicifolia
Fraxinus aurea

omus
penn syl vani ca
quadrangulata
rotundifolia
Gelsemium sempervirens
Ginkgo biloba
(iymnocladus dioicus
Halesia Carolina
Hedera helix
Hibiscus syriacus
Hippophae rhamnoides
Hydrangea arborestens
macrophylla
quercifolia
Hypericum kalmianum
Ilex opaca
Itea virginica
Jasninum fruticans

iTaxinuB pubescens
'^

Gelsemium nitidum
ialisburia adiantifolia
Gymnocladus canadensis
halesia tetraptera

Hydrangea vulgaris
h ortensis

huraile

officinale
Juglans cinerea
nicra
regla
Juniperus communis suecica
sabina
virginiana
Halmia latifolia
Kerria j aponica
Laburnum anagryoides
Laurus nobilis
Larix decidua

Corchorus j aponica
Cytissus laburnum

Larix europaea
americana
Andromeda axilaris
racemosa

lancina
Leucothoe axilaris
racemosa
Ligustrum vulgare
Lindera benzoin

Laurus benzoin
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Liquidamber styraciflua
Lonicera flava
hirsuta
japonica chlnensis
seaperrirens
tatarica slbirlca
Lycexm barbana
Madura pomifera
Magnolia acuminata
cordata
denudata
fraseri
grandiflora
liliflora
macrophylla
tripe tala
virginiana
Mahonia acuifolium
Malus prunifolia
Melia azadaracb
Mespilus gennanica
uorus alba
multicaulis
rubra
Myrica cerifera
Myricaris germanica
Oxydendron arboreum
Paeonia suffruticosa
Paulownia tonientosa
Periploca graeca
Philadelphus coronarius
duplex
grandiflorus
Physocarpos opulifolia
Pice-', abies
glauca
Fieris floribimda
xinus nigra
pines

Lonivera fraseri
flexuosa
purpurea

Madura aurantiaca
Magnolia conspicua
auriculata
purpurea
glauca
Pyrus sibiricus

Morus multicaulis
Tamarix germanica
Andromeda arboreum
Paeonia arborea
Pai^lownia imperialis

Philadelphus nanus
Spiraea opulifolia
Pinus abies
canadensis
Andromeda flonbimda
Pinus austriaca

r:.gida

strobus
t-ieda

virginiana
virginiana
Populus alba
nigra

Pinus inops
variabilis
Populus dilatata

treraula

tremuloides
Potentilla fruticosa
Prunus cr.gustifolia
caroliniana
laurocerasus

greca

Prunus chicasaw
Laurus caroiinensis

n.'^haleb
aariti::ia

nigra
persica
?u.Tiila

Prunus borealis
Anygdalus persica
Prunus susouehana

susQuehannae
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Prunus nana
Mespilus pyracantha

Prunus tenella
Pyracantha coccinea
Quercus macrocanja
nigra
olla
robus
Rhododendron maxlmtm
nudiflorua
ponticum
Ribes aureum
cynosbati
gordonianun
nignun
rub rum
sanguineim
Roblnia hispida
pseudacacia
viscosa
Rosa macrophylla
RubUs laciniatus
odoratus
Sali:c alba vitellina
babylonica
anularis
caprea
lucida
oanbucus nigra laciniata
Shepherdia argentea
Sclanuai dulcanara
Sorbaria sorbifclia
Sorbus aTiericana
aucuparia
Spiraea bella
betulifolia
corymbosa
hypericifolia
tomentosa
Staphylea trifolia
5terartia malacodendron
malacodendron
Styrax
Syraphoricarpos orbiculata
racemosa
Syringa persica
vulgaris
Tamarix gallica
Taxodium distichum
Taxodium distichum
Taxus baccata
stricta
canadensis
Thuja occidentalis
orientalis
plicata
Tilea americana
eurooaea

Quercus aquatica
oleas
Azalea nudiflorum

Salix vitellina

anularis

Hippophae argentea
opiraea sorbifolia

Spiraea crataegifolia

SteTTiirtia

narylandica

Symphoria gloaerata
racemosa

Cupressus distichum
Taxus hibemica
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Ulei europaea
Ulmus glabra
carpinifolia auberosa
Viburnum lantana
opulus roseuB
trilobim
Vitex a^u8-castu8
Wisteria frutescens
sinensis
Zanthoxylum aaericanum

Ulmus campestria L,
suberosa

Viburnum oxycocus
Glycine frutescens
siensis
Xanthoxylum fraxineum
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CATALOGUE AND SITUATION OF PLANTS
by the Drafts made of the Grounds
1856
Hinshall Painter
Present Name
Abies alba 14 1 9
alba 14 W 9
balsamea 1 W 41

18 W 81

3

E

2

7B54 15 E6
18 B 32
spectabilis 14 W 24
Acer campestre 3 W 68
negundo 3 W 27 5 W 18
pennsylvanicim 15 W 11 10 E 27
pseudoplatanus 4 W 50 13 W 10
rubruo
saccharinua (or sacchgorum) 4 W 84
saccharinum 9 E 3
aaccharinum 3 W 49
spicatum 4 W 46 10^ " 68
Actea spicata 12 W 10
Actinomeris altemifolia
Aesculus glabra
pallida A E 27
15 E 24
hipt;ocastan\Jni 8 E 34
24 W 10
octandra 2 W 23 3 W 18 6 W 44
17 W 62
pavia 2 W 19. 20 4 1 18 19 W 67
parviflora l&i W 71 7 E 13 7 E 34
23 W 28
23 W 14
Ailanthus altissima
Albizzia julibrisain 19 W 64 12 E 46-13 E 29
B E 3
Alnus glutinosa 4 E 4 9 E 6
Althaea officinalis
Amelanchaer oblongifolium 20 E 32
6 W 55
ovalis
ovalis 3 W 8
Amorpha fruticosa 3 W 31
angustifolia 7 E 49
Ansonia 4 W I'i
Aralia SDinosa 6 W 48
Araucaria araucana 2 W 62 16 W 34 20 E 9
Arbutus unedo 5 W 47
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 11 E 5
Aristolochia durior 5 W 18 17 W 92
tomentosa 18 W 84

5E4

3^8

5

W

4

Aronia arbutifolia 5 W 64 14 E 3 14 W 76
melanocarpa 15 E 3
Artemisia abrotanum 14 W 56 16i W 75^ ^ 62
Ascyrum
Asimina triloba 18 W 74 21 W 4 8 E 41
Asimina triloba
Aster from Pokono Mount 'ii 4 W 4
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Old Name if Different

Picea pectinata
balsamea
Abies webbiana

Acer striatim

Acer eriocarpum
dasycarpum
Bontanum

Actinomeris squarrosa
Aesculus pallida

Aesculus flava
Aesculus macrostachya
Ailanthus glandulosa

Acacia julibrlssin

Amelanchier botryapium
Araelanchier vulgaris

Amorpha lewisi (louisi)

Araucaria imbricaria

Aristolochia sipho
Aristolochia herbaceous
Pyrus arbutifolia
melanocarpa

Annona triloba
iorcelia triloba

Aster from large flower 19i * 73
Atropa belladonna
Aucuba Japonica 4 W 91 IH ' 82 16^ W 87 20
Baccharis halimifolia 15 W 68 9 E 15 10 E 38
Berberis vulgaris 2 W 52 3 W 39^ 3 E 1
atropurpurea 6 W 19 C E 1
Betula lenta 3 W 50 6 W 17
nigra 4 W 12
papyrifera 6 W 10
pendula 5 W 13
populifolia 6 W 2
pumila 5 W 9 12 i; 8 12
7 19
Bignonia capreolata 16 W 84
Broussonetia papyrifera
ijuddleia lindleyana l&i W 66
Buchloe dactyloides ? 8 E 47
Buxus balearica
sempervirens 1 W 47
arborescens aurea 16 W 7
16^ W 80
suffruticosa 1 W 34
Calophaca wolgarica
Calycaathus floridus
Caapsis grandiflora 14^ W 78 7 E 35
radicans
Caragana ch;Liilagu 14 W 34
Caragana
L;arya pecan 9 E 39
W E 50 P E 17
9 3 49
F E 25
Carya
Cassia marylandica
Castonea paaila 6 W 47
sutiva
Catalpa 6 TT 86 14 ff 59
Ceanothus a-nenca us
Cedrus atlantica 8 W 40
deodora 2 W 56 21 \1 73
liba i : 7? 72

ff

93
39 19 E

4

Berberis vulgaris purpurea

Betula rubra
papyracea
alba
excelsa
Bia3kA» crucigera

Buffalo Grass

Biirus

arboricum aurea

Bignonia grai.diflora
radicans
Carya olivaeformis

Castanea vesca
cordifolia Duham
Cedrus ofricana

Finus cedrus

libar.i

Celastrus scandens
Celtis occideatalis 4 W 37 5 E 15
pumila 4 W 49
Cephalotaxus fortunei 13 ^ 40
Cerc\s canadensis 2 ff 13
Chaenonieles lagenaria 4 W 30
7

ff

38,

18

3y 41

19 ff 79 9 E 46
sinensis 2 W 39 12 E 16
Charaaecyparis thyoides 5 W 54
ChaTiae daphne calycalata 6 ff 1
4 S 5
Chimonanthus nraecox 18:J^ ff 82
Chicnanthus virginica 1 ff 18 3 W 43
8 E 5
14 E 9

14^ W 54

Pyrus japonica
Cydonia japonica
Cydonia siensis
Cupressus thyoides
Chinona.-thus fragrons

13

Chrysantr.eTuin

Clenatis eriostenon 15
fla-n.-.ula

ff

Clematis he.idersoni

25

17 W 58
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.ematis azurea
Virginians
Clethra alnifolia 6 W 16
Wendlandia populifolia
Cocculus carolinus 9 E 10
Colutea cruenta
Colutea orientalis 20 I 80
asplenifolia
Comptonia peregrina
Calystigia
Convolvulus
Coptis trifolia 1 f l&J
Cornus alba 2 t 1 15 E 9
sibirica 22 E 15
florida
Comus mascula
mas 18 W 73 10 E 29 14 39 E F E 8
panicultta
racemosa 5 W 42
sanguinea 24 W 16
A E 16
5 X 11
Coriaria myrtifolia
Coronilla emerus F E 12 18 W 58 19^ W 81 10 E 49
Corylus americana
avellana 4 W 22
Rhus cotinus
Cotinus coggygria 4 W 66 6 W 54 16i W 72
Cotoneaster affinis A E 28
C3.ematis patens 10 W 63

microT3hylla

4 W 93
18 E 13

5 W 74
17 E 9

74 W 72

Craetagus crus-galli
oxycantha 5 W 31
punica 5 E 25
Craetagus parviflora
rosea 8 W 39
scarlet 8 W 25
uniflora
Crataegomespilus grandiflora 7 E 36
Ilespilus smithi
Cryptomerin japonica
Cun..inghaaia 15 W 49
Cytisus nigricans 14 H 38
scoparius 12 E 32
Sparticum scoparius
Dahlia
Daphne nezereuni 7 W 6
Darlingtonia
Deutzia gracilis
scabra ISf W 81
Fraxinella
Dictainus
Diervilla lutea
Diervilla lonicera
Dirca palustris 14^ W 69 20 W 92|
Eleagnus angustifolia 14^W 60 18 W 77
10 E 40
Eleagnus parviflora
umbellata parviflora 21 W 27
Epigaea repens
Epilobium aiig'astifolium 4 W 3
Erythroniua americanum
Escallonis rubra
Euony^us americana 1 W 20 14 W 66 7 E 38 10 E 1
japonica 2 W 33 4 W 38 14 W 64
15 W 58 19 W 59
latifolia 15 W 6 F E 7
Fagus sylvatica cristata 23 W 4
striped leaves 22 W 23
Ficus
Filipenduia palnata 5 W 76
Spiraea palnata
Forestiera acuminata 8 E 52 9 E 56 10 E 47
Borya acuminata
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Forsythia viridissina IH '64 10 E 51 E 4
Tragaria vlrginiana
Gordonia pubescens
Pranidinia alata-naha 5 W 43 13 E 20
Fr.ixinus epiptera
^yajcLnus americana accuminata 5 E 10
juglandifolia
juglandifolia 24 W 15
lentiscifolia
angustifolia lentiscifolia 18 W 17
excelsior aurea 12 S 12
crispa 2 W 44
diversifolia 4 W 9 13 W 11, 14 Fraxinus hetrophylla
salicifolia
pendula 11 E 27
pubescens
penr.sylvanicum 4 W 19
d^rf 16 W 27
quadra igulata 12 E 13
Gaultheria procimbens 1 W 34
Gelsemiiim nitidum
78
Gelsemiim sempervlrens 14-JSalisburia adiantifolia
Ginkgo biloba 18^ W 83
Gleditsia triaconthos 5 W 25
Gonoblius hirsutum
Gomalabus hirsutun 15 E 33 17 £ 25
Gymnocladus canadensis
Gymnocladus dioicue ? W 25, 2o, 27 11 E 1
Halesia tetraptera
Ualesia Carolina 2 W 38
Hedera canariensis 3 W 27
Kedera roegneriana
colchica 2 W 70 3 W 49
helix 6 W 86
hedera chrysocarpa
poetic- 3 W 18
Helianthus 23 W 4 13 E lA
small French 2 W 59
Helleborus niger 164 W 91
.'/

15* W 84
14 E 37
13""E 21
Hemerocallis
Hibiscus palustris
Hibiscus moecheutos 4E9 8E7 10 E3
syriacus 3 W 55 17 W 13 19^ " 69 20 B 36
purpurea plena 16 W 6
Hip-nophae rhamnoides 15 £ 11 15 i 50
^0 W 92
Hydrcingea arbore -teens 7 W 2
nacronhylla 15 W 79 3 E lA
Ray flowered 14 W 12 14 W 72+
ouercifolia 15-^ / 77 19 W 75
radiata 16 « 49
Hypericum hirsutuni 15 W 2
28
minor 10
kalmianum 2 r. ISf 5 W 14
proliiicum 16i W 63
Prinos glabra
Ilex glabra 21 E 13
virginica J,E4 12E11
white 10 E 34 15 Z 22
Iris
.
yellow 10 E 6
,i

AEl

10 E 41 14 K 21, 22, 32 A S 26
Itea chinensis 18 E
JasminuT fruticons 17 W 84 184 W 73
officinale 19^ W 54
Juglans
Juniperus chinensis 13 W 30
com-iunis 20 W 89

suecuca 13 W 21
hibernica 13 W 26
excel sa 14 W

honzont

5

Juniperus pro strata

liis 22 2 14
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Juniperus repens

Juniperus horizontalis 2 W 68
sabUaa 3 W 57 6 E 352. 34
Bquaraata 6 W 50
__
13 E 32 18 E 15
Kalmia angustifolia 21 B 14

2E2 6E1

latifolia 16^170
Kerria japonica single 15 W 70
Corchorus japonica
31
double ISJ^ W 79 10
Koelreuteria paniculata 18 W 72 F E 11
LabuVnum anagyroides 4 W 15 8 E 46 100 E 37
11 E 22, 25 11 E 43, 50
E E 1 E E 5
6 E 3
I B 56
Laburnum
:

;

Lagerstroeniia

Larix decidua 24 W 17
laricina L W 8

laricma 19

Vf

Larix europaea
microoarpa

E 35

9

W 6

6

2

Andronieca axilaris

Leucothoe axilaris 4 W 1 5 W 51
racenosa 16 W 72

Leycestena lonosa 16

racemosa

W 72

Ligustrum b'oxifolium

Ligustmim vulgare buzifolium 21 W 24
senpervirens 23 W 24
Lindera benzcin
28
Linnaea bcrea_is 16
Liquicanber styraciflua 4 W 23
Liriodcndron tulipifera
21
Lonicera glauceccens 14
hirs'-ta ISi W 25
hirsuta 9 E 42
japonica 17 W 9C

sempervxrens
Laurus be:.zoin

7.

Lonicera douglasi

'..

sis 14
16
lecebouri 9 E 65 A
chi-.e.

re

T7

pubescens
flexuosa
brachypoda

31

er.s

belgica lb
semTDervire.-s 16 W o6

periclyme.-.aT.

'.i

8 W 3;
40 or 46

belgica

20 W 9B

sul-^hurea 19 W 76

flava

tatarica vrhite 15t " ol
xyloste-.s3 5 E 14

Lyciun barbarun
Lysimachia 9 E 27
LythruiD 4 W 1

from Jersey 6 W 2
Kaclura pomifera 1 W 67
Magnolia acuminata 4 W 74
W 78 18 X 53
cordata 4 denudata 15 W 65 9 E 64
fraseri D E
liliflora 3 W 37 15^ W 82

Uaclura auriintiaca

-

iilagnolia consr;icua

16 W 81

auriculata
purpurea

macro-ohylla 4 W 76
triDetala 19 E 38 2 W 66 4 T7 56
50
18 W 20 22 W 26 8
glauca
virginiana 3 W 1 14i W 61 16 W 83
acquifoliun 18* T7 60 5 W 20 6 :w 21
Uahoni
repens 11 E 34 A E 30
Pyrus prunifolia
lialus pruniiolia red fruit 7 W 42
Pyrus prunifolia
yelloTj fruit ^6 W 50
:;v

sibiricus

prunifolia
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Balus spectabilis 14 W 28
dwarf apple B E 17 5 W 63
Melia azadarach
Menlspermum canadenae 18 W 74
Mespilus germanica 8 W 24 9 W 9
Mlkanla scandens
Morus rubra
alba 6 W 49 8 t 2
nigra
multicaulis 20^ W 95 9 E 37
Myrica cenfera 14 W 69 16 W 81 9 E 1
Myricaria germanica
Nandina domestica 14^ W 74
Nepeta bederacea
.^
yesa
Ostrya virginica 3 W 51 4 W 40
Oxydendron arboreum 14i- W 58 12 E 6
Pachysandra procumbens 3 W 48
Paeonia officinalis 14 E 38
suflruticosa 15-i W 84 17 W 64

Pjrrus apectabilis

Pyrus

Tamarix germanica

Glecboma hederacea

Andromeda arboria

Paeonia moutan
fragrans 14 E 36
fragrans
Parthenocistus quinquefolia
Ampelopsis vlrginiana
?as£iflora
PauloT/nia tomentcsa 5 E 16
10 E 52 Paulownia imperialie
9 E 53
Periploca greca 5 W 25 15-J78
Philadelphus coronarius 4 W 33 17 W 92
duplex isi W o6 16 W 91 Philadelphus nana
grandiflorus 14i W 68
14i W 53
New Variety
Phyllyrea latifolia spinosa 3 W 71
Phyllyrea iiicifolia
jrhlox 18^ W 87
Photir.ia glabra 16+ W 89
jrhysocanus o-nulifolius 5
61
4 E 2
Picea abies 1 W 29 17 T? 8o 7 E 31 12 E 24 Abies excelsa
glauca E E 2 1 W 22 6 W 42 21 E 21
20 W 91
22 W 18
22 E 21
canaoensis
pectinata
rubens A E 34
rubra
smithiana 15 E 38
smithiana
Pinus cenbra 12 W 14
grifiithi 15 W 15
Pinus excelsa
massoniana 6 W 58
mugo 13 E 45
mugho
nigra 8 E 32
austriaca
nigra F E 4
laricio
resinosa 9 E 57
W
rigida 5
66
strobus 1 W 36 18 W | 13 E 8
sylvestris 9 W 9 24 W 8 13 E
26
A E 40 3 E 22
taeda 2 W 48
virginiann 1 W 15 10 E 25
variabilis
virginiana 7 E 60 6 E 59
inops
Platanus acerifolia 13 E 19
occidentalis
orine talis 15 E 19
orientalis 14 E IB
Platanus palmata
19 W 61

•'/

'f
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PodocarpuB montana 15 W 46
Populus alba 5 W 28
pendula 10 W 17
angulata 13 E 10 14 E 11
nigra 7 E 42
treauloldes 5 E 12 8 £ 54
10 E 47
Potentilla fruticosa 18^ t 74^ 19 W 78
10 £42 10 £ 45
fruticosa 19^ W 6

Podocarpus xaxifolia

Populus weeping

|0 W 83

Potentilla floribunda

tndentata

14 W 2
PiTinus angustifolia 9 E 38

armeniasa sibirica 7 W 28
cerasifera divaricata 8 W 34
cerasus plena 12 £ 36
cocomilia 8 W 38 27
laurocernsus
lusitanicn
mahaleb 7 W 24 7 E 9
mahaleb
mariti3ia 16
padus B C 1

Prunus chicasaw
Amygdalus sibirica
Prunus divaricata
cerasus double flower

10 W 7

€erasus lauro cerasus
lusitanica

mahaleb

o4

padus
pennsylvanica 1 W 69
pseudocarasus
pu-Tiila 16 W 18
serotina 1 W 25
spinosa F E 13
soinosa A S 15
virginiana
virginiana
virginiana 8
10 P

padus
Prunus borealiB
Cerasus pseudocerasus
Amygdalus pumila

Prunus candicans
Cerasus virginiana
Prunus canadensis

24

14 i 7

Pseudotsuga taxifolia 19 £ 8
i-soralea esculenta 15^ W 71
Ptelea tnfoliata 19 W 78 1 :7 33
Pyracantna coccinea 3 W 61 6 1 S? 13 W
19* W 74 12 £ 22
Pyrus lanuginosa
nivalis E 35 37
pashia 7 W 19 IB
salicifolia 9
o2
aalvlfolia 10E23 10 £59 60
Quercus borealis 21 W 32
cerriB 6 W 51
falcata 20 E 44
ilicifolia 14 W 67
macrocaroa 4 f 28 10 E 11
olivaeformis 6 E 8
nigra 7 E 14

Pinus douglasi

2
Lle:;pil"..s

pyracantha

Pyrus variolosa

j:;

phellos 16 W 2
robur 3 W 22 4 W 31 21 E 27
suber 16 ?: 78
Rhaimus Carolinian 7 S 28
catharxica 23 7? 22 14 2 25
Rhodcdewdron catav-biense 5 W 45
maximun 5 W 44 23 W 5 5 E

Quercus ambigua
triloba
banisteri

oiivaefcmis
acuatica
oila

'.

19 E 24
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U

18 £ 26

Kbododendron viscosup 5 * 65
Ehus coriaria 6 E 27
typhina 5 E 19 7 E 34
Ribes aurevun 14 E 51
discanthum B E 8
gordonlannm 15 W 59 9 B 45 IB B
? E 14
nigrum 14 X 27
nireuM 9 E 47
orientale 14 E 28
rotundifloruM
Black Fruit P E 18
Red Flowered 13 W 24
Ihite Curran-t 4 W 73 20^ W 98
Robinia hispida
pseudocacia
Tiscosa 3 W 29
Rosa blanda 8 E 43
canina 14 E 23
foetida 20 W 82 F E 20
gallica 1 W 16
harisoni 5 E 20 10 W 8
macrophylla (red) 2 W 74 20 W 84

Azalea viscosua

Ribes saxatilus
5

"triflorxffli

Rosa austriaca
san guinea
E 11

9

3 W 63

(v7hite)

lagenaria

pendulina 15 W 25
setigera 2 W 64 14 W 51
pink
native 6 W 25
yellow 6 W 59
from Polcono Mount 8 E 30
Rose Baltimore Belle
Beauty of the Prairies
Gloire des Hosomanes 17 W 79
Mme. Lai fay 16 W 65
74
Bosa-^QUit 14+
6 IS 79
odcr:.:tu? 19+ » 72
li
itudbeclcia 15
Ruscus racei^sa 15+ W 81
lo-^
15 i- \7 70
Salxi aloa 16 J 11
lirs.

(prairie)

Prairie Pink

Rose Praxrie Queen
songui-iea

7.'

;.lrs.

Rubus laciniatus
V.'

babylonica cnsoa 8
blanda ? 22 li 13
6 E 10
ca:3rea 6 W 28
cordata 12 E 3 W 1 E 7
16
poTneranica
daphn:ides
•5

4

v;

87
i;

2

Salix Aneric.-m Weep

angustifolia
24

7

E 1\

po Tier, mica

A E 8

dasycladcs 14 J 5
fragelis A 3
japonica 2 J 5
lucida o
13 1- £

22

17 K 1

aciminaxa

decniens

!

.1

maritiir.3 ?

21 £

4

5

man

12

Tnyrsmifolia 13 B 5
nigra 3
50
pentandra 11 E 4
petiolaris
pur jure a 10 E 31
purpurea 7 £ 8 11 £ 6,7, 18

.'Ilia

hirta

v7
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rosiTiarinifolia

forbyana

3.

fifl l

jT purpurea la.Tibertiana 20 E 29

cjalix laiibertiana

rotimdifolia
stipularis 20 E 20
vlminalis 20 D 24
from Black Roc: 10 £ 6
from Missouri 21 E 2
Sambucus
Saponaria officinalis
Sarracenia purpurea 18 E 21
Sas: afrns
Scutellaria (Black Rock) 13 E 30
oequoiadendron giganteum 15 W 23^
Sequoiadendron
Shepherdia arge.itea 9 E 50 j E 10
(pistilate)F E 5
(staninate)F E 6
canadense (pistilate) 20 W 13
(

Silphiu.Ti

stammate

Laurus sassafras
oequoia gif;antetini
ellingtonia gigar.teua

'."

?0 W 12

)

trifoliatum 19 W 63^

Solanun dulca-nara
dago IS* W 87
oophora ja-cnica 15 W 25 F E 22
Sorbaria sorfaifolia I9f W 77 8 S 30
Sorbus americrjia 144- W7"!
92 32
B E 10
amencana lo W 9
col-.

Spiraea porbifolia

5E9

xyrus anericana
Sorbus niicrocarpa
Pyrus aria

raicrocar'-ja

aria 7 77 '6
aucu- aria 14i

7?

7""

16

o9

'.V

9

ll'E 32
fructo lutea 8 W 42
hybrida
Spiraea alba 10 .^ 9
alpina 13 E 11
beila lAl W 71
betulif oiin 4 W 7
ba-naica iroebeli 13
canescens 15 W 3
canescens 15 W 1

^

1>

8 W 39

35 iyrus aucuparia
Pyrus pinnalidifida
Spiraea -aniculata

^

cantonie.-.sis

''-'

callosa

3

rotundifolia
lanceolata (refvesiana)

5^7

douglasi 2 W 8 13 ^V 5
hyoericiiolia lii W 83
40 J 12
prunifolia 12 W 3 5 S
salicifolia 18 77 74
tonentosa
ulr.iiol a 9 E 2
from >.vans 14 T 2

20-i-

W 3

6

fro™, riasten 7 £ 11
from Focono :ioiintain 1 £ 21
12 -. 2 14.^
57
lo 7. 76

19

.;

8 £ 11 9 E 19 11::; 3
Sta-Dhylea trifolia 3
42
Ste-artia r.alaccde.'dron 18 v; o4
nalaccceadrcn 17 W 74
otyrx a-.ier:cana 4
18-?
d7
68
Syni-"horicarp-s orbiculata 16
75

11-12

13 W 10

Stevrartin

virgmiana

'.V

..'

racemosa 19^

67
13 77 8

Sta7hylea trifoliata

'.V

'.V

If

77

18
70
F E 26
;;

7o
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Sympnoria gloneraxa
racemosa

S.

m?.ryln_-idiC3

Syringa persica 14i W 65 19 W 73
laciniata J E 2
rubra major 1? W 25 15 E 3* 13 W 25
vulgaris 19 T? 69
alba 15i W 67 loi W 7 19 W 86
Charles I 10 15 W 23
13 W 25 15 E 34 13
afncana
D
E 10
i'.TTiarix

Syringa vxilgaris white
\ .V

25

rubra major

gai:>.ica 14 W 77

lanarix libanotica
indica

gallica

indica 10 £ 58
Taxodium distichua ? W 12 7 W 1
Taxus baccata 15-i- W 75
adpressa 16 w 68
erectn 2
7u
stricta 16
50
5 W 45
canadensis 5 W 72 14 W 62 15 W 60
4 E 3
5 E 3

Taxus adpressa
pyramidal is

.7

hibernica

..

8 W 20
8 S 1
6 J 8
?0 £ 19
10 _ 46 11 :. 11
occider-talis 14
i
occidentalis lof W 68

Thuja occioe. -.talis 1 W 52
'•';

7
57
14 7? 1 ?
7/

IS

'A'

..'

sibirica
7

5

21

IS E

3 ^ 45

(Mc"ico)
13 ^ 35
5

iC

fililomis
tatarica Lodd.
nepalensis
Juniperus ericoices

orienxalis
orientalis 2 W 13
orientalis
plicata L W 61 17-12
Tilia ?.-ericn:in

4

Thuja tatarica Gord.

pyramidalis

fastigiata
filiiorais 5 • 48
robusxa 1 V/ o9
orie-:t,.-ais 1

21 E 15

5

5

.'/

^l

o

i;

16

euro-)aea 8 E 13

red tvrig 12 3 19
platyphyll-->s 4
41
Tcrreya nuciiera 15
39
-tnxifolia 164- W 90
Trade sc:i:itia rosea 4 W 27
Tril_iu-i 19 E 31
,V

Taxus nucifera

'A'

Tus ilago
Ulex euro^eus 2 W 72* 10 E 30
Jlmus a^ericana
c.-irpinifolia suberosa o E 20
glaora 5 E 24
montana o E 18

s

Ulnius suberosa
ca--:ir)estris L.

li Z 26

Urtica
vacir.iiin cor",'-nbosuin 8

>?

1 9

3

5

Oxycoccus T.acrocarpa

nacrocaruuTi 21 E 11
VitumuTi lontn-.a 3IW18 14^ W 62
lentnro 6 V/ IS
trilobum 9 S 14
Vinca najor 18 V? 85

minzr 3 W 4 5
Viola
Vitex agnus castus 17

7?

viburnum oxycoccus

73
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Weigela florida 16 W 73
Wisteria frutescens 3 W 40 19 W 83
sinensis 16+W 73
Yucca filamentosa 15 W 69 16 W 78 9 E 41
10 E 44 13 E 19 14 E 34
gloriosa 14| W 76 20 W 29 23 W 27
Zanthoxylum americanxan 3 2 54

Weigela rosea

Zanth03cylum frazinevra

FRUITS
Apricot Black 7 W 32 22 E 29 11 E
Pear Belle Lucrative 16i W 67
Beurre Bretonneau 9 W 19
Beurre I)(Arenberg 13 W 30
Suzette de Bavay 9 W 24
Van Marum 20 W 7
Vicar of Winkfield 8 W 31
Plum Canada Blue 23 W 26
Golden Drop 23 W 23
Washington 8
43 23 W 12
Prune 7 W 34 32 W 8
Quince Angers
Orange 7 W 46
W 30
Portugal
9 f
Filbert ..ortha-i-ntonshire Prolific 7

2

Pear Orphaline de Enghien
Calabasse Grosse
Vicar of Wakefield
Plum Canada
Goes Golden Drop
Washington Bolmar

'.7

i;

Filbert Prolific

1

E B

5

Medlar Dutch 10 W 5
Grape Catawba 7 W 46

18 ?; o7 184- W 67
E 13 7 W 22
Elsinburg B W 60
Felton Early (Jame not verified) 7 W 52
9

DOUBTFUL OR U.JVimFISD
AndroTieda 10

Azalea

iA:.:E^

S 7

lucr. hortosa-n 7

":

11

sora delicata 7 T? 13 (?tora?)
claviana 7 W 15 (?c:Laviana?
(?lauria.-.a?)
)

a-nerus li-ia 7 W 17
Calyca-ith-^s latifolia 15

61

'•'/

exploring ex 14 E 2 F E 15 (?explung?)
Cotonenster fasicularis 22
27
15 £ 18
Frrixinus excelsior defoma 9 E 24
lyrus encenifara 2 5 W 1 21
14
21 7/ 30
Rosa Perie ot. Cyr 16 v; 77 20i v; 91
Queen of Lombardy 19
48
Sir Walter Scott 16 « o2
fruit his id 16 7? 7
Salix farleyana
7.'

'.V

*!

varie^;ata
Viburr.ua onulifo-iun

5

.*

7
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Evergreens

-

October 30th

.

18?6

The following are not in the "Catalogue and Situation" of 1856.
Bujcus

arborescens variegata

Cotoneaster buii folia
£uon3nnus hamiltoniana

japonica argenteo variegata

aedera helix sanguiniana
Ilex aquifolium
Ilex argentea aurea

opaca
Laurus nobilis

Magnolia grandiflora
Photinia dentata
Pinus pinaster

Pinus variegata
Prunus caroliniana

Quercus maratua
:-!hododendron ponticum

Uay 22. 1657
Plants not listed in 1556.
Caragana fruticosa 16

41

V.'

Elae^us flnva
Fontanesia phillyrecides

Fontanesia philriocarda

Lonicera diotca

Lonicera glauca

lonicera dioica

Lonicera parvifolia

Lyciaii chilense

lleiliia thyrsiflora 14

T/

34

Philadsl^hus flcribundus
ihilacel-.hus sueciosus

la:rus

zeyheri

Populus cai^dicnns

^alm of Gilead

oalix myrsmiiolia

oalix aiiderscni

rubra

Tararix tetrandra
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CATALOGUE OP PLANTS

ORLERi:!)

PROM

ANDES LEROY'S FUBSERI? ANG2RS, FRANC2, OCTOBER 1856
Received through Darlington & Co, No date of Receipt
Trees

Alnus cordifolia
Pavia michauxi
Esculus variegata alba
Betula laciniata pendula
i"renalia australis
Virgilia lutea
Corylus purpurea
Cratagus oxycantha pendula

Alnus cordata
Aesculus pavia
hip-ocastanun
iJetula pendula gracilis
Callitris oblonga
Cladrastis lutea
Corylus mcixima purpurea
Crataegus monogyna pendula
sorbifolia
Pagus sylvatica pendula
atropunica
Fraxinus excelsior endula
Praxinus excelsior
Labumocytissus spinichristi
Magnolia cordata
raiiurus spinichristi
Prunus cerasus semperflorens
maiialeb nonstrosa
Quercus canariensis
ilex , ^.
lordi
petraea niespilifolia
robur lastigiata
Robinia pseucocacia erecta
jalix albi\ ealva
Scrbus cT^ericana naaa

Pagus sylvatica purpurea

—

ana

teaxinus eKelsa aucubifolia
Cytis.-us adani

Paliurus aculeatus
Cerasus semperflorens
m.-uia_eb monatron
Quercus forci fastigiata
louelti
fastigiata
Robinia T;vrimidata
Salix coerulea
corbUE nana

?

cuspidaxa
-ilia tomeutosa

vestixa
Tilia america_na argeatia
Ulnus rur urea

Ulnius /glabra p.^r urea

pnrviiiora
Zel.:;vn c:\T~lnzloli3.

Evergreen Shrubs

Bupleurum I'ruticosum
Euxus b:ilearica
se:--^ervirens myrtil'oiia

uenista ca .cicuis
nultiflcru£ alba

Cytissus mo-.spesselanus
Cytisfus monspes.-elanus

rosej

Cyti£?u5-- nionsDes.-elanus

-rica arborea
:,-ar:ya eliiptica
Gaut-icria. shalton_

leiopnyl un buxiio.i'.m
Li^strvjn lucicu-:
Pen':ettya aucronata
PhloT'.is fruticcsa

Ledua

Rhanr.t? alr.t>;mu3

RhaTinvs al.

b.;:;iicj.iun

aureus

Rhoiccencrrn acaleordes
ca.adeiisis

Vaccmiuti T'.acrccar-u.T.
Zenobia T^ulverulenta

Andromeda nuiveruleata
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Shrubs

Atraphaxis spinosa
Caesalpinia gilliesi
Comus capitata
Euonymus nana
Hibiscus syriacus plenus
PhiladelphuB pubescens
Ribes naivaceuni

Poincianna gilliesi
Benthamia fragifera
Philadelphus pubescens latifolius
Ribes sanguineum nalvaceum

san£^ineuin

Syringa josikaea

Vines
Clematis montana
Lonicera etrusca
sempervirens coccinea

Lonicera coccinea

Seedling Evergreen s
Cedrus lib;-mi
Cryptoraeria japonica

CupresEus sempervirens horizontalis
stricta

Cupressus horizontalis
pyramidalis

Phillyria ang^Jstii"olia
Phlonis fruticosa
Pinus h:ilepensis
augo
nigra caramanica
poiretiana
pinea

Ihlomis tOTTientosa

tonitosa ?

Pinus montana
pallasiana
laricio carsicano

punprens

sylvestris rige.isis
Piptanthus laburr.ifoliuB
lajois baccata
Ihuja orientalis

Pinus rige/sis
Theraopsis napaler.sis
Thuya nep.ilensis

Apples
Court Pendu Plat

Court Pendu

I-Ienagere
Mip:ion.-.e

c'Hiver

Reinette
Reinetxe
Reinette
Reinette
Reinette

d'Angleterre
de Canada
de Thorn

Pear~:in of Kent

Fr-^nche

Pi

~in

Cher ry
Cerise Royal Tardive
Biganeau Petit Rouge

Klein Bunte Fruhkirsch
Chestnut
LSarron de Lyons

lioucillarde

Peach

Jam

Dwarf Orleans
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pear
Beurre d'Amalis

Amalia
Amire Joannet
Besi de veterans
Boussock
Brorm Beurre

Doyenne de Boussock
Beurre Oris
Beurre Capiaumont

Delices de Mordenpont
De Tongres

Doyenne d'Eiver

Easter Beurre
Flemish Beauty
Frederica of Wurtenberg
Gifiord
Jalousie de Fontensy Vende
Jargonelle
Josephine de Llalines

Beurre Gifiord
Epargne
Beurre de Rans

Rostiezer
St. Michel Archn_ige
Sum-ier Doyenne
7(inter Nelis

Doyenne d'Ste
Bonne de valines

Wredav;

Prices on most of these itens were 12 to :5 cents each; some fer as
high as 40 to 60 cents. So prices are cuotec on tne Se-.dling Evergreens, but taere is a note "I wil^ tai;e IC of each at a fair price".
I-.ere is a receipt
No quantities were stated on the other items.
da'ed October 25, lfa5o from I. L. Darlington 6c Co., .Vest Chester, la.
for *25 for full payment in advance for tuis crder to be iniported in
the s;:ring of 1657.
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Long List - No date
The following included which are not in 1656 catalogue.
ApTPle

Ailee
Clyde Beauty
Cumberland Spice
Faraeuse

Gloria nundi
Graven skin
Greens choice
Lady
Porter
Rar.les Janet
Rhode Island Greening
Roxbury Russet
Spitzenberg
Vandovere
Wagener
T?hite Doctor
William Penn
Cherry

Belle wagnificue
Black Hark
Black Tartarian
Coe s Transparent
'

Acer truncatum
Aralia elata ?
berberis ho^keri
iiumelia lycioides
Calycontnus occidentalis
Corylus avellaiin fusco-rubra
Cotone ster melanocarpn laxiflora
Cytisus purpureus
Dict.'L-nnus albus
Elaeagnus umbellata
ratsia ,]a onica?
Jasninu* nudiflonun
Jxini erus oxycedrus
Kalnia polifolia
LigustruB vulgare
Ma^iOnia napaule siS
rinus laiibertiana
Pii dodeudron ca^endulaceim
ijalix elaeagnos
oa-nbucus nigra heterophylla
racemosa variegata
Spiraea ja cnica

Aralir- japonica

Berberis vrallichiana
Calyca:ithus -acrophyi:.a

Corylus purpureo
Cotoneaster laxiflora
Fr -.xinelia
Elaeagnus crispa
Araiia japonica

Kalniia glav.ca

XanthocLirya

Berberis nepalensis
Salix rosmarini folius
Sa-^bucus heterophylla

Spiraea callosa
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Bot of J o siaJi Hoor es. April
One each
except where noted
Abies fraseri
pinsapc
spectabiliB
Acer Tiacrophyl^um
Aesculus
Betula ^1.1'^ula gracilis
Junipema formosana
..agnolir. grandiflora
Pinus nigra
^uercus petraea mespilifolia
Sibiraea laevirata
Taxus baccata elejnntissiaa
Thuja occidentr.lis aurea
Tilia platyphyllos l;iciniata
9 ap-ies
less adjust3ie..t
Total

—

*1.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
.75

1.00
.75

'tu-n

spicatura

Aralia el.ita
Berberis hoo.ceri
Ba-aelia lycioides
se-:pervirens angustiiolia

3ujttis

libai-.i

Jha-rn- cyoaris no"tkateisis
Chan 'ecy-'ris
Chi:io.'i:intnus ornecox

Col-etia cruci.ita
^ryptoiei'ia

Jytisius negricans
purpureus
i^p.-ie pcntica
?ir~.i."iia simplex
.ar-y. el_i tica
2

Gleditsia triaca.itr.oc pendula
nudill.;rm
ouni^erus o::ycecrus
sabina variegat.i
o.i3-.inuT

-^olifoiia
et--usca

Kal-iir.

Lcnic

:.--.

aepaulrnsis
iir.us halepensis

:.'.:i:'.3riia

l:'.-.bertia,;a

?sorni.ea bitu.Tiinosa

Aesculus variegata
icmxata pendula
Juniperus ob^i-cnga pe.iculj
Be-cula 1

Fmus taurica
.75
.37
.75

1.00
.75

"iuercus louetti

oriraea laevigata
Taxus elegantissiaa
Thuja a^rea
Tilia laciaata

1.35

13.49
31,

.00
.50
.00
. 5o
.50
1, 50
1,

OJ

arge.teo-vnrie; ata
Cedrus deodara

xicea hucioniana
pinsapo
nebbiana

l.oo

Bot_of_Hop_pe s J

Acer plat;L-ioicss _:icini

1858

6,

.75
.00
.50
.50
.75
.75
.50
.Ow
.50
.50
.50
.50
.75
.00
.50
.^0
.00
.30
..0

135£

iiagles Clar Japle

Acer punctatus
Aralia ja-cnica
Berberis wal_ichiana

Buxus sinensis longii'olia
argentia
Colyca-itnus aacrocarpa

7 5

i-iu-o:sis borealis
Cupress.us (la-isoniar.a) variegata
Chi-0'.a.:t.ius tragra.-:s

Cissuc variegatus
Clenatis hellena
Coi_etia homda

itorculea

-.^..-ixr^in'olia

Genista
Gledi".cia

iinos^ifolia

Varic^at;; iavin Juni-e:
.5C
.50
.50
.:5

.00
.50
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!'.al-.ia

gl.iuca

.^erberis nepaier.sis

Bot of Josiah Hoope s_^ April .6,_1818
One each
except where noted
Ahies fraseri
pinsapo
spectabilis
Acer macrcphyllum
AescvQus
Betula Tienrtula gracilis
Juniperos fonnosana
uagnolia grandiflora
Pinus nigra
^uercus petraea mespilifolia
Sibiraea laevigata
Taxus baccata elepantissima
Thuja occidentalis aurea
Tilia platyphyllos laciniata

—

»1.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
.75

1.00
.75

Picea hudsoniana
pinsapo
webbiana
Aesculus variegata
Betula laciniata pendula
Juniperus oblcnga pendula

1.00
.75
.37
.75

1.00
.75

Pinus taurica
Quercus louetti
opiraea laevigata
Taxus elegantissima
Thuja aurea
Tilia lacinata

1.35

9 ap'^les

less adjuEt3e.;t
Total

13749

Bot of Hoopes^J.i.arch
«1.00

Acer plat;inoides lacinintum

31..

IB 51

jiagles Clavi Uaple

.50

spicatum

Acer punctatus
Aralia ja-onica
.50
Aralia elata
Berberis wallichiana
.50
Berberis hookeri
1.50
Bu-Tielia lycioides
Buxus sinensis longifolia
Buxus senpervirens angustifoli a 1.00
argentia
arge::teo-vr rierata 75
Calycantnus macrocarpa
l75
1.00
Cedrus deodarn
.50
libani
Ihu^oosis borealis
1.50
Cha-nn-.cyparis nootkatensis
Cupresf.us (lar^sonianaj variegata
.75
Chcvnaecy-raris
Chi-ior.a.-.tnus fragrans
.75
Chinonanthus praecox
CissuE variegatus
.50
Cle:natis hellena
l.Oo
Col.etia horrida
.50
Colxetia cruciata
1.50
wTyptomerin
.50
CytiSJ:US negricans
.50
purpureus
.75
iaphne pontica
Sterculea plat.iiiifolia
1.00
xiraiana simplex
.50
uarrya elli; tica
Genista
I.UO
Gleditsia ::ii^osafolia
1.00
Gleditsia triacanthos pendula
.30
Jasminui nud:Lfloruni
l.CO
ouniperus oxycedrus
Variegate i iavin Juniper
sabina variegata
Ilol-nia glnuca
.50
F.almia polifolia
.50
Loniccrr. et"usca
uerberis nepalejisis
.50
:iahonia nepault;nsis
.25
Pinus halepensis
2.00
laT.bertiana
1.00

.50

Psoralea bituminosa
121

Sequoia
aophora japonica
Taxus baccata erecta

From Hoopes & Bros. April 15 ^ 1861

List with no title an d no date but pasted
on back o f Hoopes & Bros, list of
April 2, 1860.

Apple

Andrews Winter
Buckingham
Pallawater
Golden Srect
Greyhouse
Ortley
Pry or
Red June

Equinetely

Id

ay

Pryor

.-led

\7hite Pip:;in

Jersey stra-berry
(mi^ht be jersey 6r-ec-t of Sops of
Julian
(might be July)
Cherry
Ohio i.eauty
Pe:ich

Early Ann
Colridge's xavcrite

An.-.e

Cocledg-es Favorite
_,arly York

Late Cra-.7ford
Late Heath
Pearce
President
3usquehane
Troth Zarly ?.ed
Hard late
Tnite Imperial

Late Heash
Pearce 's Seedling

'.'arc's

Late /ree

5tra-ber-"y

Hooker
irio--:...e

de Gsnd

V?ilscn

'.Til
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son's Alba.iy Seedling

<7ine)

From John Evans - Ma rch 29, 1858

Berberis canadensis

Barbaris canadensis

Cimnlnghamia lanceola'ta

Cunninghamia

Deutzia staainea brunoniana

Dutzia canesceus

3npe"tnnn nigrun
Frajujius quadrangulata

Linnaea borealis

Linea borealis

Lupinus

Magnolia liliflora

Magnolia purpurea

Monarda

(froa British America)

Muscari

Grape Hyacinth

Nandina doniestica
Oenothera

Onothera from California

Pinus mugo

Pinus sylvestris m on tan

Pinus nigra caraiianica

Pinus pallasiana

Pinus sylvesxris regensis

Pinus regensis

Prunus sibirica

Siberian Apricot

Rhododendron

Azalea from California

Ribes Tiultiflorim
PJius

Ribes

aromat^ca

Native Red Currant

?

Rubus nesrensis

Rubus sub e rectus

Rucbeclcia

Rudbec:cia purple

Shepherdia

Buffalo Berry

Sophora
StiDa

?eathergr:iss

Also six il_egible nanes
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Plants in Lav/n Sand Garden J\me 23. 1B55
Row 1
Row 2
Row S

Bleok Apricot

Comus sanguinea

1
2
3

Quercus suber grafted
Portugal Quince
Th'elictrum

1
2

?

(Rue)

Comus sanguinea
Ligustrum vulgare sempervirens
Chaenomeles lagenaria (Cydonia japonioa)
4
5
Berberls bvocifolla or eerberis vulgaris dulcis (Berberis diilcis)
Rhododendron calendvilaceuin (Azalea calendulacea)
6
7
Rhamnus cethartice
Berberis - Red Fruited
Hooker
1
Neillia thTPsifolia
2
Rhamnus from Missouri
3
Berberis Wo. 444
4
Hooker
Ligustrxm vulgare buxifolivm
5
(Cotoneaster pendulosa frutex ?)
6
Berberis
8
Hooker
gAmelanchier sanguinea from Missouri
Fraxinus omus TOmus europeus
Salix
Willow(neme not known))
J.1
Deutzia gracilis
12
Silene regis
13
Stokesia laevis (Stokesia C3ranea)
14
Actaea spicata
15
Potentilla anserina
16
1
(Dutch pipe(?) ?) Perhaps Aristoloohla
Crataegus oxyacantha punicea
2
Anelanchier ovalis (Aielanchier vulgaris)
3
4
Crataegus oxyacantha rosea
5
ttelianthus
y
Cotoneaster fasicularis ?
1
2
Saliz - Dv/arf Vieeping Willows
Amelanchier oblongifolia (Anelanchier botryapim fron Missouri)
3
4
Seringa Rubra Major
5
Syringea Charles 5th ? probably 2
alba ? from mountains Perhaps Pinus strobus
Pinus
6
Ribes multiflorum
7
SjTinga Louis Napoleon
8
(Ligustrum xanthozyl^m ?
9
Hooker
Berberis
10
Berberis
Hooker
11
Caragana fruticosa
12
Deutzia gracilis
13
Elaeegnus umbellata parviflora
14
Cherry Currant
15
Philadelphus floribundus
1
Coronilla emerus
2
Larix decid\ia (European Larch)
3
Crataegus azarolus
4
Cvdonia
5
S

Row 4

(

Row 5

'

-

Row 6

•

)

"

^

Row

7

6

7

(Eleegnus fla
Spiraea

?

-
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Hannah Hoope

'

'

/

PAINTER ARBORETUM

/

Plants, phrubs and

'i'rees

"V

on Lawns according to the Draft of Planting.

The principle water course running through the grounds Is the base
line from which the numbering starts. Catalog corrected to 1863.

Year
first
recorded
in cataTog

Location
number
,

wame of Plant
(if name used
by Painters was
different from
present accepted
name it appears
in parenthesis

Location Line

1
1854

Source

yfEST

Larlx larlcina (American Larch)
Plnus vlrginlana (Pinus variabilis) S,
Carr
Chlonanthus virginica
Euonymus amerlcana
C
Plcea glauca (Abies canadensis)
Hills along orandyv.
Prunus serotina
Marshall
Plcea ables (Abies excelsa
Cerr
Ptelea trifoliate
iaarshall
Buius suffruticosa
Gaultherla procumbens
Pinus strobus
Abies balsamea (Plcea balsamia)
raised from layers
iAucus arborescens
** <^
Thuja occidentalls
Thuja orientalis
Thuja plicate
Bulst
Thuja occidentalls robusta (Thuja slberica)Dlolc
toaclura pomifera (liaclura aurantlaca
Evans "*" ^
--."
female!"
2 V7EST

Sand Gardens - (see special list)
Cercls canadensis
Serpentine soils uerdens (see special list)
Aesculus (Stunted horse chestnut)
tiyperlcim prolificum, first listed as kalmlanum
Aesculus pavla (Esculus pavla
Aesculus pavla
Aesculus f lava
ixymnocladus canadensis male
Uymnooladus canadensis female
uymnocladus canadensis male
nalesia tetraptera
Cvdonla sinensis
„
„
Evans
Fraiinus excelsior (var. suf f a?
Calycanthus from exploring expedition
Evans
Berberls (no. 45 Dr. Hooker)
,

129

S V/EST (cont.

1854

1854

6

VEST (cont.)

'

Setvae.lenta jsvans
Viburnum lentago
Evans
iJerberls vulgaris atropurpurea (Purple barberry)
Hypericum prolificum
Euonymus Japonica
Salli
Uahonia aequlfolium
raised from seeds
Salii
native
Bosa
Large Cane
(Portugal Quince) - Pertiaps Cydonla oblonga
*'
Pinus strobus
'
Evans
Rhododendron maximum
from Brandywine
Pieea glauca (Abies canadensis) i*-- f
Aesc'Hus "flava
,
u
_.
^rnaro
J*
Castania pumila
Aralia spinosa
*orus alba
Morris
Juniperus squamata
^Morris
'
Ctuercus cerris
Rosa
Cotinus coggyria (Rhus cotlnvis
Milnor
Lancaster Co,
Amalanchier ovalis
Evans
Pinus nigra caramanlca (Pinus palislana)
Edwards
Rosa harisoni
Secld.e Pear
,
Bvans
??
quadrangularis
)
(Euonymus
Pennock
Rosa
Larix laricina (Lariz maerocarpa
Pinus strobus
Acer saccharinum
yellow
Lonicere
iiedera helix
.^
^vajis
Rubus laciniatus
Euonymus
pyracanthaj
(Mespilus
Pyracantha coccinea
Buxus ar'borescens (Buius arboria)
Buius suffruticosa (Dwarf Box)
? formerly covered with ivy tout now killed
Catelpa
by late severe winter (Catalpa cordlfolia)
'•'

1854

•

•

-

•

...
'

,

-Dr.

—

7

1854
"1654
1854
1654
1854
1859
1855

'1855
1855
1855
1854
1858
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854

1
2
3
6

7

8
11
13
15
17
18
18i
19
21
22
24
26

Taxoa,lwi distl chum
'iiydrangea vulgaris

WEST

raised from cuttings

Tax\is canadensis
Daphne mezereum
Cydonla otolonga (Quince tree)
,
^ ,
\
Rhododendron cal^ndulaceum (Azalea calendulacea
Belgre
(Izalea lucas hortosum ? )
^}e:^
(Azalea rosa delicata ?).
Belgre
(Azalea clavlana ?
(Azalea americana or ameraslna) Belgre
Ihuja-orientalls
Pyrus pashla (Pyrus variolosa) grafted on Pear
Pyrus pashla (Byrus variolosa) enarched on
Blaclc Apricot
Catawba grape
Prunus mahaleto
Sorbus aria (Pyrus aria) grafted on 'i-hom

H°"t"
wo^H
}^"^^
Morris

dom
•amrio
snns

7 WEST (cont.

1654

1854

14 V/EST

1862

1854
1S54

1855

76

1854
1854
1656

82
84

1855
1858
1858
1859
1860
1860
1855
1858
1860
1858
1 858

2

Magnolia llliflora
Paeonia su^fruticosa (Peonla moutan)
Helleborus
At Fence

Carr
Rich &. Dick
Evans

.

16 WEST

laz)-/

1856
1858
1857
1856
1856
1857
•1859

1858

1858
1857
1860
1858
1858

6

8
9

10
11
12
13
15
16
21
£2

23
27
27

30
32
35
37
37

39

40
41
43
44

J.856

1856

46

•1858

1858
1856

48
50

1358
1855
1859
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
leSi
1854
1854

56
57
59
62
64
66
68
69
70
73
75
76
77
78
80
81
25
85
87

Quercus phellos
Quercus petr«ea mespilifolla (Cjuercus lauettl)^
Leroy
Spiraea
Roan 7
Spiraea from Hoopes
Hydrangea macrophylla (Hydrangea hortensia
Seedling pear
grafted P. (baldwiniana ?
Thuja occidentalls aurea (Thuja aurea)
Hoopes
Spiraea billerdi
aoopes
Pinus mugo (Pinus taurica
Evans
Pinus pinasterjPinus maratlma
Evans
'"JuniDerus sauamata"" ~~"
Rosa pendullna (Rosa lagenaria
Bvana
Quercus - Jraft died, stoc^c
Leroy
Pbntaneslra phyllereoides
Evans
rraxinus
Dwarf Ash, blunt ended branches
Morris
Lonicera Japonlca repans (Lonlcera brachypodium)
Evans
Clematis rlammula
Lonicera
Evans
Lystmachia
Hibiscus syriacus plenus albus vitotus albus
Leroy
(Altheas from France)
Aesoulus neglecta tomentosa (Pavia michawi
Caragana fruticosa
Evans
Ficus (Fig)
Euonymus nana (Euonymus linifolla)
Clematis montana
Crataegus
Lonicera periolymenim belgica (Lonicera belgicum)
Edwards
Rhamnus alatemus argentea-variegata (Rhamnus
alatumus variagata
Leroy
Philadelphus pubescens (latifolia)
Leroy
Malus prunifolia (Pyrus prunifolia yellow Siberian Pennock
Crab
Cladrastis lutea (Virgillia lutea)
Leroy
Taxus baocata erecta (Taius hibemica)
Evans
Rhamnus frangula lactifolia (Rhamnus cuculatus latifolia) Hoopes
Evans
Rosa
Sir Walter Scott
Prunus maritlma
Evans
Lonicera sempervirens
Taxus baccate adpressa (Taxus adpressa) llorris
Sorbus aucuparia
Buxus arborescens (aurea)
Uarshall
WeigelV Florida (Weigella rosea)
Dick
Rosa fruit hispid
Spiraea
ISarahall
Rosa
Pierre St Cyr
Quercus suber
Burus arborescens (Tree box)
Buist
Magnolia llliflora (Magnolia purpurea)
Magnolia virginiana (Magnolia glauca
Rosa
Madame Laffay
Rosa
(

)

)

)

)

.

^

..
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1854
1854

1860

88
91

.1857

1354
1654

1658

66
87

Aristolochie toraentosa on bower
uate & fence

1654

1B60
1854
1854
1859
1858
1854
1858
1854
1654
1854
1854
1854
1859
1859
1858
1654
1854
1654
1854
1860

53
54
56
60
67

74*
76
77
79
81

83
64
85
87
89
91
92

92*
98

hydrangea macrophylla (Hydrangea hortensls
Ditch
Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Pinus lambertiana
Biaxus sempervlrens nyrtlfolla (Biixus nyrtillf olla
bujcus arborescens (Tree Box)
Blgarreaux petit hatlf rouge
Ficus (Fig)
Yucca gloriosa
Buxus (Variegated Tree Box)
Potentllla frutlcosa
(Potentllla Macrophylla 7?
Euonymus Japonica
(Taxus nuciferans) probably Torreya nucifera)
Juniperus conmunls
Picea glauoa (Abies canadensis)
Hydrangea
Dlrce palustris
Lonicera
Yews
)

,

20* WEST
18 54

6

-IBST

91

-

1854
1654
1854
1854
1654

92-94
98
99

100
101

Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Rosa
Pierre St. Cyr
Rhubarb
white fruit - v.-hite Currant
Rlbes
Spiraea hypercifolia
Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Fence
21 WEST

1658

Hoopes
Leroy

Carr
Marshall
Evans
Evans

1860

1854

1B54
1854
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
iB52
1Q59
1859
1859
1659
1859
1859
1859
1859

51

55
58
62
65
72
2A.
.82

bT"
90
93
95
99
107
107

Cotoneaster melanocerpa laxlfolla
(Cotoneaster v;ebiana ?)
Acer pseudoplatanus (pinctatus ?
Ditch
Magnolia llliflora (Magnolia purpurea)
Mahonia mepaulensis (Berberls nepalinsis)
Junlperus oxycedrus
Jasminum nudiflorun
Calycanthus occidentalls (Calycanthus macrophylla
Buxus_suffruticosa (Dwarf Box)
.Cedrus"ribani [CeSar of Lebanon)
'
Buerre Ulf f ord Pear
^

no opes

Hoopes

.

It

n

n

liray Doyenne Pear
Black Apricot
Plum
Amarie Joannet i'ear
'

Jf'ence

25 WEST

1859
1856
1858
1858
1858
1859
1859
1859
1860
I860
1860
1859
1863
IfiSS

1859
1859
1859
1359
1859
1359

1

2-3
4
5
6
.

7

8
9-12
17
20
24
ZZ
34
26
3&

40

43
47
54
58

1859
1359

63
71

1859
i^^O
185y
1860
I860
1860
1860
1360
1860
1860
1860
1859

1

Thuja (Hedge of Arbor-vltae)
Betula papyrifera (Canoe Birch)
Pear Tree
Rhannus cathartica
?uercu3 petraea iuercus sesslllflora
Salix
snail vellov/
Sei Ix alba calva (Salli coerulla)
Salii (Curl Leafed Willow)
Hibiscus syriacus (Althea) with v/lld Clematis by it
Rosa foetida (Rosa austrieca)
(Carmarnick weeping V/illow) probably Salix coprea
pendula
Sorbus hybrida (Sorbus quercifolia)
kalus ?
(Currant Crab)
Acer platanoides laciniatun (Eagle clav;)
Ditch
touxus suffruticosa (Dv/arf box)
B"rin^ josikaea
Berberis hookeri (Berberls wallichianum)
Buxus
Syringa chinensis saupeana (Syringa rothamogensis
varin sauguinia)
Sanbucus racenose (sanguinia ?)
Fence of bam yard
(

Evans

Evans
Evans
Evans
Leroy

aoopes
Hoopes
Hooues
Hoopes

•

Evans
Hoopes

Hoopes
Hoopes

26 VfEST

—

^
6
9

10
11
12
13
14
16
20
23

Thuja (Hedge of Arbor-vitae)
Liquidambar styraciflua
Pinus sjM-festris flgensls
Fraxinus emericana Juglandifolla
"

"

"

Rubus fron California
Rosa pomifera (Rosa villosa
Rubus from California
Berberis (americana ?)
Fraxinus quadrangulata
Sophora Jauonica
Flemish Beauty Peer

145

Leroy
Evans
Evans
Evans
Evans
Evans
Evans
Evans
Leroy

1860

ilyrlcaria germanlca (Tamarix'

gempnisa)

Gleditsia trlacanthos pendula (Gledltsla
mimosifolia
'
'
Syringa
double
Uytissus multlflorus albus (Genista nultlflora alba)
(V/istaria magnifique) probably Wistaria macrostaohys
bed of Asparagus
aorser.adish
Barnyard Fence

Hoopes
)Hoopes

Hoopes
Hoopes
Hoopes

27 V/EST

Hibiscus
Andromeda
Spiraea
Tasiarlx gallica (Tamarix indice
Myrica gale
(Salvia lilllana ?)
Ribes
Halesie dlptera
brick
Syringa (Chinese Lilac)
Viburnum alnifolium (Viburnum lat»tanoides

EvBns

Evans
Evans
Evans

28 WEST

Chinese Pear
Evens
Andromeda polyfolia
Evans
Sorbus anericana (American laountain Ash)
(Pyrus ohinensis 7)
J6sminum nudiflorum
Hibiscus
Catalpa bungei - probably Catalpha bignonioldes nana
Ribes diacanthum (Ribes saxabills)
Prunus padus
Berberis
Thuja orientalis (Juniperus ericoides)
-Deutzia staninea
29 WEST

1862

1

1362
1862
1862
1862

3
5

8

10

Viburnum alnifolium (Viburnum lantanoides
Prjnus padus
Lonicera
Ribes (Native Red Currant)
(Lonia ??)
Pear Tree

1S59

1854
1854
1854
1854
1859
1854
1854
1854

Milnor
Evans

Crataegus
Rhus corlaria
buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Buxus suffruticosa (Dwarf Box)
Artemisia
Jimlperus satoina
tsuxus suffruticosa (Dwarf Box)
Fence along lane

25
27
29
31
32
34
35

-

C. Baldwin

7

1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1354

1854^
1354
1854
1854
1854
1859
1854
1854
1854

1
3
5
6

8
10
11
13
14
28
29
31
32
34
36
38
29
40
41

42
49

53-54
57
60
61

.

•

EAST

J. Hews
Prolific Filbert
Quince
Plum
Little Cane
Evans
(Salix fostertana ??)
Evans
Salix rotundifolia
Evans
Spiraea
Dr. Hooker
Evans
Aesculus parviflora (Aesculus macrostachia)
Evans
Quercus nigra (ftuercus aquatica)
Evans
Rhamnus caroliniana
Killer
from Pokano mountain
Spiraea
Evans
Picea abies (Abies exoelsa )
Evans
Rhamnus frangula
Evans
Rhus typhina
Rhamnus smithi
Euonymus americanus
Aesculus parviflora (Aesculus macrostachya
BuxtS'BiimTitrcosa-( Dwarf Box)
Prunus
Evans
Populus nigra
Evans
Amorpha fruticosa angustifolia (Amorpha fruticosa louisi
Leroy
Pinus pungens
Box)
(Dv/arf
Buxus suffruticosa
Evans
Pinus virginiana (Pinus inops
Fence at comer of field
•

)

)

8 EAST
2
1858
1854
5
7
1854
1854
8
10
1854
1854
11
15
1854
30
1854
32
1854
35
1854
36
1854
37
1854
59
1854 _
Ife5§— ""40
1859
41
43
1854
43
1854
1854
44
45
1860
47
1854
50
1854

Salix viminelis
Chionanthus vlrglnica
Hibiscus moscheutos (Hibiscus palustris
Worth river variety
Thuja occldentalis
(Prunus canadensis 7)
Spiraea
Abies balsamea (Picea balsamla)
Sorbaria sorbifolia (Spiraea sorbifolia)
Pinus nigra (Pinus austriaca
Pokano mountain
Rosa
Acer pseudoplatanus
Prunus
Aesculus .hi££Ocastanus'^
""
'Shepherdia
Astmina triloba (Anona triloba
Rosa blanda
Buxus suffruticosa (Dwarf Box)
Prunus
Ulmus montana
fluchloe dactylioides (Buffalo Grass)
iaagnolia tripetala
)

Corson
Evans
Marshall

Corson
Evans

.

"
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Corson
Evans
Evans

Carr

1854

1854
1659
1859
1856
1B54
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854

1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854

.

11
12
14
16
23
25
27
28
29
ai
33
34

36
37

40
41
43
44
45
46
47
50
51
52
53
58

1854—SfiefiO
1854
1854

63
65

Smith
oerr

^ercus macrocarpa
Spiraea hyperoifolia
Crataegus (Tall HaMTthom)
Pear Tree seedling
iyms salvifolia (Pyrus baldwinlana ?)
Pinus virginlana (Pinus variabilis
Acer pennsylvanicum (Acer striatum)
Aesculiis parviflora (Aescxilus macrostachya
Comus mas (Comus masoula
Kerrla japonlca (Corchonis japonlca)
Rosa
Buxus arborescens (Tree Boi)
Iris (white)
Iris yellow
Laburnum anagryoidea - grafted to Laburnum cytissus
splnichristl 1857 (Cytlsus laburnum)
Elaeagnus angustifolia

zl^^^
Evans
Evans

)

Evans

Buist

Iris

Populus
Yucca filamentosa
Potentllla fruticosa
Thuja occidental is
l-orestiera acuminata (Borya accumlnata)
Carya pecan (Carya ollvef ormis
?orsy-thia viradlssima
Paulownia tomentosa (Paulownia imperalis)
Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Tamarlx gallica (Tamarix indica)
Pyrus salvifolia or^alicifolla^
"Rhamnus frangula"
Madura pomifera
Fence at Osage Orange hedge

Evans
Corson
Evans

)

Morris
Evans
Evans

11 EAST
2
1854
3
1854
4
1854
5
1855
6-7
1854
12
1859
1854
15
1854
20
1859
21
1854
1859
22
1859
25
1854
26
1857
27
1854
29
1860
31
1857
32
1854
34
1854
36
1858
39
1858
1859 40-41
42
1857
48
1859
54
1854

56

filack Apricot

Spiraea
iialii pentandra
Arctostaphylos uva-ursl
(Salix forlyana or farbyana ?)
(Fraxinus europeus ?)
Spiraea
(Salix forlyana ?)
„
,,
Corylus avellana heterophylla (Cut leaved Hazel)
Fraxinus
juniperus
Taxus canadensis (American Yew)
Laburnum anagryoides (Cytlsus laburnum)
Arctostaphylos uva-ursl (Arbutvis uva-ursl)
Fraxinus excelsior pendula
Lonlcera etrusca
Styrax
Sorbus aucuparia
Uahonla repens
Euonynus jaDonica
Ginlcgo biloba (Salisburia adlantlfolla
Cryptomeria seedlings
Ginkao biloba (Salisburia adlantifolia
Pinus nigra caramanica (Pinus palacina (pallaslana
Buxus arborescens (Tree Box)
Fence at Osage Orange hedge
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Appendix B
Notes Towards the Interpretation of the Historic Resources and
Collections of the Tyler Arboretum.
Compiled by George E.Thomas, Ph.D.
8 June 1995
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I

Issues for the Interpretation of the Tyler

Broad

Arboretum

Introduction:

Delaware Valley is biessed with numerous arboreta, ranging from the 18th
and Hamilton sites to the numerous 19th century collections from the postBartram
century
south. While each of these sites
Civil War Morris Arboretum on the north to Longwood on the
First, the

Tyler to disappear into
has a special purpose, there is much overlap that causes sites such as
to be asked about
question
important
An
collections.
flamboyant
more
larger,
of
the shade
culture of the
Philadelphia is why there are so many arboreta? What do they signify in the
region?

One

suspicion

that they

is

earthly world of God's creation,

its

conform

to particular

beauties and

its utility

Quaker values that celebrate the
and offer a way for the Quaker to

be aesthetic without seeming to be worldly.

There

is

another component to

treatment.

It

was

this particular site.

Special landscapes deserve special

this instinct that led to the preservation of the

Yellowstone Region

and one suspects that it was the same understanding of the
rare quality of the place that must have been one of the reasons that the Painter brothers
created their arboretum - at a place where the soft rocks of the Delaware Valley collided
as the

first

National Park

-

with the hard but ancient rocks of the Appalachian chain, with magical green serpentine
at

its

heart and rising to the surface along the serpentine barrens.

Second, it should be clear that the Tyler arboretum should present the larger question
of the purpose of the 19th century Quaker Arboretum because the Painter brothers so clearly
describe their purpose in their writings. And, the Arboretum should make an effort to continue
the purpose that they envisioned - an antidote to the 19th century bar room and the 20th
century leisure culture.

A Painter, perhaps Jacob, tells us that the world ofiers experiences;

his

that
collection suggests that he thought that we learn from comparative experience; and
- and
arboretum
his
of
purpose
the
is
nature.
This
human
exaltation
of
the
leads
to
education
exploration of the Quaker value
it should be our purpose as well. This could lead to a larger

system and its impact on land use, ecology, the themes of the Philadelphia region to the present.
And because he envisioned his collections growing infinitely, there is no reason that the major
collections cannot be included in the theme.

From the foregoing,

it is

clear that the Painter brothers themselves are of remarkable

imporunce. They recognized that they stood at a watershed between the old world of
to be
superstition and religion and the modem world of science, but saw that hfe had
is
earth
the
overshadowed
long
has
so
more than either/or. "That darkness which
and
beginning to disappear; mankind shall no longer wear the fetters of superstition
ignorance. That period has gone by that imprisoned a Jew [Galileo?] for openly
religions of
declaring facts that were deemed obnoxious to the established notions and
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the day

and

for

which he was compelled to recant. Those opinions are nearly exploded

since the days of protestantism that

knowledge

thinkers

who

linked thought to action,

They could provide

is

unfavorable to religion. There

is

not

opposed to truth." These are important
promoted experience and challenged convention.

a greater absurdity in nature that truth

is

the broader mission statement

one that values

-

exp»erience,

comparison, the core values of the Quaker community.

Third, there

much work to be done to understand what

is

a representation of the landscape

What about the trees and

-

brown rocks on one

their relation to the

the site

tells us. Is

the library

gray and igneous on the south?

side,

house? There is considerable digging that needs

Much of value has been assembled - but has its own limitations. Timothy Mullin's

to be done.

"Docimientation and Interpreting the Historic Resources at the John

J.

Tyler Arboretum with

recommendations for Future Use and Educational Development" (1982) is a superb piece of
work - as far as it gets. But it is limited by its lack of cultural and social context and should
not, alone, be the basis for interpretation of the

site.

Pam Harper

clearly a

is

mine of

information as well. These are resources that should be harnessed to the larger task of the
interpretation of the

site.

Fourth, there

is

the core interpretive question of the importance of the site and

its

holdings as weU as the period of significance. There is a split between meaning and content that
is

name of the place as the Tyler Arboretum. While it is obvious that the
made the donation, it is also clear that the magical portion of the site, the central ideas,

represented by the

Tyler's

and the

intellectual content that

ought to be the core of the mission statement resides

Painter Brothers. There needs to be a recognition of their accomplishment
'of the site,

-

either in the

name

or in the designation of some core portion that represents their achievement.

This leads to the corollary of the interpretation problem
significance that determines the interpretation of the

farmstead of the Painters

bam, Lachford

-

Hall,

-

the question of the period of

site.

Dismal Run, or

McGoodwin

re-habbed house, mixed gardens and so on?

is it

the

suburban country

Modem preservation practice would call for the site as
are situations however where there

phase

is

interpretation. This

Fifth,

it is

is

of such importance that

clear

sufficient
it

the 19th century

it

seat of the Tyler family with

Or

is it

exists to

somehow both?

be preserved. There

documentation, and where the

ought

may be one such case.

Is this

White Cottage, spring house,

collections to

to

A debate over this question should begin.

from the condition of the buildings, the collections and so on, that Tyler

appropriate enough given the 650 acre site, and the potential for the public to use
resources than to gain insight to
-

earlier

be considered as the period of

has been run more for the benefit of "plant people" rather than "history people."

experience

in the

its

historical treasures.

a walk can be undertaken without
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much

In part, that

is

its

This

is

open space

in the nature of the

individual effort after the paths are

is time consuming, and often requires training and
collections, horticulture - but it misses the
ecology,
on
background.
Painter. There are apparently some 70
Jacob
Minshall
and
creators,
its
of
insights
remarkable
boxes of their materials at Swarthmore, plus their own archives. These need to be organized

established; history takes extensive digging,

Presently Tyler's focus

10 understand the

is

site.

The understanding of these materials should be a primary goal of the long-range plan.
They should be inventoried, catalogued, organized and studied. This implies at least an
archivist and an historian on a major project. Such a project would require significant
from some granting organizations such as the Pennsylvania Historical and
perhaps the NEH, the William Penn Foundation or even
Longwood Gardens. Lacking this work, the Arboretum will be proceeding blind into

assistance

Museum Commission,
its

future.

Sixth,

it is

clear that there

is

much

Painters, their values, or their purposes.

know and much that we do not know about the
Some of this is being studied by Elizabeth Appleby

that

(215-382-9535), and should prove to be a significant topic of research.

pursue some aspect of
information as well.
historical record

is

this

Pam Harper

next year.

Both have

much

to say.

A

Hop»efully she will

(610-566-2098) clearly

is

a fount of

cooperative study that builds up a clear

crucial to the future of the site.

Seventh, there

is

in the region, a

wealth of material relating to the Quaker history
is augmented by the

including two meetings, schools, and other houses, mills, and so on. This

superb Quaker collection in the Swarthmore College library.

department might be persuaded

to provide research direction

Perhaps Swarthmore's history

and

assistance.

Conclusion:

One broad approach might be to use the different
tell

resources of the entire Arboretimi to

the story of the evolution of the landscape, the peoples of the

agricultural traditions of the region.

Brandywine and the

This broad view might give Tyler a place

in the great

gateway that would lead to Winterthur and Longwood
the great Quaker Institutions. The Round Top house and restored/ reconstructed

institutions of the valley serving as a

as well as to

bam might be used to represent the

1

8th century farmstead; the

Home Farm could

the mature 19th century farm and the Painter brothers interests; the South

represent

and Middle farms

might represent the end of agriculture in the region and the gradual return to the natural
landscape. Such an approach might best be entered more centrally so as to not place a
particular emphasis on one phase. This might be accomplished by a new visitors' center in a
and by
central location. The Painter doctrine on the values of learning from experience,
comparison might be used as the basis for the mission statement.
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A

final note:

Because the Minshall property was patented
a target date for site interpretation.
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in

1

702,

its

tercentenary in 2002 might be

ri.

Original buildings:

Each of the buildings of the Tyler Arboretum
this

remarkable

site.

tells

part of the story of the evolution of

Their significance can hardly be overstated representing as they do, the

region over three centuries. The Home Farm bam
use of the land and the exploitation of the
of the Pennsylvania bam; the Painter Library
example
constructed
beautifully
and
large
is a
up the values of the Quaker society at the
sums
that
building
is a remarkably direct and honest
method were about to transform our understanding of the

momentj^hfiliparwinand

scientific

a terrific suburban house by a master architect. Even the
reuse of buildings in the era
overbuilt Lachford Hall offers insights into the use and

--tfio3eraworid!>he White cottage

much
before

it

became convenient

to

is

throw buildings away.

of decay and
However, interesting as each of these buUdings are, all are in various states
rather than
expedience
sake
of
the
for
made
been
have
alteration. Recent alterations seem to
resist this approach
must
work
Future
site.
of
the
interpretation
long-term
in the light of the
interpretive approach is
and instead work toward the goals of the entire institution. When an
for multiple
site and a period of significance or periods of significance
that is in
developed
be
should
buildings
the
to
repairs
of
program
then
a
sites are determined,
reason not to choose
accordance with the site interpretation. In my pragmatic view, there is no
within one farm. For
multiple periods of significance, either for different farms, or even
Quakers, through the
plain
the
era
of
the
to
interpreted
might be

determined for the entire

exampter-Round Top

Painters, the Painter-Tyler hoiis&jnigM be interpreted for the Tylers

end of the farming

era,

th(White cotta^ could

and the beginning of the
and themes such

refer to 20th century issues

as suburbanization.

Second,

bam in

it

should be noted that there

the south region of the estate

(I

is

much resentment

at the recent demolition of a

don't have a copy of the historical report to give

its

an important
proper name). If as was clear inihe planning meeting, the history of the site is
But, they cannot
preserved.
be
should
buildings
then
interpretation,
future
the
component of
planning effort go
be adequately preserved without a viable use. Thus, it is essential that some
toward the
directed
be
repairs
and
maintenance
into the use of the various buildings and that
Restoration"
toward
"Maintenance
the
by
reinforced
be
would
approach
future use. This
process described below.

Home Farm:
1777, extended in 1800,
A. The SalkeldyTainter/Tyler house of 1738 house was enlarged in
in the 1880s by the
overbuilt
largely
and
century
19th
modified by the Painter brothers in the
millwork. The Downmg
Victorian
and
gable
wall
with
centered
style
Downing
Tylers in the
agricultural settings. At the core of
style was by then old-fashioned, but was stUl common to

the building

is

the older house.

The angled comer
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fireplace bases in the

basement suggest a

German-influenced plan for the eastern portion of the house. Multiple phases of the early
house are present denoting the transformation of the site from subsistence farming to
agricultural capitalism to

summer home of urban

capitalists,

and

finally to its present role as

an arboretum.
Interpretation:

If there

is

evolution of the land over

one overarching theme that incorporates the entire
three centuries within

its

one family,

its

care

and

site,

it is

the

use, within the

bam can represent respectively the Tylers, the

Quaker value structure. This house, library, and

Painter brothers and their father Enos, the three generations that transformed the property.

bam might be the basis for a discussion of the

Each building might represent their builder - the

early agriculture, the Quaker discoveries about fertilizers,

and later about nitrogen fixing plants

such as clover, the Painter library might represent the interests of the brothers, their curiosity

and

interests in botanical collections; the Tyler

photography as a

ideas, with

extension of their interests.
is

house might represent the continuity of these

and with the modem arboretum as an
the house (a vestige of the DAR days?)
exists, is clearly not from that dale.

link to the Painters,

The 1740 date plaque on

especially confusing because the house, as

it

The preceding should make it clear that I am uneasy with

the draft of the interpretation

plan for Lachford Hall. If portions are to remain as offices, and some portions are to provide
for meeting

rooms and other uses, and it is somehow intended

phases of its history, the result

will

generations, the role of children,

appropriate

-

if it is

which would provide a clearly

and other themes

historic

carefully restored building. Lachford
to say

house in multiple

relating to domesticity are probably

decided that the house needs to be used as part of the display. As noted

above, this might better be accomplished

little

to interpret the

be unconvincing and of little value. The themes of multiple

is

in

other houses of the

site,

especially

Round Top,

house where these themes might be represented

in

now clearly

has

the Victorian

home of the Tylers and

about the Perm Plan, or its early tenants. OnJy by going into the cellar

is

a

there any

sense of an early building. Discussing the west side as "early" and the east side as later ignores
the reality that the building as

To

it

reads to the uninitiated

is

a late version of a Victorian design.

put 18th century parlour furniture in obviously Victorian rooms makes

hinted at in the author's

little

sense

-

as

is

comment on the likelihood of confusion of the viewers because of the

obvious inappropriateness of the slate and marble mantels, the double doors and the Victorian
and transom glass. There is no point in pretending that this is still the 1 8th century or

stair

The drastic, and probably
no longer appropriate approach would be to restore it to its 1 8th century roots - there is good
photographic evidence. Given the current theory of reversibility, it is better to keep it as a
even the early 19th century building of Enos Painter or his sons.

Victorian portion of the evolution of the

An altemative

site.

that might be less drastic because

building would be to simply use the interior as a

it

museum

would not be

at

such odds with the

of the collection with pieces either

grouped chronologically - or my preference, by fumiture type. Either organization would show
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the evolution of furniture within the context of
interests

would be

library

Quaker values and

the increasingly worldly

of the Painter brothers. Another approach, and one that might be consistent with the
to

group these collections

in

new

a

visitor's building that

would serve the

display and interpretive functions.

B.

The main "Home" bam

occupancy of the property

marked

dates from the early
at the time

1

9th century ownership of

of important changes

the increasing profitability of the farm.

century, crop rotation

and new practices

Enos

Painter. His

in agricultural practice

Ashmead

probably

indicates that in the early 19th

in fertilization dramatically increased yields

of land

thought to be exhausted. Minshall and Jacob Painter, as founders of the Delaware County
Institute of Science,

may have been

part of this revolution. Earlier, another Painter, William,

was a founder and vice-president of the Chester and Delaware County Agricultural Society in
1835. (Ashmead, p. 611).

The agricultural issiies might be part of the interpretation of the site - the
husbanding of the land for the future. The bam has been well maintained and contains

Interpretation:
careful

a variety of functions including store, meeting room, toilet

meaning however should remain the

facilities,

and storage.

agricultural history of the region

Its

core

which brought the

Painters and other families to this region. Further erosion of the bam including the rather
^sensitive bridge that replaces the original banked entrance, will make this theme more
difficult to represent.

The core of this experience might be

the

main haying

minimally lighted through cracks and crevices with a film on farming

from nearby Amish

practice,

which

-

this

floor, cool

and

might be taken

similar to that practiced in the 19lh century by the

is

Painters.

C. The Painter Library, of 1863, is a creation of special interest because of the way that its
masonry is selected and the patterns in which it is laid. Is it intended as a geology lesson?
Obviously, this is not my field, but it would be interesting to get a geologist to sort out the
stones and their sources for possible clues to their meaning.

Interpretation: This building

might be interpreted as

it is, or it might be an attachment to a
and themes. This latter approach would have
the advantage of not overwhelming the library and the collection while celebrating the Painter

new visitor center that would

link all

of the

sites

brothers.

The

principal issue for the library

protect the books

and other

D. Other buildings of the

lack of climate controls

is its

and the

inability to properly

collections.

Home Fami site range from the White cottage with its ancient wing,

the Tyler carriage house of the 1880s, to the

creation of a Pennsylvania farmhouse

-

1932McGoodwin

though
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in the scale

caretaker's house in

of the 20th century.

its

careful

Arboretum and the protagonist of the
most frustrating part of the site is lack of
any relation between the modem paths and the historic landscape. The present paths have no
logic - and are irritating in the way that the user is forced to backtrack, or to go toward the
E.

The landscape

tale

setting

is

the principal content of the

of the development of the

site.

At

this time, the

when the intention is to go to the bam. From the 866 map, it looks like the main route
was the intemal road from the vicinity of the Ridley Creek ford, past Round Top,
Middle Farm to Home Farm, with the primary approach to the south, from below Dismal
office

1

to the site

Run. This would present a sequential view of the property, one approximating the
views from the south.

Such a view and an approach would work much

historic

better than the

backwards approach of the present.
Interpretation:

Park,

I

Given the lack of success of the adjacent Colonial Famistead

don't think that there

agricultural

is

any

interest in

in Ridley

Creek

running a farm at Tyler. As noted above, the

sub-theme might be handled with a video

in the

bam. The arboretum

history

beginning with the collections of the Painters might be represented by restoring their original
planting between the

bam and

Dismal Run,

collections such as the Bartrams.

demonstrate

this

in the

Linnaean specimen approach of the early

Special collections of the Tylers might be restored to

approach, and other areas might show modem approaches to the problem of

collecting.

This should be thought out with a consistent overview, based on a coherent route into the

site.

F. Other farms:

The other

buildings and

mins

that are a part of the Tyler

agricultural tides, telling a tale of the exploitation

Arboretum

18th century into the 19th century through the values and interests of

Quaker

Their ruins might give us the opportunity to try the "Histo-View" idea that
for Rittenhouse

Town.
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site parallel

the

and development of the region from the midland-holders.

we had

discussed

III.

Building Evaluation and Condition:

It is

more than

outside the scope of this project to do

buildings that relate to the site such as

comment on

generally

condition and character of the buildings in the immediate vicinity of the

Round Top have not been

and architectural

buildings been carefully inspected to determine whether there are engineering
issues, life safety

and access

issues are not addressed,

the

"Home Farm." Other
inspected. Nor have

nor are any planning

issues.

Those are

the appropriate field of study of architects rather than historians.

The chief issue

is

that there seems to be

no sense that the buildings convey part of the

message of the Arboretum, and thus that they are used simply to meet needs rather than
convey content. This

is

clear in the use of Lachford Hall as offices

as toilets, store, auditorium

and meeting room. The

role of the

and

m useum

or

,

WKte^otta glris now

income and other buildings are vacant or underutilized. Only the Painter brothers
but because of

relatively clear in its use,
interpret.

its

small size and personal character,

This confusion about use and function

is

the Painter brothers,
institution,

it is

open space,

etc.

collections,

is

hard

to

is

site,

memorial

to

While these can doubtless be made into one coherent

necessary to accomplish the central task of a clear statement of mission. With

that in place, the relationship of the buildings to the mission statement can be clarified
site will

for

library

derived from the core difficulty of the

namely the lack of clarity about function as arboretum, museum with

to

tlie-feafn'

come together

in

and the

any one of a number of ways.

With the above as preamble, the results of change are everywhere to be seen in the visual
site. For example, the present tan paint of Lachford Hall is adequate as a
suburban Victorian color - but probably has little to do with the original grey stucco on the
confusion of the

When was this paint scheme chosen? Is it part of the
McGoodwin alteration or is it later? While the Chestnut Hill lattice of the porch is a cute
McGoodwin touch in keeping with his Victorian adaptations, what does it tell the visitor about
the site? How were the colors arrived at for the repainting of the Painter Library? Was paint
house. Is there a reason for the change?

analysis

done

to

historical fabric?

determine original colors?

matching color, texture, hardness and
truck? If there
is

is

Or, were colors picked without reference to

How are masonry repairs being
no consistent

detail,

or

is

a good beginning

-

Is

but as noted above,

framework. This needs to be developed

in

made to
it

pointing accomplished by

simply whatever the

historical message, then the variety

a coherent mission, then the buildings should be

thesis

undertaken?

is it

lacks

is

mason

descriptive

-

has on his
but

if

there

Timothy Mullin's
a broad cultural and contextual

play their part.

order to properly frame the statement of mission.

It

can be as broad as the Quaker settlement and the development of the Brandywine Valley, or

it

can be as limited as a neighborhood green space - but without

no need to further assess buildings

is

exists,

each building and landscape portion should be judged

until the
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it,

chaos must inevitably reign.

mission statement

There

is

completed. Once

in its context.

it

IV.

preservation
Maintenance toward restoration: a philosophy of institutional

and develop an
Tyler Advisory Committee should be established to guide
It is
Arboretum.
the
of
future
the
in
will
play
buildings
the
understanding of the role that

A

recommended

further

that this committee

work with an

architect

and with an

historical

consultant on each phase.

Because institutions
to have

an

institutional

exist for

memory,

a long period of time, and because they have the capacity
possible to plan approaches to work that over time,

it is

the financial constraints
gradually restore appearances of landscapes and of buUdings. Given
alterations to be fuUy
inappropriate
permitting
valuable,
be
can
ihat slow institutions, this

depreciated before they are finally replaced appropriately.

To accomplish

this,

a clear vision of the future

is

needed for each structure and

tends toward the final goal. Thus, if it were
was part of the
determined by the Tyler planners that the broad Quaker history of the region
to restore the
try
might
we
then
heritage,
tale, so that the buildings were to reflect the Quaker

landscape, so that as

bam to its

work

is

undertaken,

it

1835 -1855 appearance; the library might be restored to

McGoodwin

its

construction date; and

might be restored to its 1880s appearance.
1930s house would be restored to its period of construction as well.

Lachford Hall and

its

related stable

The

Mortar and paint analysis would be undertaken for each building and confirmed from
photographs and other research. As pointing and painting are undertaken, they would
would be graduaUy
be done in accord with the testing. Roofs, porches, and other elements
and over a
documentation
available
the
to
conforming
period,
selected
repaired to match the
historic

decade or two, the site would gradually

into place.

fall

A similar approach could be undertaken

for the landscape.

Databases for institutional memory
that
Given the frequency of changes of word-processing systems, and the length of time
or
file envelope
binder
a
develop
be
to
would
method
simplest
the
like
this may take, it seems
other data
on each building of the complex. This should contain all reports, tests and

views as they are
developed on each buUding, as weU as historical photographs and modem
Report that
Stmcture
Historic
an
in
assembled
be
would
this
taken. '^ an ideal worid aU of

would serve as the master plan

for the repair/maintenance

of the building. As future research

sources, and
it should be filed with documentary
should be accompanied by a statement of purpose
statement and
and direction that explains the relationship of the building to the central mission
the way the future course of repairs will meet the intended goal.
finds information relating to the buUding,

locations of the source material. This

file
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The significant costs of Historic Structures reports may make it more useful to create
document for directing activities as it is needed. This entails the risk that there is
no broad vision, and that work is undertaken on an as needed basis - the present solution,
a working

rather than with a long range vision.

It will

be crucial to guard against

this

by looking

mission statement, and by reviewing work against the broad intentions for the
the need for painting

and pointing

undertaken on each building,

in the

it

is

recommended

and to ensure that when there
would be done properly.

project for efficiency
it

that paint

probable order of work
is

-

site.

at the

In view of

and mortar analysis be
all at once as one

or better,

time or capital for this basic work that

Before significant work is accomplished, research by a trained historian should be
undertaken on each building and portion of the landscape. This information gathering phase

should establish a cultural and contextual background for the subject, assemble historic

and include an overview of the historical significance of the subject.
Recommendations, based on the background should them guide the project. As work is
accomplished, it should be documented so that future researchers and restorers will have a solid
basis for their future work.
photographs,
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V.

The

Painter family and the Painter Brothers;

The

Painter family have a long history in the region, accounting for one of its
named places, Painters Crossroads. According to most sources, the Painter

picturesquely

family were in Philadelphia in 1705.

Around

1800, a great-grandson,

Enos married Hannah,

daughter of Jacob and Ann Minshall of Middletown. They received a portion of the Minshall
500 acre purchase of 1701, and esublished a clover and saw-mill on Dismal Run. Here they
who "spent
raised a family which included Minshall and Jacob Painter, the unmarried brothers
knowledge, the care of botanical gardens and collection of
(Futhey and Cope, History ofChester County, Philadelphia, Everts

their lives in the acquisition of

family and
and Co. 1881, pp. 671-2). H.G. Ashmead.
local history."

in his

History ofDelaware

Cc»i;;7/>'

(Philadelphia,

Everts, 1884, p. eiOfl) reported that "Jacob Minshall in 1701, look 500 acres. Much of this
property is still owned by his descendent, Minshall Painter, having retained possession of his

ancestral house during his long and useful

life,

as did his brother Jacob Painter.

These Quaker gentlemen are listed on the property in the 860 Lake and Beers map of
pubhshed
by Stone and Pomeroy of Philadelphia. Minshall was appointed as director
1860,
of the first schools of the region in 1834, was then elected to the position in the same year, and
1

again in 1842. (Ashmead,

town. Media

in lieu

p.

619) Minshall also suggested the

of Providence (Smith,

education typical of the new republic era

-

name of the new county

natural scientists including John and William Bartram,

No document sums up the Painter approach

Thomas

George Rapp,

Say,

so well as their tract

powerful document marks the end of the old era of superstition and

its

etc.

on education. This

replacement by a new

was probably wriuen for the Delaware County
century
it offers an insight into their values and approach and suggests that these 1 9th

age of knowledge and reason.
Institute,

court

This suggests a belief in the value of
one that overlaps with other great Pennsylvania
p. 376).

Though

it

Franklins are an important opportunity to provide a focus to the arboretum.

"4.

When we

see the tedious progress that learning has

made

in centuries back, the

opposition it had to encounter and overcome, and that the advantages derived from [it], it is
the difference between a savage and civilized life. We must feel it an incumbent duty on our

more favored age to advance it by our own exertions and hand
the most valuable we can leave them.
"5.

Experience shows that the greatest advantage

members mutually

assist

is

it

down

as a legacy to posterity

derived from associations where the

each other and where their labours and means are united so as to
It Ukewise shows that any collections of specimens of

produce the end to a better advantage.

every department of nature that can be referred to at any time tends to accelerate the progress

of the learner and

is

of equal benefit to the learned.
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"6. It is

necessary to have something besides books to give a minute description of

Language cannot

things.

give us an idea of properties

blind or sound to the deaf
sensible of

"7.

than

It

and therefore the best description

That a more extensive

is

"8.

employed
"9.

it

can explain colour to the

the specimen.

collection could be

could by the labours of one individual

it

more than

cannot describe a thing that contains qualities we never were

The study of nature serves
which was more than

in that

is

formed by the united exertions of many

evident...

occupy those hours which would otherwise be

to

idleness.

Science encourages reflection and reflection encourages virtue.

"10....

the

Lyceum system has been adopted

as best calculated to

promote learning

may pursue that course of study best suited to his fancy and benefit to
all and where every question may be the subject of controversy: religion and politics excepted.
where every individual

"This system likewise embraces the advantage of societies assisting each other by

exchanging specimens

common

to

one neighborhood for those that

district

does not

produce.

"This course being pursued for a

number of

years, the

consequence would be the

gradual accumulation of natural subjects that each district would be furnished with
extensive

museums of curiosities from

places both near and remote.

Lyceums never were established with the object of pecuniary purpose as some have
The members
never had any other motive than- of being useful to themselves, their country and posterity."
"15.

asserted either through ignorance of their nature or through malicious designs.

This is a John Dewey-like statement that

of Quaker-Midland farmers

who

is

rooted in the core values of the Philadelphia region

rejected theory for practice;

the center of applied agriculture and later of applied science

modem

world.
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-

it is

why

Philadelphia became

leading to the computer and the

necessary to have something besides books to give a minute description of
Language cannot give us an idea of properties more than it can explain colour to the
blind or sound to the deaf. It cannot describe a thing that contains qualities we never were
sensible of and therefore the best description is the specimen.
"6. It is

things.

"7.

than

That a more extensive

collection could be

could by the labours of one individual

it

"8. TTie

employed

is

formed by the united exertions of many

evident...

study of nature serves to occupy those hours which would otherwise be

in that

which was more than

idleness.

Science encourages reflection and reflection encourages virtue.

"9.

"10....

the

Lyceum system has been adopted

as best calculated to

promote learning

may pursue that course of study best suited to his fancy and benefit to
all and where every question may be the subject of controversy: religion and politics excepted.
where every individual

"This system likewise embraces the advantage of societies assisting each other by

exchanging specimens

common

to

one neighborhood for those that

district

does not

produce.

"This course being pursued for a

number of

years, the

consequence would be the

gradual accumulation of natural subjects that each district would be furnished with
extensive

"15.

museums of curiosities from

places both near and remote.

Lyceums never were established with the object of pecuniary purpose as some have

asserted either through ignorance of their nature or through malicious designs. Tlie members

never had any other motive thanof being useful to themselves, their country and posterity."

This is a John Dewey-like statement that

of Quaker-Midland farmers

who

is

rooted in the core values of the Philadelphia region

rejected theory for practice;

the center of applied agriculture and later of applied science

modem

world.
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-

it is

why

Philadelphia became

leading to the computer and the

VI. Notes

on the agricultural development of region:

Henry Ashmead, 1862
George D. Smith, History of Delaware County, Pa, Philadelphia.
Middletown

organized prior to 1687

-

Presbyterian Meeting house early organization,

c.

1720; later Friend's Meeting, later second

Friends Meeting, Methodists,

Pa Training School

Minded Children just completed

for feeble

Media - name suggested by Minshall

(1862) in

Middletown

Painter, in lieu of Pro vidence; county

purchased as a result of sale of ahns house in Media,

p.

p.

398-9

farm in Middletown

376

Early families

Goodwin, widow of John
George Smedley - migrated from Derbyshire, England, m. Sarah
Built a dwelling house on
1684.
in
him
to
surveyed
Middletown
Goodwin; moved to tract in
descendants; daughter Mary
of
possession
in
stUl
house
Creek;
Ridley
of
bank
the west
who married Jane Sharpless; al
married, first John Edge and next John Yamall; George
Smedleys from

this rootstock.

Thomas Minshall

-

p.

p.

485-6 from Chester, England 1682; gave land for meeting

1722 ratepayers for Middletown
Sharpless, 90

L

implements $36,36 1 )

second

in

George Smedley -53 L; Jacob Minshall, 84 L; Joseph

(highest 140 L)

1860 Middletown ranks third
(upper Darby

502

in

value of farmland in county ($950,000;

4th in horses; third in cows; second in swine

highest in farm

and second in

total

hvestock

first)

orchard products;
wheat; fourth in Indian com; fourth in oats; third in

second

in

;

butter;

new

agricultural techniques

century

p.

-

liming of land in place of

gypsum led

to prosperity in eariy 19th

351

Quakers; exhausuon of farmland;
Property suggests multiple overiays of development; eariy
farms
- dairy, orchards. Good
region
of
agriculture
varied
fertile;
made
technologies that

new
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Agricultural development

Agricultural role of land

-

importance of truck gardening to serve Philadelphia, Baltimore

Smith reported in 1 860 that Middletown ranked third in value of farmland

in

county ($950,000;

highest in farm implements $36,361) 4ih in horses; third in cows; second in swine and second

hvestock (upper Darby

in total

first).

It

was

also second in wheat;

fourth in oats; third in orchard products; second in butter.

some

significant

developments

in

fourth in Indian

The butter production

shipping and packing in

ice,

com;

represents

developed at the Joseph

Darlington farm which gave Delaware County products a special cache.

Smith also discusses new agricultural techniques that improved land, particularly liming of land
in place

of gypsum led to prosperity in early 19th century

p. 351.

Property suggests multiple overlays of development that might also be a part of interpretation;
early Quakers; exhaustion of farmland;

of region

-

dairy, orchards.

new technologies

Good farms by mid

1

that

made fertile;

9th century.

varied agriculture

Presumably,

it

was

these

techniques that enabled the Painter brothers to support their other interests.

Baldwin and Thomas

New and Complete Gazetteer of the US

Phila. 1854

County large part of land is occupied by dairy farms which supply butter,
and ice-cream for the Philadelphia and Baltimore markets. In 1850, there were
raised 294,209 bushels of com; 121, 096 of wheat; 169,754 of oats; and 1,342,243 pounds of
p.

317-8 Delaware

cheese, milk

butter.

edge

There were 27 flour and

tools, 3

grist mills,

20 saw mills, 8 stone quarries, 4 manufactories of

of carpets, 21 cotton factories, 4 woolen factories,

1

3 cotton

and woolen

factories

etc.

Middletown, a township of Delaware

co.,

Pennsylvania, contains Media, the county seat.

Population 1972.
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Vri. Additional

Thoughts:
still have meaning in region other
and the computer, can the message of the

In the era of the service economy, does agriculture
In age of television

than domestic landscapes?

and of the land be made

Painters, of the Quakers,

kids?

to adults?

Can

this

on

of love for nature? They

wiJl surely

as children.

Then nature

Is

modem,

interactive

way

to

the type of place where

it

own? How can we inoculate modem children with the virus
leam to value nature if they can make this place their own
sustain them when they are adults, and they will pass their love

children discover nature

on

interesting in a

contain a campsite for members?
their

will

to their children.

One important theme
it

for our

group was the notion that Tyler was important because

could provide shared experiences for parents and children.

Another line of thought would provide for the linkage of Tyler to other groups whose
use its resources. I have commented above at the possibility of linking Tyler

members should

and the Painter collection to the culturally connected Swarthmore College; perhaps a visiting
on Quaker History or Pennsylvania regional history could be lodged in one of the Tyler

lecturer

houses in exchange for some direction on the research
are

in history,

-

or lectures.

Penn State. This should be expanded
botany, geology and any other related programs.

some connections

to

I

am informed

that there

to the greatest possible extent

Collections including furniture should be maintained untD the direction of Tyler

determined.

One

It is

is

always easier to store than to get back materials.

other issue should be noted.

It

seems to

me that several of the

people

in

my group

They might accept no
do not want land sales, and

regard Tyler as their club, and do not want a higher level of success.

maintenance of grounds to cut the budget
are hostile to

more

trafilc,

if

they had to

people and congestion

-

-

but they

one of the measures of success. This may

why Tyler is so poorly marked, why it has not reached out to other organizations, etc.
is the notion that we discussed at Chestnut Hill College of planning like
McDonalds., i.e. how would a McDonalds planner attack the problem of the site. Would he
provide no signs? Would he make the parking lot un-inviting? Would he have the maze of
trails and roads? Would he have little or no interpretive material? etc.

explain

Against those values
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Philadelphia: City of Revolutions

It is

appropriate that the International

where the Wharton School, the world's
central role in the

first

American Revolution

is

Forum meets at the University of Pennsylvania

business school was established. Philadelphia's

well

known, but

its

broader contributions to the

continuing American revolution are often overlooked. Over three centuries, Philadelphia has

been the center of a continuing

modem world.

Here are

six

believe that

equal.

first

loosely translated

God

Though

of revolutions that collectively have transformed the

lesser-known revolutions that began in Philadelphia.

Revolution #1. Philadelphia's

whose name,

series

revolution resulted from the

in a city

from the Greek meant "City of Brotherly Love." Quakers

resides in each person

there are few buUdings

original squares remain.

Quaker settlement

and therefore that men and women, of all races are

left

from the era of William Penn, the

There are Quaker Meetings

in every

comer of the

city

and

its

city including the

Central Meeting at 4th and Arch Streets, as well as varied churches that represent the religious
tolerance of the Quakers,

making Philadelphia a

global city.

Revolution #2. Philadelphia's second revolution reoriented education away from the past and

toward the future. European universities based their teaching on transmitted knowledge from
the past; courses were taught in Latin and

Greek

to educate ministers

Benjamin Franklin's College of Philadelphia, courses appropriate
taught in English.

The American acceptance of
174

the here

to the

and lawyers.

At

modem world were

and now may be our

principal

contribution to shaping the modem world. Franklin's

this

most

original Philadelphian.

Revolution #3

religious

Court at 3rd and Market Street recalls

freedom and the idea that "All

revolution. Philadelphians

In 1751, the opening

the Truth,

Quaker

Philadelphia's third revolution incorporated the

men

are Created Equal" in the

had been moving toward

political

values of

American

political

independence for a generation.

sermon of Franklin's College was based on the theme "And ye shall know

and the Truth

shall

make you

Free."

The events of 1776 at Carpenter's Hall and

Independence Hall were the culmination of a generation's

struggle

and not simply the

consequence of British imposition of Stamp Acts and Tea Taxes.

Revolution

trades

city.

#4 Because Quakers

and were expected

to

believed in personal responsibility, their children learned

work, keeping the well-educated involved with business and their

The buildings of the American Philosophical Society on

5th Street

and the Franklin

Institute on Seventh Street enabled manufacturers to share information thereby improving the

regional economy. In the 1860s, William Sellers, a

Quaker mechanical engineer and

president

of the Franklin Institute, established industrial standards formanufacturing and persuaded the
Pennsylvania Railroad to adopt those standards for their purchases.

Standardization

transformed Philadelphia industry and made it the nation's laboratory for applied science after

the Civil

War.
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RevoJution #5. PhUadelphia's

fifth

revolution

is

represented

and Thomas Eakins's paintings. Both men worked
leaders of the city's institutions. These

for

in

Frank Fumess"s architecture

PhUadelphia industrialists who were the

men developed an

idea of "organic" beauty in designs

derived from function which became the aesthetic of the great locomotives and machines that

were produced

in this city.

These same

commissioned should be as suited

on the past.
the old

industrialists

to their

In buildings such as Penn's

purpose as

surgeries.

modem

its

machines

aesthetic

world of boxers

The Centennial Exposition brought

spread the doctrines of

their

Fumess BuiJding and

Reading Raikoad, Fumess shaped the modem

Similarly Eakins celebrated the

assumed that the buildings which they

engineers and

the

-

rather than dependent

Gravers Lane Station on

which linked form to function.

in the ring

and doctors

in their

the world to Philadelphia's doorstep

artists.

The

buildings of Louis

-

and

Kahn and Robert

Venturi continue Fumess's aesthetic to the present.

Revolution #6 The Scientific Management approach of Frederick Winslow Taylor analyzed

work and transformed
productivity led to the

it

from

craft to

modem

modem assembly line.

industrial

Giant

factories,

process.

Huge

most, but not

all

increases in

of which are

now demolished, made it possible for Philadelphia workers to own their own houses, keep their
children in school, have their wives live at

City, while supporting

home and take a week off in

the

summer at Atlantic

two professional baseball teams. The American Dream was only

realized in the rest of the nation after

Worid War

II,

produced the resources that paid for the row house

but scientific

districts

management had akeady

of Philadelphia beginning

in the

lS90s.

Revolution #7.

Canyon with

Long before

the invention of

forerurmer of the

modem

Electronics. Just as the

California's Silicon Valley, Philadelphia

ENIAC (Electronic

Numerical Integrator and Computer), the

computer at the University of Pennsylvania's

first six

had Vacuum Tube

revolutions of Philadelphia shaped the

Moore School of

modem

world, the

computer transforms information to instantaneous simultaneity, and in the process heralds the

post-modem world. The Liberty Bell and

the United States Constitution are celebrated across

our nation and the world, but, Philadelphia's other revolution have been integral

the

modem

world of individual

rights, education,

17?

work, and information.

in

shaping

Appendix

C

Tyler Arboretum Development Plans
1995
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Tiller
515

May

Arboretum

Painter Road. Media.

4,

PA 19063-4424

Administration (610) 566-5431

1995

Rick Colbeirt, Director

TO:

FROM:

Sharon, Roxanne, Cathy, J&neNDc-

RE:

Lachford Hall - Osage of Space

As the level of activities in all our programs continues to
increase, it is more and more evident that the current space
available in the adioinistrative offices is not adequate. The
burgeoning rental business, increasing membership, a thriving
volunteer program, and increasing efforts in the area of outreach
to donors, local corporations and the community at large have all
contributed to our need for moire space. In order to impr o v e our
ability to meet these growing demands, we, as the staff residing
in Lachford Hall, vrould like to request your consideration of the
following recommendations:
If possible, the second floor of the museum should be made
available in its entirety for administrative use. All four rooms
could be used for office and/or conference space, as described
below:

Conference Room - We all agree a space separate from the
offices, should be available for meetings of up to 15 people.
The current director's office could be used for this purpose
or one of the bedrooms on the second floor of the museum
should be designated.

Administration
Administrative Secretary - A separate office (in current
location) for the administrative secretary is needed,
preferably away from office equipment, mail, supplies and
general flow of staff/volunteer traffic. The secretary's
It is
office is a gathering place for staff and volunteers.
very disruptive for the administrative secretary when there
are a number of people in the office talking, making copies or
picking up their mail. We recommend that the following items
be located in what is currently the development office:
-

fax machine
supplies
coffee machine
water cooler
volunteer desk/table
mail boxes

Education (610) 566-9133

-

postage machine
copy machine
time sheet tray
refrigerator
microwave

FAX (610)891-1490
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Gift

Shop (610) 566-9134

The adminiatrative secretary should have the following in her
office:
- file cabinets

-

- typeirfriter
- bookcase
- guest chairs

computer
printer
safe
radio (maint. /grounds)

Some additional furniture may be needed in order to facilitate
this change (i.e. printer stand, 1 small file cabinet).

Director - The director should have his choice of available
offices if he desires to move. Some candidate office
assignments are attached. To a large extent, the assignment
of specific locations is dependent upon the director's space
and preferences.

Volunteer Coordinator - The volunteer coordinator should
remain In her current location.
Development
Separate offices for the Development Director and Membership/
PR Coordinator are needed.
It is believed that the current
configuration of the development office (i.e., the sharing of
space by director and membership coordinator) is not %rorkeible.
The lack of space, privacy, and the Impact of such close
proximity of supervisor and staff member, in addition to the
multitude of distractions present at the current first floor
location make It extremely difficult to function effectively
for both staff members. Their offices should be near each
other In order to facilitate communication.

Other Staff Office
One office should be available for either the Education
Director or additional development staff pending future
staffing decisions.

We appreciate your consideration of our concerns. The notes from
our first meeting are attached should you be Interested in the
details of our early discussion.

RLH/JVD/CL/SJG
5/4/95
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ROUGH DIUrr 5/18/95
INTIRPRETTVE/FURHISHrNGS PIAH
LACHFORO HALL
TYLER ARBORETDM

Lachford Hall is an aarly Pannsylvanla aton* far« houaa,
ocoupi.d and anlargad by aix ganaratlon. of tha
aaaa fa.llyi
MlnBhall-Paintar-Tylar. Built bafora 1740, with major additions
?•• •^''"^' *"^ ^' ^«®'^' ^i" »»«>«»» raliects aany tlaa
^*\i^^^'and
periods
paraonal tastaa, howavar, tha ovarall or pradoainant
parlod of the physical atructural ia tha isaos.

Mant ion should ba nada of tha Library building. Dating
to
fom, thia ratraat
Of the Painter brothers will not ba covarad in this report
However, it will continue its roll aa a nusauii and ahould
alao ba
given full evaluation in the future.
ca. I860, and retaining such of its hiatoric

possessions which make up the collection in
T
w,^**? £'?f^^
Lachford
Hall range froa I7th c. piacea to objaeta acquired
in
the early 20th. c.
These fanily pieces, although .ov2d in and
out Of storage, remained virtually intact until apace
and
finances required that excess objects be deacceasioned
in the
°*'J««^ta choaan for display in the house
°"^y
!!I^4i
and
library were saved froa the auction blocK.

^°"

••looted for display in ths house were chosen in
,I«! "^^"f^'
1950s
by tha D.A.R., who decided to clean, paint,
and
tha hou»a as a »useua. At this ti«a, the d.a.rT created opan
roS«
furniture arranganents which in no way reflected
?•
^k" historic
Sf?*^
f?**
tha
life of the house. Light fixtures, paint oolora,
and drapes were added which were purely fiction; the
1950a D.A.R.
concept of what a Victorian house should looX
like.
1-Kthe

wow, forty years later, as space is needed for
it »»* >=>^n decided to linit tha house
on the first floor. This
intended to aasist in rearrangaing, reinterpreting, and
redirecting the house dussud functions.
<'£'^??*'
!,^iMi"^"^fy'
usaun
function to the four rooms

5!^nJf

Baaed on the educational aaphasis of school programs,
the
themes are these:
*
multiple genarationa
*
multiple use of reema
•
tha role of children; both family and Indentured
•
architectural atyla of Penn Plan
other learning opportunitas are directly related to apacific
objects which can be relocated as necessary.

5°°"" •"9g«'»*«<l for "•• «• « houaa museum are tha center
»,.ii and
I^!I two rooms
hall
in the wast or early section of tha houaa
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and two roosa on th« vast side of tha house
;
Whll* aach of thaaa aaot.iona at ona tlma had a
(ca.l770).
kitchan, there Is no room which physically reelects the nature of
Vfnile the education prograsa do not focus on
a Kitchen today.
kitchen function, a kitchen type room ia iaportant to
undaratanaing faaily life in a email fam houae of tha 19 th C. X
kitchen ia especially iaportant trhen considering the role of both
indendtured and faaily children.
(pre-l''40}

Typical of a saall farm house In the early 18th C, the aain
bedcnoaber, or fKKUOUK in historic terma, would ba leoatad on tho
first floor, in a space which aay also have included the "beat"
chair, the "best" table, and other "good" furniture for
occassional entertaining.
The other flrat floor roon in a sxull house of the early
leth. C. waa tha kitchen/ dining rooa/ faaily roea, oalled the
HAIiL, in Which all daily faaily functions would take place.
Preparing and eating food, sewing, nending, spinning, reading,
It
learning, and recreation would all take place in this space.
very likely was also the sleeping space for indentured children.
These, then, would be the most logical uses or
representations for the west side of the house, repreeenting the
Ninshall family:

the MINSKALL HALL and PARLOUR focusing on the 1738-1800
period, basically tha 18th C. wben the Minshall faaily waa
dominant in the house.

THE MINSHALL PARLOUR (formerly the Victorian Parlor)
to create this rooa, the current furnishings should be
removed, and the following pieces installed;
1. pencil post bed (loc. s.e. bedroon; earliest in
collection)
2. great chair (loc. s.e. bedroom; likely brouoht to Anerica
by Minshalls 17th C.)
3. chest of drawers (loc. s.e. bedroom; and tha earliest)
4. blanket chest (loc. n.e. bedroom)
5. round table (loc. s.e. par lor)
6. adult potty chair <loc. n.w. bedroom)
7. one or two other early ohaira
8. ••Cretary deak (loc. aetata rooa)
9. a cradle and some young children 'a thinga e£ thia period
10. the wardrobe (loc. dining room)
t

Physical changes to the rooa would include removing the rug
reaoving
(bare floors) , removing the drapes (no window hangings)
The rooa
tha ceiling fixture (real ugly h no ceiling fixture)
would benefit from painting the woodwork a color (any historic
shades) with white walls.
Structural featuxea which are altered include the greatly
,

.
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•nlargad windows, replaced floors, and graat doubls doors between
There vay not be a reason to change these/ yet one
room*.
feature which is iunediately out of place Is the slate mantel. X
would suggest NOT reaoving this historic feature, however, In the
future, when funds are available, cover it over with a falsa wall
and set a simple mantel on that wall, one method of making the
Victorian mantel blend-in with the isth. c. theme would be to
choose a ruddy-brown paint color for the woodwork, matching the
color to the mantel
Aleo, the walle ehould not be edomed with eny picturee.
There are no paintings or prints in the collection from the IBth.
end such wall decorations were rare. The double door between
c.
the roome can be hidden by placing the wardrobe in front of them.
,

INTBRPRETATIOH:
The Minshall Parlour will be useful in meeting nsny of the
educational themes, multiple generations, multiple room use, the
role of children, the architectural style of the Penn Plan, the
use Of a wardrobe, and the storage of valuables In secret drawers
in the secretary desk.

TH£ MINSHALL HALL: (formerly the Estate room)
Changing the current "Betate Room" to the Minehall Hall
would require removing all current furnishings and
shifting much of the furniture from the currant dining
room into this space.
1. gate-leg dining table
2. card table/ breakfast table (loc. hall)
3. assorted chairs, Windsor and ladder backs
4. spice box, tea chest, pots, and any other cooking
iBplements that can be found or donated
$. corner cupboard
6. creote a pallet for the floor to illustrate sleeping
arrangements for indentured children
7. clock by Griffith Owen (loc. e.e. parlor)
8. one or two spinning wheels, both flax and wool
9. desk (possible; loc. s.e. parlor)
Physical changes in this room would include removing the
carpet (no floor coverings)
reaoving the ceiling fixture, end,
for the moment painting the wall black %rhere the firebox should
be, giving the impression of an opening,
zn the future, some
•xomination might take piaoe to see what is left of this early
cooking hearth. Again, white vails with woodwork painted in some
bright color is appropriate. Also any window hangings should be
removed
Again, there should be no wall adornments in this room. The
•aae problem exislts with the enlarged windows and replaced
floors.
,

INTERPRETATION:
The Minshall Hall will meet the educational goals of mutiple
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rooB us«, ^Ji« rol« of ind«ntur«d children, the wor)c of wif« and
acthar, vill introduc* th« function of a kitchan (if not a
and will b« ua«ful in defining ui«
wording klrcn«n]
arcnit«ccural styi*.
,

THZ PXSSAGZ:
This apac*, using tha historic tan for what va now rafsr to
aa a ball, can bm rapaintad, vblta, with voodvork in a color,
typical of tAa IStb. C. no plcturaa or palntinga ahould b« on
Parhapa tha addition of a rov of p«9a for hanging
th9 vails.
clothing would looK corract.
Xs far aa light fixturaa go, tha calling fixture near the
front door is tha only historic light fixture In the houae.
Although aariy l9th. c, it sarvas an important fuction in thia
very dark hallway. Tha 1930s light flxtura in tha back and of
tha hall could possibly ba svitchad for tha fixture at the top of
the atairs, which, if aid-isth. C, is at laaat old, and not of
D.A.K. origins.
Certinly the hall or paaaage has undergone »Any phyaical
Changes, perhaps sore obvious than other rooms. The stained
glass, double doors, plaster console, and ornate stalroaaa all
invade on an earlier historic appaaranoa. Origanlly thia apaca
vat sinply a paasage and not adorned in any way, no furniture, no
mirrors, no pictures,
zf any other use was intended it would be
storage of outdoor clothing.

the
not
are
the

The eastern portion of the house could be used to interpret
Painter faaily, basically the period 1000 - 1876. This is
aeent to deny the Tylers their rightful place, however, they
fully represented in the structure itself, and in the naaa of
arboretxjB.

TK£ PXXNTEK PARLOUR: (foraerly the east sitting room)
This rooB will reflect the greater coafort and storebought furniture available to a family, even on a farm,
in the first 3/4s of the 19th c. Mot only particular
to the Painter family, but to everyday life in general,
the meaning of the word PARLOUK had changed to suggest
a room of especially nice furniture where pleasant
family entertaining would take place,
zt was now a far
mora singluar purpose room, objects needed to create
this room:
horse'halr sofa
1.
horse-hair rocking ehair
2.
empire card table
3.
4.
clock (loc. estate room)
mirror (loc. hall)
9.
e.
sunumbra lamp
7.
a eat of fancy painted chaira
8.
desk (loc. Sstata room)
painting of early arbortatum
9.

154.

10.
11.
12.

any other early print*
pointing of Eno« Painter
tolewar* plate with LO(;hrord Hall

Physical changes to thia roos would include raaoving any
window hangings, roBoving the horrible ceiling fixture, white
walls ere appropriate and can if left. We know that, during tt)«
Painter faaily tenure, the floors were covered with wall-to»wall
caxpata. This would b« an axpanaa vhich sight cob* latar. Bar*
floors are not inappropriate, mil* the floore en this side of
the house are original, the Barbie Bantel Is out-of -place.

XNTXRPRXTATXONi
Comparing and contrasting the use of a Parlour, between the
Klnahall and Painter parlours eight be Interestix^. certainly
the roles of multi-generational faaily life, and the daily
routines of family can be addressed. The change in technology
from candles to oil lamps, the availability of atore-bought
furniture, can all be addressed,
zn this space more emphasie can
be placed on particular objects of interest.

HOW 8H0UU) RSMAZNINC ROOM BE ZNTERPRETED?
The other rooB on the Bain floor (currently styled the
dining room) is Bore challenging. This room could be interpreted
as a Painter bedchaaber (which seeas the aost useful and we have
the furniture to do this) . Or It could be interpreted as a
faaily sitting room, acre dressed down than the Painter Parlour
(keeping in Bind we have no furniture for this space)
Another
possibility Bight be to do a Tyler parlour, for which we have
very liaited objects.
.

I feel the easiest interpretation, and the on* which will
serve the educational programs best, would be the PAXNTEK
BtOCKAMBER.

PAINTER FAMILY BEDCHAMBER:
This room could be used to display more of the fine
bedroom furniture now on the second floor. Suggested
pieces arc:
1.
Maple bedstead (loc. n.w. bedroom)
Maple washstand (sane room)
2.
3.
E. 6. cheet of drawers (loc. n.w. bedroom; earlier but
owned by Enos Painter)
4.
small painted bed (loc. n.e. room)
Chest of drawers belonging to Hinshall Painter (loc.
9.
C.
7.
8.
9.

n.e. room)
a cradle

Child's rocking potty
any childrens' toys of Painter period date.
clothing now on display in other rooms.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Mantel clock (loc. .«. badrooa)
school ahmmtm baby ahoas, othar ohildrana af facta
watar colora by Palntar cbildran
othar prints on walla
alrror (loc. n.a. badrooa)
,

Phyclcal changas to this room would Include ramoving the
callin9 fixtura, and ths poaaible inclusion of soaa rag carpeting
wall-to-wall. Any window hangings should be ranoved. Again, the
floors are original, but the marble aantel stands out as wrong.

IKTZRPRETATIONt
This rooB could be used to diacuaa chaiigaa in haw children
were raised (few if any indentured children by 1820, more
indentured inaigrant servants) %mat the life of wealthier
children might be like, the childhood of the Painter brothers.
Multiple family members sharing sleeping rooms. This could be
interpreted as a daughters' or sons' sleeping room.

There may be some debate about which sides of the house
aheuld ba usad for thaaa suggested interpretation*.
Since the
floors are original on the eaat aide, it might ba nice to expose
them aa required in the Minahall rooms, rather than covering tbem
as required in the Painter rooms.
However, most guests will be
very confused if the earliest aide of the houae is used to
interpret a later family period.
It is universally accepted that the majority of hiatoric
houae viaitora are NOT exceedingly knowledgable about furniture
periods and life styles. They also expect their information to
be nicely "packaged" in easily understood terms. Thus, placing
an iBOOs Painter room in the 1740s part of the house, and placing
a l70oa Minahall room in a later part of the house, would prove
••pecially confusing the the average visitor.
If this report it followed, there vill be some pieces of
furniture no longer in a museum setting. Among these will be:
mid-1700a chest on frame. Estate Room
1.
oriental carpet, marble-top tables (2), and various
2.
knick-knacks, Vic. Parlour.
3.
1790S clock, Vic. Parlor
4.
Pair of Vic. arm ohaira (theaa should ba moved to the
library as the Painter brothers certainly purchased them for
that building)
5.
1900s harp, East Sitting Room
«.
Pair of portraits of Painter broa. (theae should be moved
to Library)
7.
low cheat of drawers, n.w. bedroom
bed B w bedroom
S
low cheat of dravera, s.w. bedroom
9.
10. tall chest of drawers, e.w. bedroom
11. wash stand, n.e. bedroom
,

.

.
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12. Vic. balloon-back chair, n.a. bedrooa
13. b1«nk«t eh*«t, .«. b«drooB
!<• Mirror, Vic. Parlor
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June 29, 1995

For Tyl«r Arboratum
List off objacts which cculd b» acid
1.

Marbla rop c«nt«r table, Rococco Ravlval ca. 1860, walnut.
Thi* pi«ee vas a donation In 19B2.
Zt haa no
aaaociatlon with the Mlnatiall-Palnter-Tyl^r faBlly« or
with Lachfortl Hall.
sat. $800.

2.

-

1,000.

Narbla top <«rn stand, Rannaiaanca Ravival ca. 1880, walnut.
This piaee was also a dorjition in 19B2 and also
bas
no association.
,

^

Est. $100. - ISO.
3.

Braidad oval rug, ralativaly naw.
Donatod in 1982, no association.
Est. $S0. - 7S.

All window hangings and aodam light fixtures.
Inata-lad in 1955 by tha D.A.R., these features have no
association with Lachfcrd or tha M.-P.-T. fanily.
Est.$so. - 73.
There are other things around the house: vases for dried
flover arrangementa inexpensive candlesticKs, etc.; which were
brought into the house for holiday decorations, but actually
belorjg r? volunteers.
Perhaps these things could be raaovad, put
out on a table, and what is not claimed, could be put in tha
trash
Tha next group of things tc be suggested belonged to tha
Tyler family.
It is important to understand the following tacts
before any detemination is made:
A. If the new interpretation for Lachford Ball It followed,
the Tyler family will not be represented with material
4.

,

goods
When the Tylers used Lachford Hall, it was in the role of
a uanmr house.
Typical of a summer house, there would
not be any corps ting on the floor, or perhaps only
grass mats. There would not have been any elaborate
window hangings, and there does not apprear to have
been any electricity during the Tylers' ownership.
c. Laura Tyler's will left all of ner furniture to the
Arboretxim, including all the furniture in her
Philadelphia home not claimed by her niece, viola.
D.
Any furniture left by viola was shipped to Lachford and
stored in the bam.
In 19S9, when the D.A.R. decided to clean up and furnish
juachford iiall, they casually mixed together furnishings
frcm the Phila. town house with those of Lachford Hall.
P. Those things which are inappropriata for the reinterpreted interior, and did not belong in Lachford
Mall are suggested for sale.
Z.

C

1.

Pair of iron statuss, ca

1680.
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Est.

$400.- 500.

2.

Pair of aetal candelabra, ca. 1880,
Bat. $25.-50.

3.

Porcalaln statuatta of voaan, ca. 1900,

(broken)
(broken)

Eat. 95. -10.
4.

Squat cloisenne vaae with dragon, ca. 1880, (dented, alsalnq
top)
Bat. $10. - 15.

5.

Tall cloiaenne vase, ca. 1880,

(dented)

Eat. $25. - so.
6.

ceraalc oriental vase, ca. 1890,

(chipped)

Est. $5. - 10.
7.

Pair of Bristol glass vases, ca. 1870
Est. $100.- ISO.

8.

Corner shelf with deer head, ca. 1860,
Est.

9.

(broken)

$25. - 50.

Pair of unmatched porcelain pitchers, ca. 1870.
Est. $35. - 75.

10.

(chipped)

Decorative plate with scene, ca. 1890
Eat. $10. - IS.

11.

Silver plated card holder, ca. 1870,
Est.

12.

Mantel Clock, china, works by Caldwell, ca. 1890.
Est.

13.

15.

$100. - 200.

Large Oriental Rug, ca. 1880.
Est.

14.

$600. - 1,200.

(some wear)

Fang or balloon back chair, ca. 1860.
- 100.

Two small flowered rugs, ca. 1950s.
Eat. $5.

17.

(some wear and damage)

Snail Oriental runner, ca. 1880.
Est.
$500. - $800.
Est. 860.

16.

(bent)

$15. - 35.

- 10.

Harp, with shipping case, ca. 1900, (not in playable
condition)
Est. $1,000.
really have no idea, don't know musical instr.
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Tyler Arboretum
515

Painter Road, Media.

PA 19063-4424

Administration (610)

566-5431

June 27, 1995

TO:

Board Of Trust:ees

FROM:

Rick Colbert, Director

RE:

History Committee Report

I.

\U^

mTRODDCnQH

As you may recall, the Board of Trustees approved the
The committee
formation of an ad hoc history committee in 1994.
held their first meeting in February of 1995 with the goal of
developing recommendations on how to mcinage the historic buildings
and their contents. To our knowledge, a comprehensive plan for the
use and care of the furnishings, artifacts and documents in
Lachf ord Hall and Painter Library bad never been developed prior to
the formation of this committee. Numerous meetings were held and
the results of these discussions are contained in the following
report. I would also like to express my gratitude to the committee
members for their efforts. The committee members are:

Rick Colbert
Pam Harper
Roxanne Heaton
Stella Kavalkovich
Tim Mullin
Jane Valdes-Dapena
Justine Vogel
Nan Watson
Lindsay Wolfe

-

Director
Volunteer
Development Director
Education Coordinator
Volunteer
Volunteer Coordinator
Voltinteer

Volunteer
Board Member

INFORMATION REVIEWED BT THE COMMITTEE:
o

Education (610) 566-9133

Will of Laura Tyler, which states that household
goods are bequeathed to Arboretum trustees for use at
their discretion in buildings on the grounds.

FAX: (610)891-1490
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Gift

Shop (610) 566-9134

o Current conditions of the historic facilities,
including;

Painter
Library (Sundays April-October, 2 00-5 00 p.m.,
closed in August)
Limited staff management and supervision of
buildings and contents
No climate control, fire protection, special
insurance, or conservation plans
No formal training for volunteer guides
No interpretive plan for Lachford Hall or
Painter Library
Library documents underused, not easily accessible, not thoroughly catalogued
Insufficient space for administrative office
staff, volimteers and equipment in current
offices

- Limited access to the Lachford Hall and
t

-

-

i

Suggestions for changes in the use of building space and
contents *rere solicited from committee members and administrative
Specific recommendastaff, and then reviewed by the committee.
tions are outlined below.
III. RECQMMBNDATIOHS
A.

B.

The temporary conversion of the second floor of
Lachford Hall to office space for the administrative
staff, i.e. vmtil more appropriate space is available.
Electrical wiring and telephone lines will be added;
ho%»ever, the building structure will not be altered or
modified. Furnishings currently on the second floor
will be used in the re- interpreted first floor rooms,
(A few
placed in storage, or will remain in place.
pieces are reconmended to be sold; see attached list.)
Schedule - summer, 1995
Capital or Equipment Costs - approximately $6,500
(electrical, phone, A/C, equipment)
Sources of Funding - Money recently donated by an
anonymous donor
Staff Time Required - 2-3 weeks; grounds crew,
voliinteers, and affected staff, to move offices

Add track lighting to the first floor of Lachford
Hall.
Schedule - December 1995
Capital or Equipment Costs - $1,200
Sources of Funding - The sale of "excess" objects
from Lachford Hall.
Staff Time Required - 1-2 days
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C.

Develop an interpretive plan for both Lachford Hall
and Painter Library, to be coordinated by the new
Education Director. A draft interpretive plan for
Lachford Hall has been completed (see attached).
Schedule - Beginning as soon as Education Director is
hired.
Capital or Equipment Costs Staff Time Required - Approximately 3-5 days

D.

Integrate the "history story" into the interpretive
programs. Where appropriate, historical objects would
be placed on display in public areas and interpreted.
The Education Director will be responsible for supervising and training the volunteer guides in Lachford
Hall and Painter Library; the Volunteer Coordinator
will recruit more people to serve as guides.
Schedule - ongoing, beginning with the hiring of the
new Education Director
Capital or Equipment Costs - $1,000 (Additional
projects to be funded as grant money is available.)
Sources of Fndino - Money recently donated by an
anonymous donor
Staff Time Required - Ongoing

E.

J^ply for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places
We are currently exploring the feasibility of
obtaining grant monies to fund the develo^nnent of the
application.
Schedule - Variable, depending on how much of the vrork
done previously can be applied to current application
Capital or Equipment Costs - $200 for copying,
photographic work
Staff Time Required - Supervision of consultants
.

F.

Relocate
Re-create the Painter brothers library.
selected manuscripts and dociunents to a facility
(possibly Swarthmore College) that can provide climatefrom
controlled
representative
conditions.
(A
Swarthmore College has agreed to review our documents
this summer.
Modem furnishings and books will be
removed by fall and offered to staff for use at Tyler;
the remainder will be sold.
Schedule - Summer and fall, 1995
Capital or Equipment Costs Staff Time Required - Supervision of volunteers'
effort; 1-2 treeks
)
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IV.

CGNCLnSIOH

To a large extent, the historic buildings and their contents
In fact,
have been under utilized during the past forty years.
some would argue that Tyler Arboretum has ignored both Lachford
within
contained
The recommendations
Hall and Painter Library.
this report address three major concerns that the committee
identified during our deliberations! a) the desire to integrate
Tyler's rich history with the education department's programs; b)
the need for more careful display/storage/handling of furniture,
artifacts and documents; c) the urgent need for more space for the
administrative staff and volunteers. The committee firmly believes
that these recommendations will help reinforce the importance of
the historical richness that is foiud at Tyler Arboretum.
I look forward to hearing your thoughts and concerns at the
If you have any questions or «rould like
July 17th board meeting.
to discuss this report in further detail, please give me a call.

JCV/RAC

Attachments
List of suggested furniture to be sold, with comments
Draft Interpretive plan for Lachford Hall
Staff memorandum on space needs
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Appendix D
and the Planting Practices of
Painter Brothers on File at Swarthmore College Library

Letters Regarding Horticulture

the
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Record Group 5 Painter Series 3 Box #8 Minshail Painter
Letter, 1842-87

June

23,

file.

to

Anne

Tyler

Swarthmore College Records.

1857

Sister,

thee

I

Thy

Letter of Jvine 21st has just

give

them— agreeable

to

was read next day

taken.

It

now seems

as

was proved and on

it

if

I

feel

it

Uke on

seemed then

who

as our doing

last

may

interest

is

if

father's

was

The time when

passed, the gray haired mother

pvilling infant just arrived to

as

when

6th day the inventory

the old dynasty has almost closed.

hundred years and the

viscidities of life—

hand

father attended at our place

four generations clustered to our dwelling
of near a

to

arrangement. Hannah's two children, Sarah's

two daughters and son with thee
will

come

partake of the

death was far remote— but

now

attend.

heads alone

Some ancient hall deserted
Whose light have fled and garlands dead
and

all

me

but

departed.

To infancy age has succeeded,

median

the

of life passed, the

down

hill

journey to be taken.

Death

will find us sooner or later

On the deck or in the cot
And we cannot make him
Than

Need we

loiter

working out our lot.
be solicitous of fame when we see what
in

oblivion the whole globe

should

as

life

is

a benefit

we

it

is

is

a

mere paint

fatal

speed

in the universe.

all

things tend to

Death

is

as natural

not then adjust ourselves to the repose of the grave?

no

less so to quit

it-

for a time nature

If life

makes us organized

beings and without consent compels us to yield again vmto that state of
insensibility in

of death: a

which we were before bom. Does not sleep give us some idea

profound and permanent sleep in which

we

cease to think, to feel

and should we not familiarize ourselves with that which nature has
rendered necessary and contemplate
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it

with certainty and

amid

embattled

permit myself to be catechized but openly profess to be

will not

I

life?

the popular religion they being neither

Go where you

allows.

will the

what nature

presumptuous man

and asking a part of your substance

religion

side with

him and hauling damnation on

it

said infidels

is

of

who

are honest

and

no consequence they deny

it,

be

it

it

can never be

ever so

terrible,

last

is

flaunting his

religious profession will

it is

as

common

like that

to hear

And

have them

so.

Truth

we want

as a forty horse scare

sacrifice to principle is

if it

which wheels the

lived in vain.

bad

who

lauding those

It is

to

good sense

intelligent are christians at heart.

ever so severe, but

A

god

it--

his opposers.

and so we have not

to the ministers of reUgion.

of

support

to

Thee may vindicate great principles and pass away
apkus

indicates or

immime

crow

made up by

self

approval and has a strong hold on the feeling of the world they attach to such
refinement of thought and depth of sentiment.

Of manner sweet

as virtue always

wear

{lost page)
If

we knew where

a

man was born we might

religious faith, but fidelity
is

preached no more.

Crudity
to

is

great

is

almost unerringly fortel his

that peaceable state

where dogmatical nonsense

Tho' the leperouss taint the slander

and ignorance

is

her prophet.

on the name.

is

How can we expect such people

be tolerant (who have their thinking done by others and are fed with the

pap spoon

of theology)

towards those

who

support the most

just

cause that

can be called virtue to act or fortitude to refuse- the apostles of nature and
not of religious mystifications- being
religion as picture galleries

and now strangely

and

fossil

men who view modern

museums dug

associated.
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out of ancient

orthodox
literatvire

Oh

could

we

find a

magic wand

days of our youth spent in

to bring those

thoroughly spurtiveness and the incidents and associations connected with
them, but
I

it is

hard to teach the Eagle

hung over me

well can recall the old tree

The bees and pale blossoms

There

But the dreams of

my

What were

1

they?

in the Zenith:

thick

on each bough

future that brightened before

cannot remember them now.

something noble and pure in a

is

The who plants a

me

taste for the

beauty of vegetation.

and he exults

tree plants for posterity

it

will continue to

flourish long after he shall cease to enjoy his paternal fields.

the groves that surround our ancestral
recollection

Let us cherish

mansion— look back with proud

and forward with honorable

anticipation.

If

Goth and

the

Vandals come they of course will destroy the proudest monuments that
genius and art and taste and sentiment ever reared but
well, but

keep these

hostile steps as

remote as possible.

The mention Watram representatives
suppose the power of attorney
being deceased

may
or

set

him

we

to

is

We

pay without process
is

now nugatory

of law.

just

commenced

I

many.

We now

shall

1

the principle

intend to employ an attorney as executor and perhaps

Jacob proposes to live here and
him.

will not

William to act

at the collection of the

more haying

come they may, nay

we

be bxisy for a month

the weather proving favorable.

beUeve Enos Sharpley expects

enjoy good health and shall expect thee out before long.

Farewell,

Minshall Painter
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to

succeed

@1840 File Record Group
Swarthmore College.

Tract:

1.

we may

no longer wear the

dawn

fetters of superstition

were deemed obnoxious

day and

and

to the

of that

beginning to

day when mankind

shall

and ignorance.

estabhshed notions and religion of that

which he was compelled

for

fearlessly

avowed

to recant

what has

is

When we

derived form
it

is

opposed

is

it

it is

had

to

life.

of protestantism that

to truth.

made

in centuries

the difference

and hand

down

it

back

encounter and overcome and that the advantages

between a savage and

civilized life

an incumbent duty on our more favoured age to advance

exertions

been adopted

not a greater absurdity in

see the tedious progress that learning has

the oppositions

feel

There

unfavorable to religion.

nature than that truth

since

in that very land that threatened his

Those opinions are nearly exploded since the days

knowledge

4.

already hail the

is

That period has gone by that imprisoned a Jew for openly declaring facts

that

3.

11 "Misc",

That darkness which has so long overshadowed the earth

disappear and

2.

Box

5 Series 4

as a legacy to posterity the

it

we must

by our own

most valuable we can

leave them.

To accomplish

we must

this

use of every expedient that experience and

reason proves to be of the most advantage.
5.

Experience shows that the greatest advantage

where the members mutually

assist

is

derived from associations

each other and where there labours and

means

are united so as to produce the

shows

that collections of

end

to a better advantage.

It

likewise

specimens of every department of nature that can be

referred to at any time tends to accelerate the progress of the learner

and

is

of

equal benefit to the learned.
6. It is

necessary to have something besides books to give a minute description

of things.

Language cannot give us an idea

explain colour to the

bUnd

or

sound

of properties

to the deaf
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it

more

that

it

can

cannot describe a thing that

contains qualities

we

never were sensible of and therefore the best description

of the specimen.

That a more extensive collection could be formed by he imited exertions of

7.

many

than

it

could by the labours of one individual

and consequently of greater advantage
reaped by the members alone

and by

this

of nature serves to

evident within

each member. Nor

is

itself

the advantage

serves to inspire others with a love of study

means make them more

The study

8.

it

to

is

intelligent

and better

citizens.

occupy those hours which would otherwise

perhaps be employed in that which was more than idleness.
Science encourages reflection and reflection encourages virtue.

9.

10.

Societies are not useful only in science but in every thing that tends to

improve the mind such

as composition, debating

been adopted as best calculated

may pursue

and the Lyceum system has

promote learning where every individual

to

that course of study best suited to his fancy with benefit to all

and

where every question may be the subject of controversy: reUgion and pohtics
excepted.

This system likewise embraces the advantage of societies assisting each other

common

by exchanging specimens

to

one neighborhood for those that

district

does not produce.
This course being pvirsued for a nim\ber of years the consequence

he by the gradual accumulation of natural subjects that each
furnished with extensive

museums

of curiosities

district

would be
would be

from places both near and

remote.

Thus

is

ages to

come

collections that has
11.

the student of nature

would begin

his studies

among

been the labour of years.

The present system

of

enterprising yeomanry.

Lyceums took

They

first

associations at

which they discussed

of specimens

were soon added and

rural

its rise

New

England among

its

established kind of agricultural

economy. Libraries and collections

finally
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in

every branch of science was

introduced.
assist

They found the advantages

and

for societies to correspond with

each other and in the end experience produced that system

we have

adopted.
12.

The name

of

where he lectured
in general

Lyceum

originated in the days of Aristotle from the grove

to his disciples

and which

is

now

the

and

titles

after that

became the name

given to our united

to schools

societies.

{13-14 deal with feminist rhetoric)
15.

Lyceums never were

some unfavorable

to

established with the object of pecuniary purpose as

them have asserted

nature or through malicious designs.

motive than of being useful

either through ignorance of their

The members never had any other

to themselves, their

country and posterity.

And

through neighborhoods generally where they established they are supported

by the most
16.

We

intelligent

and exemplary part

are well aware that

sole cause

if

money

of society.

Instead of the

and aim of the associations

it

of

mankind was

the

would meet with encouragement

from nine tenths of that part of the community
it

good

that are

now

so careful about

interest in the strongest tie that can bind a people.

17.

It is

sincerely to be

hoped

that the period will

and expense squandered away

in the bar

and impaired by debauchery

will

consequently to the exaltation of

room and

be exerted

human

200

nature.

in

soon arrive when the time
the native talents debased

improving the mind and

Appendix E
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Map
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